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Basic Details

Ghatak (Malefics)

Favourable Points

Avkahada Chakra

Sex Female

Date of Birth 22 : 4 : 1989

Time of Birth 1 : 27 : 0

Day of Birth Saturday

Ishtkaal 049-08-16

Place of Birth Ghaziabad

Time Zone 5.5

Latitude 28 : 40 : N

Longitude 77 : 25 : E

Local Time Correction 00.20.19

War Time Correction 00.00.00

LMT at Birth 1:6:40

GMT at Birth 19:56:60

Tithi Pratipad

Hindu Week Day Friday

Paksha Krishna

Yoga Siddhi

Karan Kolav

Sunrise 05.47.41

Sunset 18.50.02

Day Duration 13.02.21

Bad Day Thursday

Bad Karan Taitila

Bad Lagna Kanya

Bad Month Magh

Bad Nakshatra Satabisha

Bad Prahar 4

Bad Rasi Dhanu

Bad Tithi 4, 9, 14

Bad Yoga Atiganda

Bad Planets Jupiter, Mars

Lucky Numbers 2

Good Numbers 1, 3, 7, 9

Evil Numbers 5, 8

Good Years 11,20,29,38,47

Lucky Days Sat, Wed, Sun

Good Planets Sat, Merc, Sun

Friendly Signs Vir Cap Aqua

Good Lagna Leo, Sco, Cap, Pis

Lucky Metal Silver

Lucky Stone Diamond

Paya (RasiBased) Tamra

Varna Sudra

Yoni Mahis

Gana Devta

Vasya Manav

Nadi Antya

Dasa Balance Sat 2 Y 9 M 4 D 


Lagna Capricorn

Lagna Lord Sat

Rasi Libra

Rasi Lord Ven

Nakshatra-Pada Swati 3

Nakshatra Lord Rah

Julian Day 2447639

SunSign (Indian) Aries

SunSign (Western) Taurus

Ayanamsa 023-42-26

Ayanamsa Name Lahiri

Obliquity 023-26-26

Sideral Time 15.06.05
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Traditional

SID 15.06.05
Time of Birth 1.27.0
Day Saturday
Date 22.4.1989
Sex Female
Name Pooja Sharama

Latitude 28.40.N
Longitude 77.25.E
Place Ghaziabad
Ayan 023-42-26
Ayan Type Lahiri
Julian Day 2447639

Sunrise 05.47.41
Sunset 18.50.02
Tithi Pratipad
Yoga
Asc Capricorn
 Asc Lord SAT

Rasi Libra
Rasi Lord VEN
Star - Pada Swati-3
Star Lord RAH
Karan Kolav
Bal. Dasa Sat 2 Y 9 M 4 D

Lagna Chart Navamasa Chart
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  Vimshottari Dasha
RAH -18 Years

  22/ 4/89 -   2/ 3/95
RAH 00/00/00
JUP 00/00/00
SAT 00/00/00
MER 00/00/00
KET 00/00/00
VEN 20/ 9/91
SUN 14/ 8/92
MON 14/ 2/94
MAR 2/ 3/95

JUP -16 Years
   2/ 3/95 -   2/ 3/11

JUP 20/ 4/97
SAT 2/11/99
MER 8/ 2/02
KET 14/ 1/03
VEN 14/ 9/05
SUN 2/ 7/06
MON 2/11/07
MAR 8/10/08
RAH 2/ 3/11

SAT -19 Years
   2/ 3/11 -   2/ 3/30

SAT 5/ 3/14
MER 14/11/16
KET 23/12/17
VEN 23/ 2/21
SUN 5/ 2/22
MON 5/ 9/23
MAR 14/10/24
RAH 20/ 8/27
JUP 2/ 3/30

MER -17 Years
   2/ 3/30 -   2/ 3/47

MER 29/ 7/32
KET 26/ 7/33
VEN 26/ 5/36
SUN 2/ 4/37
MON 2/ 9/38
MAR 29/ 8/39
RAH 17/ 3/42
JUP 23/ 6/44
SAT 2/ 3/47

KET -7 Years
   2/ 3/47 -   2/ 3/54

KET 29/ 7/47
VEN 29/ 9/48
SUN 5/ 2/49
MON 5/ 9/49
MAR 2/ 2/50
RAH 20/ 2/51
JUP 26/ 1/52
SAT 5/ 3/53
MER 2/ 3/54

VEN -20 Years
   2/ 3/54 -   2/ 3/74

VEN 2/ 7/57
SUN 2/ 7/58
MON 2/ 3/60
MAR 2/ 5/61
RAH 2/ 5/64
JUP 2/ 1/67
SAT 2/ 3/70
MER 2/ 1/73
KET 2/ 3/74

SUN -6 Years
   2/ 3/74 -   2/ 3/80

SUN 20/ 6/74
MON 20/12/74
MAR 26/ 4/75
RAH 20/ 3/76
JUP 8/ 1/77
SAT 20/12/77
MER 26/10/78
KET 2/ 3/79
VEN 2/ 3/80

MON -10 Years
   2/ 3/80 -   2/ 3/90

MON 2/ 1/81
MAR 2/ 8/81
RAH 2/ 2/83
JUP 2/ 6/84
SAT 2/ 1/86
MER 2/ 6/87
KET 2/ 1/88
VEN 2/ 9/89
SUN 2/ 3/90

MAR -7 Years
   2/ 3/90 -   2/ 3/97

MAR 29/ 7/90
RAH 17/ 8/91
JUP 23/ 7/92
SAT 2/ 9/93
MER 29/ 8/94
KET 26/ 1/95
VEN 26/ 3/96
SUN 2/ 8/96
MON 2/ 3/97

Planetary Positions
Planets Sign Latitude Nakshatra Pada
ASC Capricorn 09-22-39 Uttarashadha 4
Sun Aries 07-58-56 Ashvini 3
Moon Libra 15-39-35 Swati 3
Mars Gemini 01-44-49 Mrigasira 3
Merc Aries 25-15-59 Bharani 4
Jupt Taurus 13-52-27 Rohini 2
Venu Aries 12-20-16 Ashvini 4
Satn Sagittarius 20-13-04 Purvashadha 3
Rahu [R] Aquarius 08-12-22 Satabhisa 1
Ketu [R] Leo 08-12-22 Magha 3
Uran [R] Sagittarius 11-37-16 Mula 4
Nept [R] Sagittarius 18-36-04 Purvashadha 2
Plut [R] Libra 20-24-14 Vishakha 1

Ashtakvarga Table
  Sign No 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
Sun
Moon
Mars
Merc
Jupt
Venu
Satn
Total

3 1 4 4 3 5 5 2 6 5 3 7
5 2 4 4 5 1 7 5 3 3 6 4
2 0 5 2 4 5 3 2 3 3 4 6
5 2 5 4 6 4 3 3 6 5 5 6
6 6 5 5 4 4 2 5 5 5 7 2
4 4 3 2 6 5 3 5 4 4 8 4
5 3 1 1 2 3 5 4 2 3 4 6

30 18 27 22 30 27 28 26 29 28 37 35

Chalit Table
Bhav Sign Bhav Begin Sign Mid Bhav
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Sagittarius 27.01.35 Capricorn 09.22.39
Capricorn 27.01.35 Aquarius 14.40.32
Pisces 02.19.28 Pisces 19.58.24
Aries 07.37.21 Aries 25.16.17
Taurus 07.37.21 Taurus 19.58.24
Gemini 02.19.28 Gemini 14.40.32
Gemini 27.01.35 Cancer 09.22.39
Cancer 27.01.35 Leo 14.40.32
Virgo 02.19.28 Virgo 19.58.24
Libra 07.37.21 Libra 25.16.17
Scorpion 07.37.21 Scorpion 19.58.24
Sagittarius 02.19.28 Sagittarius 14.40.32
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The amalgamation of the five factors namely, the day of birth, date of birth, birth constellation, birth yoga, and
birth karana help the astrologers in calculating the Panchang Phala of a native. Considering these five factors at
the time of the birth of a native, the astrologer paints a clear hued picture denoting the ups and downs of life.
The Panchang Phala of your kundali has been mentioned below:
 
Tithi: Pratipad 
As you are born on the Pratipada tithi, you are someone who is very friendly in your social circle. You’ll have a
large family. You’ll have good amount of wealth and gold to live your without any struggle. You’ll also be able
to get wealth from the governmental authorities. You’ll have a broad forehead that will reflect the brilliance in
you.
 
 
 
Weekday: Friday 
As you are born on Friday, you'll have an attractive body and charismatic personality that will make people
flatter for you. You'll be indulged in games and luxuries all the time. You'll an eloquent speaker with a sharp
mind. You'll be praised by others for all your work, and you may also be surrounded by the people from the
opposite sex. 
 
 
Yoga: Siddhi 
As you are born in this yoga, you will be proficient in secretive siddhis. You’ll always be dedicated and
attentive toward your work and family. You’ll be a friendly person to talk with. Your compassionate nature will
incline you to do things in charity for the disabled and poor people. 
 
 
Karana: Kolav 
As you are born in Kaulav Karan, you’ll be loved by others, which includes, but not limited to, your family,
relatives and friends. You may have excessive urge for physical pleasures. You’ll be high on energy and
strength. You’ll get immense respect in your family and will always be praised for your deeds 
 
 
Nakshatra: Swati 
As you are born in Ashwini Nakshatra, you’ll always have an attitude to serve the mankind. You’ll be very
patient and trustworthy. You’ll gain satisfaction in life after fulfilling all your duties toward your spouse and
children. You’ll be accumulate all sorts of luxuries in life. 
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What is Ascendent? 
The ascendant house is considered very important in Vedic astrology. During the birth of a person, the sign
which rises in the sky is called the persons ascendant. And, the sign which comes in this house is called the
ascendant sign. The ascendant helps in calculating minutest event in a person's life through astrology. Whereas,
the daily, weekly, monthly and yearly predictions are made on the basis of moon sign and sun sign.  
 
Your Ascendant is: Capricorn 
 
Health For Capricorn Ascendant 
Capricorn suffers from disease arise by vita(wind). Capricorn Ascendant people do not readily yield to disease,
but once sick they hold onto the symptoms and can become hypochondriacs. Capricorn rules the joints, hair,
teeth and skin and nervous system in particular. The accidents from this sign are broken bones, sprains,
dislocations and hurts from the knees and below. 
 
Temperament & Personality For Capricorn Ascendant 
Capricorn Ascendant people often make big show of being religious but in reality they are not as religious as
they pretend to be. They are self centred, cunning, secretive and determined. They do more talking than
listening; hence often lose control on what they are saying results in hurting others. A typical Capricorn has
good organizational skills, is neat and tidy, have hard headed practicality. They have strong work ethic,
materialistic tendencies, a conservative streak, conventionality and great respect for authority. Capricorn
Ascendant people are ambitious, serious and dedicated to duty but sometimes vindictive; are self-disciplined,
responsible and practical but at times, they can lurch in self-pity. Reasoning ability is excellent and has strong
sense of purpose and direction. A Capricorn may appear sober and reserved in their dealings with others, but
once they give the trust, they are a loyal and committed friend. Socially oriented, willing endeavour for work
for anything they desire, and their self-esteem is extremely important. They have materialistic approach rather
than philosophical. They are capable of falling in love for their own pleasure. 
 
Physical Appearance For Capricorn Ascendant 
Capricorn Ascendant people are quite slender, bony, awkward presence and of small to average height. The
features are fine and seem cut with a chisel, with deep-set and serious eyes. They have stiff hair on the
eyebrows and chest. Usually have big head and large teeth sometimes protruding outside the lips. The general
appearance gives an impression of sternness, solidity, deepness, and maturity. Their look is marked by
neutrality, sobriety, and ordinariness. Their concern is practicality and not aesthetics, which they pay no
attention to. They often look like a scientist or a philosopher, a scholar or a wise person.
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Sun Consideration 
Your Sun is in Aries sign which is a Exalted sign for Sun. Sun is lord of 8th house and situated in 4th house.
Sun aspects 10th house and aspected by Moon,Ketu. 
 
 
Moon Consideration 
Your Moon is in Libra sign which is a Neutral sign for Moon. Moon is lord of 7th house and situated in 10th
house. Moon aspects 4th house and aspected by Sun,Mercury,Venus,Rahu. 
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Mars Consideration 
Your Mars is in Gemini sign which is a Enemy sign for Mars. Mars is lord of 4th,  11th, house and situated in
6th house. Mars aspects 9th, 12th, 1st house and aspected by Saturn,Rahu. 
 
 
Mercury Consideration 
Your Mercury is in Aries sign which is a Neutral sign for Mercury. Mercury is lord of 6th,  9th, house and
situated in 4th house. Mercury aspects 10th house and aspected by Moon,Ketu. 
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Jupiter Consideration 
Your Jupiter is in Taurus sign which is a Enemy sign for Jupiter. Jupiter is lord of 12th,  3rd, house and situated
in 5th house. Jupiter aspects 9th, 11th, 1st house and aspected by . 
 
 
Venus Consideration 
Your Venus is in Aries sign which is a Neutral sign for Venus. Venus is lord of 5th,  10th, house and situated in
4th house. Venus aspects 10th house and aspected by Moon,Ketu. 
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Saturn Consideration 
Your Saturn is in Sagittarius sign which is a Neutral sign for Saturn. Saturn is lord of 1st,  2nd, house and
situated in 12th house. Saturn aspects 2nd, 6th, 9th house and aspected by Mars,Ketu. 
 
 
Rahu Consideration 
Your Rahu is in Aquarius sign which is a - sign for Rahu. Rahu is lord of  house and situated in 2nd house.
Rahu aspects 6th, 8th, 10th house and aspected by Saturn,Ketu. 
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Ketu Consideration 
Your Ketu is in Leo sign which is a - sign for Ketu. Ketu is lord of  house and situated in 8th house. Ketu
aspects 12th, 2nd, 4th house and aspected by Rahu. 
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Character
You do not say as much as you think and while you are thinking, you are reasoning. It follows that your
judgement is worth having and people will flock to you for advice.You are a sensitive and emotional person.
The hard knocks of this world have more effects on you than they have on most other people, and you lose
some of the enjoyment of life in consequence. What other people say and think of you is taken by you to heart.
Thus, there are a certain number of things which cause you unhappiness which, after all, are not worth troubling
about.You have several excellent qualities. You are highly sympathetic, which makes you a good friend. You
are loyal and patriotic and are thus a first class citizen. You are, or would be a most lovable parent. You are, or
would be, everything that your partner could desire. Clearly, the good qualities of yours far outweigh the others. 
 
 
Happiness And Fulfillment
You are brave and ambitious. Unafraid to take chances and enact their plans, you are extremely active
individual who stimulates others into action. A busy person who is always doing something constructively, you
rarely misuse energy. If what you are doing with your life is unfulfilling, you are unafraid to change it. 
 
 
Life Style
Your co-workers serve as an inspiration for your success. Thus, you can rely on others to give you the
inspirational spirit you need to pursue goals. 
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Career
Since you like to unite both sides of an argument, law and justice would be good fields for you. You could also
do well as labour mediator and any other positions in industry where you are called upon to create and maintain
peace and harmony. Try to stay clear of profession which require instant and constant decision, because you
find difficulty in making them quickly.Since you like to unite both sides of an argument, law and justice would
be good fields for you. You could also do well as labour mediator and any other positions in industry where you
are called upon to create and maintain peace and harmony. Try to stay clear of profession which require instant
and constant decision, because you find difficulty in making them quickly. 
 
 
Occupation
Your desire for benefiting mankind and alleviating suffering will find ample scope in the medical profession or
in nursing (if you are a woman). In either of these, you would be able to live up to your ambitions and do really
good and useful work in the world. Failing the possibility of entering these professions, there are still
opportunities that will agree with your temperament. As a teacher, you could perform really excellent service.
You would fulfill the duties of a manager of supervisor of a large staff with courage and kindness, and people
would submit to your orders willingly, knowing that they could always count on you as a friend. In quite
another field you may safely rely on earning a good living. It is in the literary and artistic expression, and these
single you out for an author's life. You can become an excellent actor also whether for T.V. or for films. If you
take up this kind of profession, it would not be surprising that you would spend your time and money in
furthering some humanitarian work. 
 
 
Health
While you are not actually robust, there are few reasons, however, why you should be concerned about your
health. Your chief ailments will be more imaginary than real. Nevertheless, they will cause you a certain
amount of unnecessary anxiety. You look into yourself too much and wonder why this or that has happened,
when, in reality, it is nothing worth thinking twice about. You are apt to read medical books, and your
imaginations manufacture the symptoms of dread diseases. You may suffer from throat troubles at some time or
other. Avoid drugs, except those prescribed by a doctor. Lead a natural life, have plenty of sleep, take sufficient
exercise and eat sensibly. 
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Hobbies
Reading, painting, the drama, and such pastimes as require artistic and literary feeling will occupy your mind. It
would not be surprising to find that you suddenly developed and interest in Spiritualism or things relating to the
supernatural. Anything to do with travel will also attract you, whether it is on land, sea or in the air. For such
games as cricket and football, you will have very little time. However, you will be interested in indoor games
like table-tennis, carom, badminton etc. 
 
 
Love Matters
You are not a person who ought to go through life in single blessedness and, as a matter of fact, the older you
grow, the more you will need a partner to listen to your joys and your sorrows. You set much score on a home
of your own, and marriage brings this into being in a manner which you consider more perfect than any other.
Your home will be your God. If you are a woman, you will say, when there will be your children because you
were never so completely happy until they came. You will marry for love, naturally, but as the years roll on,
you will think more and more of your partner, until a time will come when you cannot bear to be separated even
for a day or two. 
 
 
Finance
In matters relating to financial prospects you will be largely the arbitrator of your own destiny. The success of
your work will come first in every way. If you belong to the higher plane which your natural gifts entitle you to
occupy, you will always find the wealth and gain high position, but in such things you will never be satisfied.
You always crave for the something just beyond your means. You will be most generous in money matters and
inclined to reduce your reserves by giving to benevolent institutions and helping your relatives. 
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A birth chart of a native comprises of 12 segments, each denoting the different aspects of a human life. These
segments are known as houses or Bhavas. The 12 signs of the zodiac find a place in each of these 12 houses in
an arranged manner. And the Lord of that particular sign becomes the house Lord of the house that it is posited
in. Each House Lord residing in different houses and the impact of all the planets along with the impact of the
houses defines the various shades of life the native would have to go through.
 
 
 
Personality, health, status 
The twelfth house is a house of negation. It is a negation of all that the 1st house of self stands for in our chart.
The 12th house represents losses, disappointments, detachment and dissolution. It is a house of seclusion,
retreat, yoga, meditation, emancipation and liberation. From the 12th house, we can glean information about the
influence of foreign elements in our lives.
 
The 12th house is the antithesis of all that the 1st house represents. Where the 1st house informs about self, the
12th house deals with the negation of self. The placement of lagna lord in 12th house will create difficulties for
you. Your lagna lord is concerned with vitality and well-being, and the placement in 12th will result in
expending of energy and health issues related to body and mind. This house deals with losses and
disappointments, so you might experience a sense of loss at various levels. You may also feel detached with
your own surroundings and people. Where the 1st house denotes honor and pride that boost the ego, the
placement of lagna lord in 12th will result in denial of honour and appreciation leading to humiliation and ego-
deflation. Continuous denial of honour to self and humiliation, with detachment, can lead to humility and self-
sacrifice. As a house of self-negation and detachment, this house promotes efforts towards emancipation of the
soul and liberation. Meditating in a secluded place, spiritual retreat, yogic practices and detachment from
material life come naturally to you when your lagna lord is placed in the 12th house. The placement of lagna
lord in 12th house may indicate moving away from your native place or place of birth or people and settling
amongst foreign elements. This placement also shows that your talents and efforts would be more appreciated
amongst communities and regions of foreign origin.
 
 
 
Wealth, family, properties 
The twelfth house indicates the ease with which we tend to either lose or disassociate ourselves with money and
materials. Considered as the house of loss, the house may not contribute much in terms of enabling expansion or
growth of your 2nd house related matters or aspects of life. You may have trouble in accumulating material and
financial resources. This could be due to your own subconscious detachment towards gathering and collection
of money and material. The placement of 2nd lord in 12th also indicates the constant state of flux your family
relationships would be in or it might also be a pointer towards loss or complete detachment from the original
family consisting of parents and siblings. Even if you are attached with your family members, you may
somehow not be there for them when they need you most or count their support when you need them most. The
disconnection and detachment may be entirely out of your control or sphere of influence. You may either be
very extravagant in your life or may not be very particular with your material resources. This might result in
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you losing your money and materials, and you may also not show much inclination in curbing your spending
habits / tendencies. Though you may not really be bothered about why you are not able to gather and collect
material and financial resources, you may have a subconscious fear of poverty and lack of money. You may
also be slowly weaned away from your family tradition and cultural orientation. The placement of 2nd lord in
12th may also indicate family members staying far away from where you are located, and this could also
contribute towards detachment and disconnection.
 
 
 
Siblings, courage 
The presence of your 3rd lord in the 5th house acts as a stimulant for creative thought processes and intellectual
expression. The 5th house deals with thinking, mental activity, and the ability for creative expression. This
house relates to the active and the rational mind. The 3rd lord’s placement in your 5th house can bring out the
author or poet in you. Your mental capacities expand and you become capable of profound and in-depth
thinking. The force of the third house influencing the 5th can enable inspirational and motivational thinking
also. Your writing will be uplifting and your creative expression will have the power to heal and enlighten,
since the 3rd house lord in 5th ignites the mind towards spiritual quest. Alternatively, this combination can also
turn you into an ardent lover or romantic person, since the 3rd house is a house of desire and stimulation and
can create yearnings in your mind. These romantic cravings find expression either as affection for a person or
through creative expression in the form of prose or poetry. Under the stimulating experience of 3rd lord, the 5th
house of your mind seeks fun, novelty and entertainment. This can also encourage tendencies such as voracious
reading or voluminous writing in you. Or it can lead you to seek pleasure in the company of people with
matching mental wavelength. These tendencies or cravings might be latent in you and will be aroused by the
influence of 3rd lord’s position in the 5th house. Due to the placement of 3rd lord in your 5th house, you may be
a major source of inspiration for your progeny, as your child is the product of your desire for creation. Since the
3rd house is forceful in its tone, it will give aggressively augment the various significations of the 5th house.
 
 
 
Happiness, education, house, mother, property 
The placement of 4th house lord in 6th house is slightly unfavourable for the significations pertaining to the 4th
house. The 6th house is an aggressive and disruptive house. It indicates debts, disease and enemies. This
combination can mean disturbance and disruption in the harmony and unity of your home. It is possible that
your residence or property is under the shadow of debts. It can also mean that your property is burdened with
legal troubles or hassles. It is also highly possible that your residence or vehicle suffering damage and not in
healthy condition. The influence of 6th house on the 4th house is a sure sign that all is not well with your 4th
house matters. The position of 4th house lord in 6th can mean disease or ill-health pertaining to your emotional
personality. It can also show your emotions acquiring an aggressive tone, which results in you losing your
equilibrium and balance. The enemies for the 4th house can be both external and internal. It indicates inimical
relationships giving a tough time to our home and happiness, and in a way disturbing the fine fabric of stability
related to home as conveyed by your 4th house lord. When your internal peace and harmony are disrupted due
to the problems and difficulties indicated by the 6th house, you are no more an emotionally stable person. Your
disturbed internal state of affairs does not contribute much in terms of creating a happy home or contented
personality. This indicates the internal enemy, part of your unhappy self, which is not able to create a healthy
home or enable 4th house significations to flourish.



 
 
 
Children, mind, intelligence 
Any house lord placed in the 12th house from itself indicates loss of significations for that particular house.
With your 5th lord in the 4th house, your intellectual capacities do not reach their full potential. Matters
pertaining to your 4th house will somehow restrict the flow of your creativity and thought processes. It may be
that you had impediments in your academic life due to the inability of your home to provide material resources
for your education. It can mean that you could not complete your education due to your attention needed at
home, may be to attend to ailing mother. You may have had disruptions in your education due to constant
change in residence or relocation. It can also mean that your home environment did not allow expansion of your
intelligence and so your scholastic life was minimal or cut-short. This placement can also convey your lack of
interest in pursuing academics actively due to your preoccupation with home and related matters. It is possible
that your talents and versatility remained unutilized and hidden due to insufficient support and encouragement
from home and its members. Or it can also mean that you could not pursue higher education due to the fact that
joining a job and earning money was essential for the smooth running of your home and survival of its
members. Since the 5th house is also related to your progeny, it is highly possible that you were denied the
chance to become a parent due to your deep involvement and engagement with home, mother or related affairs
 
 
 
Diseases, debt, enemies 
The 4th house is our private world. It represents your home, happiness, mother and related factors. When the
disruptive force represented by the 6th lord influences your 4th house of internal stability, peace and quiet, you
experience conflict and confrontation. This conflict can be in the form of dispute at home, which will be a
perennial future, or disturbed state of your nature. Even if you you take great pains to resolve it, the 6th lord’s
presence here can not give you harmonious home and bliss within. You will constantly experience some
external tussle or internal struggle which will keep you dissatisfied and unhappy. The 6th house of competition
entering your 4th house means that you will always be entangled in comparison and create unhappiness for you
and your family members. This position indicates conflict with your mother over multiple issues. The 6th lord’s
presence here will not let you settle within yourself. There will be a compulsion to compete and compare with
your own home people and members, which will make you restless, angry and unsettled. But because your 6th
lord has gone to a 11th position from its own house, you aggressive behaviour at home can get you material
benefits, but can never guarantee happiness or peace. This position also indicates unnecessary spending on the
maintenance of your residence or vehicles. In some way or the other this position conveys increased material
expenditure at the home front or on home members. This position also shows the legal problems you may have
due to property related disputes. Your enemies or your ill-health or your debt situation will never let you enjoy
the happiness offered by your home. If not an external enemy, your own nature engaged in competition and
comparison will destroy your happiness
 
 
 
Marriage, partner 
The 10th house indicates your efforts and initiative to explore the impersonal world of professions and carve a
personal identity for yourself. The 7th house indicates the efforts you initiate in forming intimate relationships



that complement your personal identity. The placement of your 7th lord in 10th house augurs well for both your
7th and 10th houses. The 7th house operates under the impulse of desire and the 10th house is oriented towards
enhancement of material wealth, social status and public recognition. When your 7th lord is posited in your 10th
house, a well-coordinated mechanism is in place enabling profitable business. Your business partners contribute
positively to your occupational endeavours and professional vision. You will witness noticeable changes in your
efficiency, visibility and success. This combination indicates the heights you can scale in your professional
arena, and bestows enhanced social position and augmented financial resources. It is also possible that your
marital partner is associated in some way with your professional life. It indicates increase in social stature for
you after the arrival of your marital partner. It also implies that your spouse may contribute to your business
expansion activities. Your spouse may also enjoy own popularity and high social status. It is highly possible
that your spouse may also be having own flourishing career. This placement promises continuous growth and
development in your professional field. It also guarantees fulfilment of career potential and aspiration. Since
this is a combination of two angular ‘kendra’ houses in your chart, this confers a commanding personality,
comfortable lifestyle, prestigious professional life and enhanced popularity.
 
 
 
Longevity, danger, difficulties 
The 4th and 8th houses are internally oriented to the ‘enlightenment impulse’, and are part of the Moksha triad.
The 4th house informs about our internal search or inclination to go inward into one’s own personal recesses.
The 8th house also shows our involvement deep within, but after our engagements with the external world
suffers abrupt disruption. When your 8th lord is placed in the 4th house, it goes to the 9th from its own house.
This indicates good fortune for significations pertaining to the 8th house. Since the 8th house is a disruptive and
difficult house, it first destroys the material aspects connected to the 4th house, and then prompts you towards
spiritual seeking. This combination indicates untoward incidents happening in your home, resulting in loss of
peace or bliss. It shows disruption in your happiness. The presence of 8th lord in 4th implies bad tidings for
your mother. It can either result in health-related afflictions to your mother or it can lead to unhappy relations
between you and your mother. It indicates sudden and unexpected tragedy afflicting your residence or vehicle,
your modes of happiness and pleasure. This position of 8th lord shows unexpected damage to your assets,
which can induce a feeling of tragedy in you. The 8th lord here deliberately annihilates the material aspects of
your life which give you happiness and fulfilment, and thereby inducing restlessness and despondency within
you. It then prepares you internally for deep involvement and engagement within yourself through various
meditational practices. The placement of 8th lord in the 4th can drastically alter your channels of seeking
happiness for self. 
 
 
 
Luck, father, inheritance etc. 
The 4th house is pertains to our emotional world and revolves around our home, mother and other people
associated with home. The 9th house is our window to the intellectual world of higher learning, awareness and
knowledge and indicates one’s father, elders, mentors, teachers, guides and institutions of learning. In the 4th
house, you feel and absorb various experiences. In the 9th house, you reflect and assimilate various facts. The
4th house enables journeying within for knowledge about yourself. The 9th house facilitates explorations and
widening of mental and intellectual horizons. Both houses deal with power - the 4th informs about internal
power that comes with deep meditation and the 9th indicates power of learning and cultivation of goodness in



attracting divine grace. When your 9th lord is placed in the 4th house, it goes to the 8th from its own house.
This indicates transformation in the 9th lord while under influence of the 4th house. As a house of ‘Dharma’,
your 9th house promotes stricts judgements and a ‘no-compromise’ attitude towards traditional mores and social
codes. In the 4th house which considers everyone and everything with compassionate lens, your 9th lord is
transformed into a ‘considerate judge’ and takes pains to balance ‘righteous thinking and kindness.’ It is
possible that your religious and cultural perspectives may be softly coloured with flexibility and openness
towards change. You may lean heavily in favour of traditions and culture practices followed by your matrilineal
family. This also indicates the dominant role played by your mother. It also indicates transformation of your
good fortune in favour of your home and members, so that the 4th house matters thrive well.
 
 
 
Profession 
The 4th and the 10th houses have been allotted diametrically opposite portfolios. The orientation and interests
are also different. While the 4th house deals with your personal world of home, happiness, mother and material
assets, the 10th house is chiefly concerned with professional aspirations and ambition pertaining to success in
the world outside. The 4th house is coloured with your emotions, whereas the 10th house is very impersonal in
nature. When your 10th lord occupies your 4th house, it is placed in the 7th house from its own. This indicates
that your home become a chief base from where your professional activities are carried out. It implies the
connection between your personal and professional world. You may feel comfortable operating from your
home. It is possible that you may have an office set-up at home. It can even mean that you may be associated
with your home members in your professional life. Chances of you partnering with your mother or any home
members in business ventures are also indicated. It is highly possible that your professional outlook may be
influenced by your 4th house significations. You may be more emotional in your work life and may prefer a
personal touch in your professional dealings. It can even mean that you may be exhibiting comparatively low
ambition or competitiveness in your professional perspective. This combination also indicates that you may be
working as a freelancer or having your own home-based consultancy. This placement also denotes your
professional involvement in real estate either as a dealer or agent in property, or as a sales or marketing
professional in construction/building industry.
 
 
 
Income, gain 
The 6th house is a difficult house and informs your debts, disease and enemies. But it is a house that teaches
you resilience and tenacity during rough weather and tough times. The 11th house is a house of indulgence,
gain, plenty and monetary well-being. It creates comfort zones and can induce you to take things for granted.
Your 11th house facilitates things for you, whereas your 6th house creates challenges for you. When your 11th
lord occupies your 6th house, it goes to the 8th from its own house. The 11th house significations will need to
undergo transformation or mutation under the influence of the 6th house. Your opulent and carefree lifestyle
may result in grave health issues. It is possible that your indulgence may land you in deep debt crisis. Your
affluence and strong status may be responsible for creating inimical relationships in your life. This placement
poses monetary challenges and may drain your resources. Continued inattention to your health and fitness,
besides causing health hazards, may also question your financial management skills. It is highly possible that
you may find yourself in dire financial straits. The 6th house pressure may impact your social position too, and
can lead towards shrinking of your social circle and friendship. It is possible that you will be so preoccupied



with your problems that you will not have time or money for socializing or entertainment purposes. Or it can
even indicate that your acquaintances or friends may avoid you and your company, seeing you surrounded by
difficulties or troubles. Since the 11th lord represents siblings, this combination may create misunderstanding
and power struggle between you and your elder siblings.
 
 
 
Expenditure, moksha 
The 5th house informs about your mental capacities and academic abilities. The 12th house indicates dissolution
of all acquired knowledge and intelligence. The 5th house engages in thinking, analysis, rationalization and
creation. In the 12th house, there is total surrender to a higher source of wisdom. Your 12th lord’s placement in
the 5th house indicates that the 12th lord has gone to the 6th from own house. This placement indicates a
struggle between the rational mind which insists on reasoning and logic, and the self which has gone beyond
questions and answers. The 12th lord accepts and believes, whereas the 5th house prods and ponders. The 12th
house is detached in its outlook, while the 5th house conducts a rigorous examination of things and people.
Though this combination will create initial difficulties, your 5th house will undergo major transformation while
struggling to decipher the mystery of the 12th lord. The ease with which the 12th house accepts the ‘sense of
loss’ with detached outlook is difficult for the 5th house which signifies your ‘intellectual pride.’ Under the
influence of the 12th lord, the 5th house representing the mind learns to understand that life is a mixture of gray
and not to be viewed in simple ‘black’ and ‘white’ frameworks. Since the 12th lord is disruptive in nature, your
academic or educational life may be disturbed or face unexpected troubles. It is possible that you may ‘neglect’
your scholastic goals, resulting in your poor performance. It can even mean that you may be detached and not
very rigid in your thinking. Your procreative abilities may also suffer, and you may either choose not to have
progeny or this signification of the 5th house will be denied to you. 
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Generally Manglik Dosha is considered from the position of Lagna and Moon in the birth chart. 
 
In the birth chart, Mangal is placed in Sixth house from Lagna, while in the Moon chart Mangal is placed in
Ninth house. 
 
Hence Mangal Dosha is  present neither in Lagna Chart nor in Moon Chart.
Mangal Dosha is considered to create hurdles in the married life of a person. According to some, Mangal Dosha
results in frequent illness or ultimately death of partner(s). 
 
It is considered that if a manglik person marries to another manglik person then the manglik dosha gets
cancelled and has no effect. 
 
Some Remedies (in case Mangal Dosha is present)
 
Remedies (needs to be performed before marriage)
Kumbha Vivah, Vishnu Vivah and Ashwatha Vivah are the most popular remedies for Mangal Dosha.
Ashwatha vivaha means the marriage with peepal or banana tree and cutting the tree after that. Kumbha Vivah,
also called Ghata Vivaha, means marriage with a pot and breaking it after that. 
 
Remedies (can be performed after marriage)
1.Keep Kesariya Ganapati (Orange coloured idol of Lord Ganesha) in worship room and worship daily. 
2.Worship Lord Hanuman by reciting Hanuman Chalisa daily. 
3.Mahamrityunjaya paath (recitation of Mahamrityunjaya mantra). 
 
Remedies (based on Lal Kitab, can be performed after marriage)
1.Feed birds with something sweet. 
2.Keep ivory (Haathi Daant) at home. 
3.Worship banyan tree with milk mixed with something sweet. 
 
Note: We strongly recommend you to consult an astrologer before performing these remedies by your own.
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Name Pooja Sharama

Date 22/4/1989

Time of Birth 1:27:0

Place of Birth Ghaziabad

Sex Female

Rasi Libra

Tithi Pratipad

Nakshatra Swati

S.N. Sade Sati/
Panoti

Shani Rashi Start  Date End  Date Phase

        1 Small Panoti Capricorn March 21,
1990

June 20, 1990

        2 Small Panoti Capricorn December 15,
1990

March 05,
1993

        3 Small Panoti Capricorn October 16,
1993

November
09, 1993

        4 Small Panoti Taurus June 07, 2000 July 22, 2002
        5 Small Panoti Taurus January 09,

2003
April 07,
2003

        6 Sade Sati Virgo September
10, 2009

November
14, 2011

Rising

        7 Sade Sati Libra November
15, 2011

May 15, 2012 Peak

        8 Sade Sati Virgo May 16, 2012 August 03,
2012

Rising

        9 Sade Sati Libra August 04,
2012

November
02, 2014

Peak

        10 Sade Sati Scorpio November
03, 2014

January 26,
2017

Setting

        11 Sade Sati Scorpio June 21, 2017 October 26,
2017

Setting

        12 Small Panoti Capricorn January 24,
2020

April 28,
2022

        13 Small Panoti Capricorn July 13, 2022 January 17,
2023

        14 Small Panoti Taurus August 08,
2029

October 05,
2029

        15 Small Panoti Taurus April 17,
2030

May 30, 2032

        16 Sade Sati Virgo October 23,
2038

April 05,
2039

Rising

        17 Sade Sati Virgo July 13, 2039 January 27,
2041

Rising
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S.N. Sade Sati/
Panoti

Shani Rashi Start  Date End  Date Phase

        18 Sade Sati Libra January 28,
2041

February 05,
2041

Peak

        19 Sade Sati Virgo February 06,
2041

September
25, 2041

Rising

        20 Sade Sati Libra September
26, 2041

December 11,
2043

Peak

        21 Sade Sati Scorpio December 12,
2043

June 22, 2044 Setting

        22 Sade Sati Libra June 23, 2044 August 29,
2044

Peak

        23 Sade Sati Scorpio August 30,
2044

December 07,
2046

Setting

        24 Small Panoti Capricorn March 07,
2049

July 09, 2049

        25 Small Panoti Capricorn December 04,
2049

February 24,
2052

        26 Small Panoti Taurus May 28, 2059 July 10, 2061
        27 Small Panoti Taurus February 14,

2062
March 06,
2062

        28 Sade Sati Virgo August 30,
2068

November
04, 2070

Rising

        29 Sade Sati Libra November
05, 2070

February 05,
2073

Peak

        30 Sade Sati Scorpio February 06,
2073

March 30,
2073

Setting

        31 Sade Sati Libra March 31,
2073

October 23,
2073

Peak

        32 Sade Sati Scorpio October 24,
2073

January 16,
2076

Setting

        33 Sade Sati Scorpio July 11, 2076 October 11,
2076

Setting
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S.N. Sade Sati/
Panoti

Shani Rashi Start  Date End  Date Phase

        34 Small Panoti Capricorn January 15,
2079

April 11,
2081

        35 Small Panoti Capricorn August 03,
2081

January 06,
2082

        36 Small Panoti Taurus July 18, 2088 October 30,
2088

        37 Small Panoti Taurus April 06,
2089

September
18, 2090

        38 Small Panoti Taurus October 25,
2090

May 20, 2091

        39 Sade Sati Virgo October 12,
2097

May 02, 2098 Rising

        40 Sade Sati Virgo June 20, 2098 December 25,
2099

Rising

        41 Sade Sati Libra December 26,
2099

March 17,
2100

Peak

        42 Sade Sati Virgo March 18,
2100

September
16, 2100

Rising

        43 Sade Sati Libra September
17, 2100

December 02,
2102

Peak

        44 Sade Sati Scorpio December 03,
2102

November
29, 2105

Setting

        45 Small Panoti Capricorn February 25,
2108

July 28, 2108
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Shani Sade Sati: Rising Phase 
This is starting period of Shani's Sade Sati. In this period Saturn will be transiting in 12th house from the Moon.
It generally indicates financial loss, problems by hidden enemies, aimless travel, disputes, and poverty. During
this period, you may face problems created by your hidden enemies. Relationship with your colleagues will not
good enough and they will create problems in your work environment. You may also face challenges on your
domestic front. This may create pressure and tension. You need to exercise control over your spending
otherwise it be lead to bigger financial problems. Long distance travels may not be fruitful during this period.
Saturn’s nature is of delay and dejection, but generally you will get results eventually, so be patient and wait for
your turn. Take this period as learning period, put your hard work and things will fall in place. You are advised
not to take high risks in business matters in this period. 
 
Shani Sade Sati: Peak Phase 
This is the peak of Shani's Sade Sati. Generally this phase of Saturn is the most difficult one. Saturn transiting
over natal Moon indicates health problems, character assassination, problems in relationship, mental afflictions,
and sorrows. You will find it difficult to achieve success in this period. You may not get results of your hard
work and feel restricted. Your constitution and immune system will not be strong. As first house is the house of
health, you should start exercising and taking care of your health, otherwise you can be caught by chronic
diseases. You may suffer from depression, unknown fear or phobia. Your will lack clarity in thinking, action,
and decision making. You will be spiritually inclined and will be attracted by intricacies of nature. Acceptance
and doing basics right will sail you out of this period. 
 
Shani Sade Sati: Setting Phase 
This is 'setting' period of Shani's Sade Sati. Saturn will be transiting in the 2nd house from the natal Moon,
which indicates difficulty on financial and domestic front. You will start feeling slight relief after having two
difficult phases of Sade Sati. Still, misunderstandings and financial stress can be seen during this period.
Expenses may keep soaring high and you need to continue exercising control. Sudden financial losses and fear
of theft is also a possibility. You may be pessimistic in thinking, you are advised to deal with matters
enthusiastically. You will require paying good attention to family and personal front, otherwise those can also
lead to a bigger problem. For students, education may be slightly affected and they will have to work harder to
hold on to their existing level. Results will be slow and almost always with the delay. This is a period which
indicates danger and apart from other things, you need to be careful while driving. If possible, stay away from
non-veg and your drinking habits to keep Saturn happy. You will be able to sail through this period by
intelligently handling your domestic and financial matters. 
 
Note: Above predictions are of general nature and are based on general belief that Sade Sati is harmful. Truly
speaking, we found that it is not always the case and we recommend reading this article on Sade Sati. Any
conclusion based on Sade Sati alone is not correct and has good chances of failing. Certain factors like current
running dasa and nature of Saturn also needs to be analyzed before we can conclude whether Sade Sati period
will be malefic or benefic. You are advised not to take above forecasts seriously and in case of any doubt,
consult a good astrologer.
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Kalsarpa Dosh/Yog 
As per the current definition, when all planets are situated in middle of Rahu and Ketu in birth-chart or
horoscope, the astrologers call it Kalsarp Dosh. In present days, discussions about this dosh are vogue among
Jyotishi or Hindu Astrologers of India. Many of troubles in one's life are mostly because of Kalsarp Dosh.
Without analyzing other areas of astrology, most astrologers, in fact, accept kalsarp dosh is main root of
problems. But the reality is this that if all planets are well posited in horoscope, kalsarp dosh will not be
harmful, and can be supportive to beneficial results endowed by good positions of planets. Kalsarp dosh is
inauspicious when positions of planets are unfavorable in one's horoscope. Therefore, it is not wise to fear
hearing just about 'Kalsarp Dosh'. It is in fact always better to reach on remedies only after consulting jyotishi
for deep analysis on negative influences of Kalsarp dosh. Interestingly, influence of kalsarp dosh is different in
different people. Because influence of kalsarp dosh is based on points-which sign is posited in which house, and
what other planets occupied that house, what are their influences and so on. 
 
Result: Your Horoscope is free from Kalsarpa Yoga
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Rahu Mahadasha Phal (Birth - March 2, 1995) 
Rahu is in Aquarius in your 2nd house
New projects or higher level of investment should be avoided. If working as a professional, the year will be
average mostly. There will be routine hurdles as well as average growth. You will have to wait for real progress.
A phase of doubt & uncertainty could come your way. Making a change is not advised at all & is detrimental to
your interest. A gradual loss of status could be experienced during this period. A sense of insecurity will prevail
as far as home affairs are concerned.
 
Jupiter Mahadasha Phal (March 2, 1995 - March 2, 2011) 
Jupiter is in Taurus in your 5th house
You are learning new ways of maintaining harmony in your individuality at work and around friends and
family. You will reap great rewards as you learn to expand your communication skills and be true to your inner
self and your own personal needs. Changes you experience in your life will be deeply felt and lasting. People
that you thought overlooked your good efforts will be your greatest and most supportive allies. An auspicious
ceremony in the family is likely to take place. This period will also bring prosperity, happiness and success to
your children. 
 
Saturn Mahadasha Phal (March 2, 2011 - March 2, 2030) 
Saturn is in Sagittarius in your 12th house
This is not a very satisfactory period for you. You may get indulge into sudden losses financially. Loss of
money due to litigation and disputes is also possible. Failure in attempts will make you feel frustrated. You will
have to slog as the work burden will be too much. Family life will also create tensions. Donâ€™t try to take
risks in business matters as period is not very harmonious to you. Your enemies will try to tarnish your image.
Loss of money will be quite evident. 
 
Mercury Mahadasha Phal (March 2, 2030 - March 2, 2047) 
Mercury is in Aries in your 4th house
During this period there can be good gains from property transactions. Financial disputes can get decided in
your favor. You will be able identify new sources of income. Long-awaited pay raises will materialize. Business
journeys will be successful and productive. The most important feature of this period is that you can experience
a positive increase in the level of respect that you enjoy - whatever be your station in life. You will be inclined
to spend on luxuries and buy a new vehicle.
 
Ketu Mahadasha Phal (March 2, 2047 - March 2, 2054) 
Ketu is in Leo in your 8th house
You will perform good and pious deeds your conduct will be good. You will suddenly get interested in religion
or spirituality. Partnerships are good for you this year, in both the professional and personal sphere. However,
the most important thing is that you might just have that overwhelming, life-changing experience that you were
waiting for so long. This period is surely going to bring all the authority. You are learning new ways of
maintaining harmony in your individuality at work and around friends and family. Family atmosphere will be
very good.
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Venus Mahadasha Phal (March 2, 2054 - March 2, 2074) 
Venus is in Aries in your 4th house
You will yield a lot of power, the likes of which you have probably not experienced before. On the personal
front, your loved ones will rely on you for providing them and comforting them. You will earn a lot of fame and
recognition. Your mental energy will be great. Most importantly, things between you and your spouse will be at
their sweetest. Birth of a child is on the cards. Your subordinate shall extend their full support towards you.
Overall this period will be very pleasant. 
 
Sun Mahadasha Phal (March 2, 2074 - March 2, 2080) 
Sun is in Aries in your 4th house
You will not be able to take up tiring work as youâ€™ll be physically vulnerable during this time.  You may
engage yourself in unscrupulous activities. If you are related to agriculture, there may be losses. There will be
trouble from the higher authorities. Ill health of your mother may cause worries. There may be undesired
change in the residence. Do not drive rashly.
 
Moon Mahadasha Phal (March 2, 2080 - March 2, 2090) 
Moon is in Libra in your 10th house
Very successful and perspective period is waiting for you ahead. Creative approaches and opportunities for
additional earning are on the cards. You will share a very good rapport with seniors and supervisors. A marked
increase in your income is indicated. There will be expansion of trade and increase iof reputation. Overall this is
a period of all round successs. 
 
Mars Mahadasha Phal (March 2, 2090 - March 2, 2097) 
Mars is in Gemini in your 6th house
This is a fluorescent period for you so, try to have the benefit of it. You will get relieved of all your stress and
troubles. Family and professional atmosphere will be very supportive to you. You should be a bit conscious
while driving. Your enemies will not dare to face you as you will be full frame of mind to crush them.  You will
come out courageous and get professional distinction.
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According to Vedic Astrology, the position of planets in the birth chart of a person has a significant impact on
the horoscope of that person. The good and bad yogas persisting in a kundali can be judged under the
prevalence of various planets. This is because, Vedic Astrology has come up with different combinations of the
planets based on their periods. This is calculated through the major period of the planets. At the time of the
birth,the moon plays a major role in deciding the Constellation Lord through the place of birth, along with this
the placement of the other planets with their respective periods leaves an impact on the birth chart. The major
period of each planet includes the sub period of all the planets. However, the full effect on the birth chart
depends not only on the transits of the planet, but also on their periods and sub periods. For this, we require the
expert knowledge of an Astrologer who has the wit and the capability to study these planetary positions and
come up with the combinations that provide the best, fruitful results for your life. Mentioned below is the Dasha
Period for various Dasha in your birthchart:
 
Saturn Mahadasha 
Different antardasha predictions under Saturn Mahadasha
 
Ketu Antardasha(30/ 9/2016-9/11/2017) 
Ketu Antardasa under Saturn Mahadasa would operate for about 1 year, 1 month and 9 days. Saturn and Ketu
both are known as naturally malefic planets and together they don't share good relationship, therefore, under
this dasa you may experience mostly low or bad results.
 
During this period, there might be disputes or tiffs with bad or wrong people of society. You may see bad
nightmares. Those nightmares may give you mental unrest and distress. This would be a good period for
spiritual practices or meditation. You may be able to concentrate on such activities. Detachment or separation
from people or things you loved is also likely under this dasa.
 
Apart from that, your state of health might remain down and you may suffer from health issues related to Vata
and Pitta. If you are married, during this period you may get separated from your spouse or children or you may
need to stay away from them due to some of your important exigencies.
 
Venus Antardasha(9/11/2017-9/ 1/2021) 
Venus Antardasa under Saturn Mahadasa would operate for about 3 years 2 months. Saturn and Venus both are
friendly to each other, hence, they share good relationship with each other. However, Saturn is naturally malefic
while Venus is naturally benefic planet therefore, there might be some mixture of different results under this
dasa as well.
 
During this period, you would enjoy life to the fullest. You may receive comforts through your spouse or
children. If you are unmarried, you may get married during this period or if you are planning for child, this
period seems to be beneficial for you. There might be gains through agriculture. Your loved ones may get you
comforts. If you are related to politics, then you would take decisions in the favour of masses.
 
Apart from that, your children would also extend their love and affection towards you. You may acquire high
post or may become head of some organisation. There would be rise in fame and fortune and you would
dominate over your opponents.
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Sun Antardasha(9/ 1/2021-21/12/2021) 
Sun Antardasa under Saturn Mahadasa would operate for about 11 months and 12 days. Though Sun is the
Father of Saturn according to hindu astrology but, together they share inimical relationship. Hence, this dasa
might bring tough results for you.
 
During this period, troubles to spouse and children and issues to siblings are likely. Your health might decline
and you may suffer through health complications. Any false allegation may get imposed upon you and you
would have to work hard but, result of the same might not be much rewarding.
 
Apart from that, a few of wealth losses are indicated. Your opponents may raise their voice against you. Mental
stress would increase and punishment from government for any illegal action or deeds is also likely. There
might be a possibility of theft. You may suffer from eye or hunger related diseases. You should meditate and
avoid any dispute or indulgence in any illicit or illegal activity as the same might affect your image in society.
 
Moon Antardasha(21/12/2021-21/ 7/2023) 
Moon Antardasa under Saturn Mahadasa would operate for about 1 year 7 months. Since Moon and Saturn does
not share friendly relationship and Saturn is a naturally malefic planet and moon is the significator of Mind.
Hence, under this dasa, you may experience unfavourable results.
 
During this period, issues related to your spouse might raise. Health of your spouse might get affected or there
might be chances of separation or bitterness in marital life. There might be opposition from the side of your near
and dear ones. Strife may occur in the family and females in the family might suffer.
 
Apart from that, lack of happiness would be there. Due to which, your mental distress would increase and you
may feel detachment or irritation. You would prefer to remain in solidarity for sometime and every action of
yours would give you self realisation. Your health may suffer from air related issues. You should practice
meditation to remain in the proper mindset of yours and to become more responsible. However, good news is
that you might receive gains and inflow of income would be there.
 
Mars Antardasha(21/ 7/2023-30/ 8/2024) 
Mars Antardasa under Saturn Mahadasa would operate for about 1 year, 1 month and 9 days. Since Saturn and
mars both are naturally malefic planets and together they does not share good relationship. Hence, during this
dasa period, you might experience challenges that would require your courage to face them.
 
During this period, there might be health issues. You may befall sick or may meet with some accidents or
injury. During this dasa, you should drive carefully and avoid careless approach towards life. Do not indulge in
disputes of anyone as it might give you troubles. Chances of decline in career or conspiracy at work are there.
You might return back to your native place. There might be fear of theft or fire arms.
 
Apart from that, you may stay away from your family especially from your spouse or children. Avoid issues
with your brothers or friends and try to maintain cordial relationship with them. You are advised not to indulge
in such activities that might result in defaming you in society. Keep your anger and irritation under control to
remain in peaceful lifestyle.
 
Rahu Antardasha(30/ 8/2024-6/ 7/2027) 



Rahu Antardasa under Saturn Mahadasa would operate for about 2 years, 10 months and 6 days. Since Rahu
and Saturn both planets are considered as natural malefics and both doesnot shares good relationship, hence,
under this dasa you might expect some unpredictable results but, generally low results would be seen.
 
During this period, chances of development of any long or chronic disease would be there, hence, proper
medical checkup during regular time intervals are required. There might be few wealth losses and they may
happen due to your seniors or authorities. There might be some fear from robbers or thieves under this dasa.
 
Apart from that, you may incur injuries or accidents or physicals hurts are likely hence; you should be attentive
for the same. You might suffer from fever, rheumatism, gastric or joint pains. There might be increase in
opponents and they might try to tarnish your image in front of others. You would go through mental stress but, a
positive approach towards life will give you a good direction.
 
Jupiter Antardasha(6/ 7/2027-18/ 1/2030) 
Jupiter Antardasa under Saturn Mahadasa would operate for about 2 years, 6 months and 12 days. On one hand,
Jupiter is naturally benefic while on the other hand Saturn is naturally malefic planet, hence, there would be
differences between both of them. Since, both of them shares neutral relationship, hence, under this dasa period,
you might undergo mixed results in various areas of life.
 
During this period, your inclination towards religious activities and spiritualism would increase. You would like
to go to pilgrimage and meet holy people. Social service would attract you and you would enjoy helping others.
There might be harmony in your domestic life and increase in bodily comforts. Your undertakings would meet
with success and your superiors would become a tool for this to happen.
 
Apart from that, there might be an increase in your family circle, and your social status would improve. People
may come to you to seek your advise and you might gain in position at work. Your hard work and good deeds
would lead you towards the road of good fame and name.
 
Mercury Mahadasha 
Different antardasha predictions under Mercury Mahadasha
 
Mercury Antardasha(18/ 1/2030-15/ 6/2032) 
Mercury Antardasa under Mercury Mahadasa would operate for about 2 years, 4 month and 27 days. Mercury
signifies intellect, business, commerce, concentration, communication, education, speech, writing, humour,
appearance, wit, books, astrology, scholars, etc. It controls Vata-Pitta-Kapha all three and is a naturally benefic
planet. However, if it is hemmed between malefic planets, it depicts bad results too. It helps you become
educated and good in education. Scholars would love to meet him and praise him.
 
During this period full effect of Mercury will affect your life with its power. You might get endowed with
knowledge and would love to learn new things. Your focus would be on grasping and learning new things in
life. There might be several financial gains and and rise in social status.
 
Apart from that, you would get new clothing and may think of buying a new home. Your siblings especially
cousins and sisters would extend their support towards your betterment and you may receive assistance either
financially or emotionally from them. There might be some gains through loved ones and scholars of the



society. Your undertakings would meet with the success.
 
Ketu Antardasha(15/ 6/2032-12/ 6/2033) 
Ketu Antardasa under Mercury Mahadasa would operate for about 11 months and 27 days. Since Mercury and
Ketu shares neutral relationship with each other and Ketu is naturally malefic planet, under this dasa you might
experience mixed results and some bad results might also be seen.
 
During this period, you might get troubles from your loved ones. People close to your heart might give you pain
whether intentionally or unintentionally. You might feel lack of contentment and loss of happiness. Your mind
would remain distressed and you would not be able to concentrate on vital issues in life.
 
Apart from that your opponents might gain strength and they would try their best to dominate you. You need to
work really hard to get things done in your favour. There might be hurdles in your work.
 
Venus Antardasha(12/ 6/2033-12/ 4/2036) 
Venus Antardasa under Mercury Mahadasa would operate for about 2 years and 10 months. Since Mercury and
venus both share very friendly relationship. Venus is naturally benefic planet and generally Mercury is also
treated as good planet. Together they would tender good results. Under this dasa, you would expect many
positive changes and progress in your life.
 
During this period, you would be able to meet with eminent and scholarly people of society and might also
achieve growth with their support and guidance. You would indulge in virtuous and sacred deeds. You would
perform prayers and worship, and would get chance to welcome guests. You would also do charity and
donation. There may be a possibility of acquiring branded clothes, jewellery and other materialistic assets.
 
Apart from this, you would enjoy company of friends though, most of them will be of opposite sex. Movies,
outing, dinner, trips etc. may happen and you would spend time in entertainment, artistic work and love matters.
 
Sun Antardasha(12/ 4/2036-18/ 2/2037) 
Sun Antardasa under Mercury Mahadasa would operate for about 10 months and 6 days. The relationship
between Sun and mercury is neutral in nature. Though, Sun is a hot planet and mercury is soft, but together they
bless the naive with Budhaditya yoga that gives good knowledge, name & fame. Under this dasa, you would see
mixed results.
 
During this period you might get new and good quality vehicles. If you are in government job, you may get
government vehicle and if in private sector, your employer might provide you with transportation facility. There
would be prosperity in your life and you would enjoy comforts, luxuries and royalness in life.
 
Apart from this, you may get blessed with a child (if applicable). Your indulgence in virtuous and liberal deeds
may increase . You might receive honour from government while your seniors may extend their favors towards
your betterment. There might be some chances of eye related issues and you might become unorganised.
 
Moon Antardasha(18/ 2/2037-18/ 7/2038) 
Moon Antardasa under Mercury Mahadasa would operate for about 1 year and 5 months. Since Moon and
Mercury share contradictory relationship with each other, hence, under this dasa you might face mixed results



and low type of results in general.
 
During this period you might suffer from health issues. Your enemies and opponents would gain strength and
they may try hard to tarnish your image in the society. Your undertaking would face challenges and might result
in moderate success. Drive carefully as you would be prone to meet with an accident.
 
Apart from that, several disputes might gain your attention and you would feel mental distress. There might be
possibility of development of itching, bile related issues and other health related complications. You need to
meditate daily to stay in mental peace.
 
Mars Antardasha(18/ 7/2038-15/ 7/2039) 
Mars Antardasa under Mercury Mahadasa would operate for about 11 months 27 days. Mars is known as
natural malefic planet and mercury is benefic. Together, they does not share good relationship, so the outcome
of this dasa would beget mixed results.
During this period, you might indulge in sacred activities and therefore may attain good name and fame in
society. You would channelize your energy by applying your wit. Also, there might be benefits through
government or high authorities.
 
Apart from that you might suffer from perineal diseases, eye related complications and vata related health
issues. However, you will soon recovery from those complications and enjoy your speedy recovery. Your
expenditure would be excessive and you may face harsh behaviour of spouse and children.
 
Rahu Antardasha(15/ 7/2039-3/ 2/2042) 
Rahu Antardasa under Mercury Mahadasa would operate for about 2 years, 6 months and 18 days. Since Rahu
and mercury both share friendly relationship but, rahu is naturally malefic planet on the other hand mercury is
positive hence; under this dasa you would face mixed results.
 
During this period you would receive gains through friends and relatives. Your loved ones would be supportive
and they would extend their help in your endeavours. You would also gain in knowledge and happiness. You
would prosper as this would be a progressive period for you.
 
On the other hand there might be gains through authorities or government. You may suffer from head, stomach
or eye related issues and there might be fear from troubles through fire, poison or water. Take guard against
your food habits. Slight wealth loss and defame is also likely, hence, you should keep a check on your activities
and maintain balance in financial status to avoid any hassle.
 
Jupiter Antardasha(3/ 2/2042-9/ 5/2044) 
Jupiter Antardasa under Mercury Mahadasa would operate for about 2 years, 3 months and 6 days. Mercury and
Jupiter both are naturally benefic planets and they are the bestower of knowledge and blessings. However, they
do not share good relationship, hence, results under this dasa would be mixed in nature.
 
During this period, there might be increase in family i.e. you might get blessed with a child (if applicable). Your
financial status would elevate and inflow of income would be good, hence, you would maintain good monetary
status. You may fall in tiffs with mentors, scholars or teachers. Your relationship with your loved ones might
get affected.



 
Apart from that there might be strife in the family and bitterness in relationship especially with parents. If you
are working in some government sector, you might get favors from seniors along with promotion. Your
inclination towards virtuous and charitable pursuits would increase. Chances of falling sick are also there.
 
Saturn Antardasha(9/ 5/2044-18/ 1/2047) 
Saturn Antardasa under Mercury Mahadasa would operate for about 2 years, 8 months and 9 days. Saturn and
Mercury both share good relationship, however, there is a big difference in their nature. Hence, under this dasa
you would experience mixed results.
 
During this period, you would indulge in sacred and virtuous deeds. You may concentrate in charitable
activities. You might think about to serve the society. There might be good monetary gains that would let you
enjoy good financial status.  You might receive favours and benefits through any common or special person.
 
Apart from that if related to agriculture work, there might be some losses. Your nature would be quite soft,
liberal, gentle and kind. Your dignity would increase. However you may suffer from vata related health issues.
 
Ketu Mahadasha 
Different antardasha predictions under Ketu Mahadasha
 
Ketu Antardasha(18/ 1/2047-15/ 6/2047) 
Ketu Antardasa under Ketu Mahadasa would operate for about 4 month 27 days. Ketu signifies liberation,
religion, intelligence, wisdom, detachment, fantasy, occult, mysticism, black magic, arms, weapons and
spirituality, etc.
 
During this period full effect of Ketu will affect your life with its power. There might be troubles and hurdles in
your way. You may feel detachment from materialist life. You would feel irritation in your behaviour.
Inclination towards religious pursuits would increase. You would love to indulge in spiritual activities and
occult or hidden knowledge would attract you.
 
Apart from that, there might be some sufferings to your spouse and children. Few wealth losses and lack of
happiness are also likely. Your enemies and opponents would gain strength and they may try their best to harm
you. You need to control your anger and irritation in order to remain balanced in life. Worshiping Shri Ganesh
and bathing in shower will give you some relief in this period.
 
Venus Antardasha(15/ 6/2047-15/ 8/2048) 
Venus Antardasa under Ketu Mahadasa would operate for about 1 year and 2 months. Ketu is known as natural
malefic planet while venus is known as natural benefic. Apart from that Venus signifies luxuries and attachment
while Ketu signifies detachment. Hence, under this dasa you might experience mixed results and there might be
amalgamation of different thoughts that might create confusions in life.
 
During this period there might be stress and troubles to your spouse and children. They may feel distress and
uneasiness. Their health might get affected. There might be a possibility of strife in your family and loved ones.
Siblings and people close to you would face hardships. Your state of health might be weak and you may suffer
from fever, Diarrhea and related health issues.



 
Apart from that there might be addition in your family and you may get blessed with the happiness of having a
baby girl (if applicable). If married, you may face some issues in marital life. In love matters, the chances of
separation are likely. Hence, try to avoid taking big decisions and avoid arguments especially in your
relationships to enjoy good time afterwards.
 
Sun Antardasha(15/ 8/2048-21/12/2048) 
Sun Antardasa under Ketu Mahadasa would operate for about 4 months and 6 days. Since ketu and Sun both are
cruel planets and both are treated in astrology as aggressive planets and both are inimical to each other, hence,
under this dasa you may experience some health issues and your body temperature might increase under this
whole dasa span.
 
During this period, there might be health ailments. You may suffer from body pains, fever and issues related to
Kapha. There might be fear of big health issues to any of your relatives. You might go abroad or may plan out
for the same. Your own people might stand against you as they might have contrary viewpoints to yours.
 
Apart from that there might be lack of happiness, and wealth losses may give you mental stress. You need to
work really hard to get things done in your favour and your undertakings would meet with moderate success
only.
 
Moon Antardasha(21/12/2048-21/ 7/2049) 
Moon Antardasa under Ketu Mahadasa would operate for about 7 months. Moon and Ketu does not share good
relationship. Moon represents mind and Ketu represents detachment. As he is malefic, so during this period you
might experience quite stressful results.
 
During this period your mental stress would increase and you may suffer from mood swings. At times you
would feel lack of contentment from material world and may think about detaching from it. You would be
prone to become a victim of black magic, tona totka, voodoo etc. There might be confusions in your mind and
thus your important work would face hurdles.
 
Apart from that, your spouse or children may become lethargic. Your servants may not work according to your
wish. Your accumulated wealth might spent on unintentional activities. Wealth losses are also likely. You may
face troubles through children and your mindset would not remain in peace. Meditate or pray regularly and do
not stay alone for a long period to maintain balance in life.
 
Mars Antardasha(21/ 7/2049-18/12/2049) 
Mars Antardasa under Ketu Mahadasa would operate for about 4 months and 27 days. Ketu and Mars both are
malefic planets and as per astrology Ketu gives results as Mars. Hence; during this period, you would feel some
troubles and this dasa would provide you with some challenges that need to be well taken care of.
 
During this period you might experience strife in family. Your relationships with your loved ones especially
spouse, children, younger siblings and people in blood relations might suffer a bit. There might be tiffs between
you and them at times. They may have jealousy in nature for some reasons best known to them.
 
Apart from that Your health may be weak and thus you may suffer from blood related disorders, such as



irregular blood pressure, itching, wounds, allergies, skin issues, etc. You may meet with an accident or any
surgery would be possible. Hence; you should drive carefully and stay away from fire arms, weapons and
insects. Your brothers might suffer however; your valour and determination towards your work and challenges
present in front of you would be on higher side.
 
Rahu Antardasha(18/12/2049-6/ 1/2051) 
Rahu Antardasa under Ketu Mahadasa would operate for about 1 year 18 days. Rahu and Ketu both are inimical
and naturally malefic planets, Hence, under this dasa you would see some bad results.
 
During this period your capability of taking wise decisions would get affected. Hence, you should postpone
major decisions as they may beget unfruitful results. There might be unfruitful or unintentional journeys that
would be frequent and beget expenses. You might fear from theft or there might be imposition of penalties from
authorities. If you indulge in any unfair act, it might give you bad name and troubles from government.
 
Apart from that, you might be able to initiate many works at a single point of time but, they might not get
fructified due to lack of interest later from your part. There might be disputes and debates from wicked people.
You might feel distressed and you need to wait till next dasa to get good results and success for your endeavors.
 
Jupiter Antardasha(6/ 1/2051-12/12/2051) 
Jupiter Antardasa under Ketu Mahadasa would operate for about 11 months and 6 days. Since Jupiter is natural
benefic planet and both the planets gives religious approach in life. Jupiter is Godly graced, hence, under this
dasa you would experience good results that might overcome your miseries and troubles that are continuous
since long span of time.
 
During this period your inclination towards virtuous pursuits would increase. You would indulge in religious
activities. You would respect your elders, teachers, mentors and scholars. There might be gains and favours
from government and higher officials.
 
Apart from that you would enjoy good health. Previous illness, if any, would overcome. You might feel happy
with the addition in family as there might be a possibility of childbirth in your family (if applicable). You may
acquire landed property and there would be progress in your life throughout this dasa span.
 
Saturn Antardasha(12/12/2051-21/ 1/2053) 
Saturn Antardasa under Ketu Mahadasa would operate for about 1 year, 1 month and 9 days. Since Saturn and
Ketu both are treated as natural malefic planets and they share enmity with each other, hence, this dasa would
affect you in a quite negative way.
 
During this period you would feel mental stress and anxiety. You might stay away from your family and loved
one for some reasons. If already planned, you may go abroad too. There might be unknown fear and strife with
your own people. You should stay away from every dispute or quarrel. As there would be a possibility of bodily
injuries through enemies.
 
Apart from that, you may face decline in wealth and wealth losses might give you hiccups.  Give your hundred
percent at work and do not indulge in any controversies as chances of demotion would be there. Since it is a
tough period but, if you remain focussed on your work then you may get its good results later.Apart from that,



you may face decline in wealth and wealth losses might give you hiccups.  Give your hundred percent at work
and do not indulge in any controversies as chances of demotion would be there. Since it is a tough period but, if
you remain focussed on your work then you may get its good results later.
 
Mercury Antardasha(21/ 1/2053-18/ 1/2054) 
Mercury Antardasa under Ketu Mahadasa would operate for about 11 months and 27 days. Ketu and Mercury
shares neutral relationships. Mercury is normally treated as benefic planet, hence, under this dasa span, you
would enjoy some good results that would give you a sigh of relief.
 
During this period you would enjoy companionship. You would get a chance to enjoy with your friends and
loved ones. Your social circle might increase. Your spouse and children would receive material gains and they
may remain happy and comfortable. You would enjoy learning new things as your interest in learning new
things and grasping knowledge would increase excessively.
 
Apart from that you would enjoy good inflow of income and monetary gains would level up your financial
status. You would feel happiness inside as most of your undertakings would meet with success and your state of
health would also improve.
 
Venus Mahadasha 
Different antardasha predictions under Venus Mahadasha
 
Venus Antardasha(18/ 1/2054-18/ 5/2057) 
Venus Antardasa under Venus Mahadasa would operate for about 3 years and 4 months. Venus is considered as
the most important planet as it gives richness, prosperity and success in material gains. Venus signifies love,
affection, beauty, art, artistic abilities, comforts, luxuries, vehicles, marriage, sex, media, glamour and
happiness. It also signifies sexual organs, spouse, healing and mantras, entertainment etc.
 
During this period full effect of Venus will affect your life with its power. This period will bring auspiciousness
in your life and you would feel happiness within. There might be gains of different kinds and you would enjoy
marital bliss (if married). Your social status would elevate and there may be some propitious ceremony in your
family. Your inclination towards religious activities would increase.
 
Apart from this, you may get married (if applicable) in this duration. Your love life will flourish and you would
enjoy quality time with your loved ones. You might purchase bedding and branded clothes and your expenses
would be on luxuries. There might be good monetary gains and your name & fame in society would increase.
You would be able to dominate over your opponents.
 
Sun Antardasha(18/ 5/2057-18/ 5/2058) 
Sun Antardasa under Venus Mahadasa would operate for about 1 year. Since Venus is a naturally benefic planet
while Sun is considered as a cruel planet, and together they share inimical relationship. Hence, under this dasa
you might experience some challenges.
 
During this period there might be some fear from government and higher authorities, and you may face some
penalties imposed by them on you. There might be strife with your loved ones and relatives. You might face
losses pertaining to agriculture, wealth and cattle. Your opponents would gain strength and they may try to



harm you in many ways.
 
Apart from this, there might be increase in number of your enemies. Your health might get affected and you
may suffer through head, skull, eyes, chest and stomach related health issues. You need to take care of your
health and avoid heated arguments with spouse in order to enjoy marital bliss.
 
Moon Antardasha(18/ 5/2058-18/ 1/2060) 
Moon Antardasa under Venus Mahadasa would operate for about 1 year and 8 months. Since Moon and Venus
both are feminine planets and are also benefic ones. However, they do not share good qualities. Hence, under
this dasa you would enjoy mixed results.
 
During this period you might perform virtuous deeds and homam. You might gain interest in worshiping
different lords. You would win the battles and if any legal case is pending against you, it is likely that the same
may come out in your favour. However your opponents may trouble you at times. You may receive gains
through women in general.     
 
Apart from that health, issues pertaining to your head, nails, bile, tumours, dysentery and sexual disease might
occur. Stay away from animals that are cruel or have big and sharp nails. You would feel more romantic inside
you that might compel you to share your love feelings with your partner.
 
Mars Antardasha(18/ 1/2060-18/ 3/2061) 
Mars Antardasa under Venus Mahadasa would operate for about 1 year and 2 months. Mars is a naturally
malefic planet while Venus is a naturally benefic one, and since together they did share neutral relationship,
hence, under this dasa you would face mixed kind of results.
 
During this period you might see increase in sensuality in your behaviour. Mars is energy and Venus is love,
hence; during this period you might indulge in sensual activities. You may acquire landed property and physical
comforts through your spouse. There might be good inflow of income and you would enjoy good financial
status. On the other hand, your spouse might decline in health and there might be some tiffs in your marital life.
 
Apart from this, you may gain in your valour and encouragement. Your health may get affected and you may
face issues like bile, wounds, etc. There might be lack of interest in several things. Sometime you would try to
dominate over your spouse that could bitter the taste of married life.
 
Rahu Antardasha(18/ 3/2061-18/ 3/2064) 
Rahu Antardasa under Venus Mahadasa would operate for about 3 years. Since Rahu is a natural malefic planet
and Venus is natural benefic planet. Rahu is revolutionary and uncontrollable while Venus is love. Together
they may increase lust in your behaviour. Since they are friendly to each other, hence, you would experience
mixed results under this dasa.
 
During this period you might think about getting married with your lover and may also enjoy physical comforts
with them (if applicable). You may go against your family traditions to achieve love for your partner. On the
other hand, there might be issues in relationship with your relatives and loved ones.
 
Apart from that, there might be troubles through your friends and from people who are close to your heart. Stay



away from fire or related objects. You may acquire something that may beget good monetary benefits. You
need to control your activities and mindset and also remain in your senses to avoid any trouble with your
behaviour.
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Sun is in Cancer in your 7th house
This will be a difficult period. Your luck seems against you. Your business associates may create hassles for
you. Business trips may not be fruitful. On the domestic front, keep your temper in check from getting into
embarrassing situations. Partnerâ€™s ill health may cause worries. You too, may suffer sickness and mental
tension. You may also have trouble in head, eye, feet and arm.  
 
Moon is in Pisces in your 3rd house
This will prove to be a fantastic period for you. You will be very confident with your thoughts and chance of
getting promotion is highly recommended. There are chances of sudden travel which seems to be very fruitful.
There will be happiness from siblings and from the opposite sex. This is also a good period for your borthers.
Thought of changing place or profession should be avoided. 
 
Mars is in Cancer in your 7th house
The only pitfall that you should avoid this year is overconfidence. There could be increased expenditure due to
spending on home or health issues of family members. Try to be more responsible in your attitude towards
family relationships. There is a possibility of others exploiting your vulnerabilities leaving you emotionally
shattered later. There may be distress due to your life-partner or problems in love life. Travels will be futile and
will result in losses. 
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Mercury is in Leo in your 8th house
However, you should avoid stretching your luck too far.Â  There could be some cash crunch due to your
locking money in various channels. Health problem may also disturb you. Especially you will be troubled by
cough, phlegmatic problems, eye-sour and viral fever. Be careful while dealing with friends, relatives or
associates. Travel may be fruitless and therefore should be avoided. Dispute over small issues is also on the
cards. This is also a period which can create troubles or messy situations due to carelessness or negligence.
Journeys should be avoided.  
 
Jupiter is in Virgo in your 9th house
This period is surely going to bring all the authority. A foreign connection will serve you well for a considerable
duration, and they might just be the source of the extra unexpected income on the cards for you and power that
you strive for. Keep up the tempo and believe in your abilities, the year will see you off in a completely new
position. Family atmosphere will be very supporting. A long distance travel will be rewarding. You will take
interest in religion and perform charitable deeds.  
 
Venus is in Gemini in your 6th house
Those very personal relations that you worked on, wonâ€™t work out well, and cause disturbance in your
household and office. Take care of your health and try to refine you image. Sensual thoughts not only depress
you but may even cause you some humiliation in this period. Harmonious relationship with the opposite sex
may get disturbed. Health problems will create disturbances in your life. There are chances of getting indulge
into unnecessary expenses. Overall, not a very pleasing period for you. You will feel yourself physically weak
and dejected.  
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Saturn is in Scorpion in your 11th house
Physically as well as mentally you will be very courageous during this period. This is a good phase for your
relatives. Go for attempts in your career life as the success is assured. Gain of material things is also indicated.
You will purchase land and machinery during this period.  Substantial gains in your business and trades are
assured.  Your enemies will not be able to plunk before you. You will come into contact with people from far
off places. This period is also very good as far as love life is concerned. You will receive full support from your
family members.  
 
Rahu is in Leo in your 8th house
New investments & risks should be totally avoided. There could be hurdles & hassles during this period. If
working as a professional, the year will see progress, but only if you work hard and keep a long term & stoic
attitude. There would not be no shortcut to success. You should work on keeping a stable and steady nature for
better results. Work environment could be stressed and erratic as the year opens. You should avoid new
progress or high activity during the period. Health problems may not permit you to keep your promises on the
positive side of this period. Health needs a check and problems due to fever is most likely. 
 
Ketu is in Aquarius in your 2nd house
If in a job, the year will begin very aggressively .There will be dynamism & growth. However work
environment will remain stressed and there could be controversy & issues with superiors. In general this period
is not very good as very close associates, friends and family members may appear distant. Not much change is
expected or recommended. Your attitude and habit of using foul language may create tensions with your near
and dear ones. Therefore, try to control your words.  
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SID 15.06.05
Time of Birth 1.27.0
Day Saturday
Date 22.4.1989
Sex Female
Name Pooja Sharama

Ayan Type
Ayan
Place
Latitude
Longitude

Lahiri
023-42-26
Ghaziabad
28.40.N
77.25.E

Naskshatra Swati-3
Rashi Libra
Lagna Capricorn
Yoga Siddhi
Tithi Pratipad
Sunrise 05.47.41

Naskshatra Lord RAH
Rasi Lord VEN
Lagna Lord SAT
Karan Kolav
Sunset 18.50.02
Dasa Balance SAT 2 Y 9 M 4 D

Planetary Degree And Their Positions
Planets Sign Positions Soya Kismat

Jaganewala
Benefic /
Malefic

Sun
Moon
Mars
Mercury
Jupiter
Venus
Saturn-Ret
Rahu-Ret
Ketu-Ret

Cancer
Capricorn
Virgo
Cancer
Leo
Cancer
Pisces
Taurus
Scorpion

----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----

No
No
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
No

No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

Benefic
Malefic
Benefic
Benefic
Benefic
Benefic
Benefic
Malefic
Malefic

Lagna Chart
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Lal Kitab Dasha

Sat 6 Year
From 22/04/1989
To 22/04/1995
Rahu 22/04/1991
Mer 22/04/1993
Sat 22/04/1995

Rahu 6 Year
From 22/04/1995
To 22/04/2001
Mars 22/04/1997
Ketu 22/04/1999
Rahu 22/04/2001

Ketu 3 Year
From 22/04/2001
To 22/04/2004
Sat 22/04/2002
Rahu 22/04/2003
Ketu 22/04/2004

Jup 6 Year
From 22/04/2004
To 22/04/2010
Ketu 22/04/2006
Jup 22/04/2008
Sun 22/04/2010

Sun 2 Year
From 22/04/2010
To 22/04/2012
Sun 22/12/2010
Moon 22/08/2011
Mars 22/04/2012

Moon 1 Year
From 22/04/2012
To 22/04/2013
Jup 22/08/2012
Sun 22/12/2012
Moon 22/04/2013

Ven 3 Year
From 22/04/2013
To 22/04/2016
Mars 22/04/2014
Sun 22/04/2015
Moon 22/04/2016

Mars 6 Year
From 22/04/2016
To 22/04/2022
Mars 22/04/2018
Sat 22/04/2020
Ven 22/04/2022

Mer 2 Year
From 22/04/2022
To 22/04/2024
Moon 22/12/2022
Mars 22/08/2023
Jup 22/04/2024

Sat 6 Year
From 22/04/2024
To 22/04/2030
Rahu 22/04/2026
Mer 22/04/2028
Sat 22/04/2030

Rahu 6 Year
From 22/04/2030
To 22/04/2036
Mars 22/04/2032
Ketu 22/04/2034
Rahu 22/04/2036

Ketu 3 Year
From 22/04/2036
To 22/04/2039
Sat 22/04/2037
Rahu 22/04/2038
Ketu 22/04/2039

Jup 6 Year
From 22/04/2039
To 22/04/2045
Ketu 22/04/2041
Jup 22/04/2043
Sun 22/04/2045

Sun 2 Year
From 22/04/2045
To 22/04/2047
Sun 22/12/2045
Moon 22/08/2046
Mars 22/04/2047

Moon 1 Year
From 22/04/2047
To 22/04/2048
Jup 22/08/2047
Sun 22/12/2047
Moon 22/04/2048

Ven 3 Year
From 22/04/2048
To 22/04/2051
Mars 22/04/2049
Sun 22/04/2050
Moon 22/04/2051

Mars 6 Year
From 22/04/2051
To 22/04/2057
Mars 22/04/2053
Sat 22/04/2055
Ven 22/04/2057

Mer 2 Year
From 22/04/2057
To 22/04/2059
Moon 22/12/2057
Mars 22/08/2058
Jup 22/04/2059

Sat 6 Year
From 22/04/2059
To 22/04/2065
Rahu 22/04/2061
Mer 22/04/2063
Sat 22/04/2065

Rahu 6 Year
From 22/04/2065
To 22/04/2071
Mars 22/04/2067
Ketu 22/04/2069
Rahu 22/04/2071

Ketu 3 Year
From 22/04/2071
To 22/04/2074
Sat 22/04/2072
Rahu 22/04/2073
Ketu 22/04/2074

Jup 6 Year
From 22/04/2074
To 22/04/2080
Ketu 22/04/2076
Jup 22/04/2078
Sun 22/04/2080

Sun 2 Year
From 22/04/2080
To 22/04/2082
Sun 22/12/2080
Moon 22/08/2081
Mars 22/04/2082

Moon 1 Year
From 22/04/2082
To 22/04/2083
Jup 22/08/2082
Sun 22/12/2082
Moon 22/04/2083

Ven 3 Year
From 22/04/2083
To 22/04/2086
Mars 22/04/2084
Sun 22/04/2085
Moon 22/04/2086

Mars 6 Year
From 22/04/2086
To 22/04/2092
Mars 22/04/2088
Sat 22/04/2090
Ven 22/04/2092

Mer 2 Year
From 22/04/2092
To 22/04/2094
Moon 22/12/2092
Mars 22/08/2093
Jup 22/04/2094



 
Sun in your 4th house:
If benefic
  (1) The native will be wise, kind and a good administrator. He will have constant source of income. He will
leave a legacy of great riches for his off springs after death.
  (2) If the Moon is with the Sun in the 4th house, the native will earn great profit through certain new
researches.
  (3) The Mercury in the 10th or 4th house will make such a native a renowned trader.
  (4) If Jupiter is also with the Sun in the 4th house, the native will make good profits through gold and silver
trade.
 
    If malefic
  (1) The native becomes greedy, inclined to commit theft and likes to harm others. This tendency ultimately
produces very bad results.
  (2) If the Saturn is placed in the 7th house he becomes victimised by night blindness.
  (3) If the Sun is inauspicious in the 7th house and mars is placed in the 10th house, the native's eye will
become seriously defective, but his fortunes will not dwindle.
  (4) The native will become impotent if the Sun in the 4th is inauspicious and the Moon is placed in the 1st or
2nd house, the Venus is in the 5th and Saturn is in the 7th house.
 
    Remedial Measures
  (1) Distribute alms and food to the needy people.
  (2) Do not take up business associated with iron and wood.
  (3) Business associated with gold, silver, cloth will give very good results.
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Moon in your 10th house:
The 10th house is in every manner ruled by Saturn. This house is aspected by the 4th house, which is similarly
ruled by Moon. Hence the Moon in the 10th house ensures a long life of about 90 years for the native. Moon
and Saturn are inimical, therefore, medicines in liquid form will always prove harmful to him. The milk will act
as poison if taken during night. If he is a medical practitioner, dry medicines administered by him to the patient
will have a magical effect for cure. If a surgeon, he will earn great wealth and fame for surgery. If the 2nd and
4th houses are empty money and wealth will rain on him.
 
    If Saturn is placed in the 1st house, the native's life will be destroyed by the opposite sex, especially a widow.
 
    The things and business represented by Saturn will prove beneficial for the native.
 
    Remedies
  (1) Visits to religious places of worship will enhance the fortune of the native.
  (2) Store the natural water of rain or the river in a container and keep it within your house for 15 years. It will
wash off the poisons and evil effects generated by the Moon in the 10th house.
  (3) Avoid taking milk during night.
  (4) Milch animals can neither live long in your house nor will they prove beneficial or auspicious.
  (5) Abstain from wine, meat and adultery.
 
 
Mars in your 6th house:
This house belongs to Mercury and Ketu. Both are mutual enemies and inimical to Mars also. Hence Mars in
this house will keep himself away from both. The native will be courageous, adventurous, lover of justice and
powerful enough to set fire into water. He will be highly benefited by the trade and business associated with
Mercury. His pen will wield more power than the sword. If Sun, Saturn and Mars are placed together in one
house, the brothers, mother, sisters and wife will be affected very adversely.
 
    Remedies
  (1) Distribute salt in place of sweets on the birth of a male child.
  (2) His brothers should keep the native happy by offering him something or the other for their protection and
prosperity. But if he does not accept such things, the same should be thrown in water.
  (3) The male children of the native should not wear gold.
  (4) Adopt remedies of Saturn for family comfort. Worship Ganeshji for parents' health and destruction of
enemies.
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Mercury in your 4th house:
The native in the 4th house is considered fortunate, very dear to his mother, good trader and receives favours
from the government. However Mercury in this house effects the income and health of another person
adversely.
 
    Remedies
  (1) Putting on silver chain for mental peace and golden chain for gaining wealth and property.
  (2) Putting kesar tilak regularly for 43 days on forehead.
  (3) Serving monkeys by offering jaggery.
 
 
Jupiter in your 5th house:
This house belongs to Jupiter and Sun. Native's prosperity will increase after the birth of his son. In fact, more
sons a native has, the more prosperous he will become. 5th house is the own house of surya and in this house
surya, Ketu and Brihaspati will give mixed results. However if Mercury, Venus and Rahu is in 2nd, 9th, 11th or
12th houses then Jupiter sun and ketu will give bad results. If the native is honest and laborious then Jupiter will
give good results.
 
    Remedies
  (1) Do not accept any donations or gifts.
  (2) Offers your services to priests and sadhus.
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Venus in your 4th house:
Venus in 4th house strongly establishes the possibility of two wives and makes the native rich, too, If Jupiter is
posited in 10th house and Venus is placed in 4th, the native will face adverse results from all sides if he tries to
be religious. Venus in 4th house destroys the possibility of a son to the native if he covers a well by a roof and
constructs a room or house over it. The business associated with Mercury will also prove harmful. Saturn will
give disastrous effects if the native consumes liquor. The business or trade associated with mars will prove
advantageous to such a native. Venus in 4th and Jupiter in 1st house will create frequent quarrels with the
mother-in-law.
 
    Remedies
  (1) Change the name of your wife and remarry her formally.
  (2) Throwing rice, silver and milk in the running water or feeding Kheer or milk to mother like women will
ward off the quarrels between mother-in-law and daughter-in-law.
  (3) Keep the roof of the house clean and well-maintained for the health of your wife.
  (4) Drop things of Jupiter, like gram, pulses and Kesar, in the river.
 
 
Saturn in your 12th house:
Saturn gives good results in this house. Native will not have enemies. He will have many houses. His family
and business will increase. He will be very rich. However Saturn will become malefic if the native starts
drinking wine and becomes non-vegetarian, or if the dark room in the house is illuminated.
 
    Remedies
  (1)Tying twelve almonds in a black cloth and placing it in a iron pot and keeping it in a dark room will give
good results.
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Rahu in your 2nd house:
If Rahu is in benefic form in 2nd house one gets money, prestige and lives like a king. He will have a long life.
2nd house is influenced by Jupiter and Venus. If Jupiter is benefic then the native will live the early years of his
life in wealth and comfort. If Rahu is malefic the native will be poor and have a bad family life, suffer from
intestinal disorders. The native is killed by a weapon and is unable to save money. In the 10th, 21st to 42nd
years of his life, he loses wealth by theft etc.
 
    Remedies
  (1) Keep a solid silver ball in the pocket.
  (2) Wear things associated with Jupiter, like gold, yellow cloth, saffron etc.
  (3) Keep cordial relations with ones mother.
  (4) After marriage do not take any electric equipment from in-laws.
 
 
Ketu in your 8th house:
8th house belongs to Mars, which is an enemy of Ketu. If Ketu in 8th house is benefic then the native begets a
son at thirty four years of age, or after the marriage of ones sister or daughter. If Jupiter or Mars are not in 6th
and 12th house then Ketu does not give malefic results. similar effect is there when Moon is in 2nd house. If
Ketu in 8th house is malefic then the native's wife has ill health. son will not be born, or may die. The native
may suffer from diabetes or urinary problem. If Saturn or Mars are in 7th then the native is unlucky. In case of
malefic Ketu in 8th house the native's character determines the health of his wife. After twenty six years of age
the family life suffers.
 
    Remedies
  (1) Keep a dog.
  (2) Donate a black and white blanket in any temple.
  (3) Worship lord Ganesha.
  (4) Wear gold in the ear.
  (5) Use saffron as tilak.
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What Is Gemstone? 
The primary use for gems throughout history has been for healing and spiritual rituals. Although gems were rare
and exhibited great beauty, the reason they were so precious was due to the power they imparted to their
wearers. They are storehouses of empowerment, transmitted through contact with one’s body. Gems exhibit
their power in a beneficial or detrimental way – depending on how they are used. All stones or gems have
magnetic powers in varying degrees, and many of them are beneficial to us for their therapeutic cures. They
emit vibrations and frequencies which have strong potential influence on our whole being. Here's what your
Gemstone prediction looks like.
 
 
Life Stone 
A life stone is a gem for the Lagna lord. One can wear it all though his life to experience it's mystic powers.
Wearing a life stone can remove obstacles and bless an individual with happiness, success and prosperity. It is
generally worn to bring about an overall well being of an individual. It's cosmic rays are influence his entire
existence. 
 
Recommendation 
 

 
 
Lucky Stone 
Life is a perfect blend of efforts and destiny. Get destiny to work for you by wearing you're lucky stone. An
individual's lucky stone is one that keeps luck ticking bringing in pleasant surprises in life. The Lucky stone we
recommend for you is: 
 
Recommendation 
 

 
 
Bhagya Stone 
Recommendations of Bhagya stone also known as fortune stone is done on the basis of the Lord goverining the
ninth house.This stone is known to make fortune work for you when you actually need it.Good fortune comes
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Recommend Gemstone Sapphire
Qualities of the Gemstone 2 Carats
Wearing instructions Gold, in middle finger
Recommend Mantra Om pram prim praum sah shanaye namah
Recommend Mantra (in sanskrit) Om pram prim praum sah shanaye namah

Recommend Gemstone Diamond
Qualities of the Gemstone 1 Carats
Wearing instructions Gold or silver in middle finger
Recommend Mantra Om dram drim draum sah shukraya namah
Recommend Mantra (in sanskrit) Om dram drim draum sah shukraya namah

|| Gemstone Recommendation ||



your way in personal and professional life .It helps you combat any obstacle that stands in your way of
prosperity. 
 
Recommendation 
 

 
Important Information 
While wearing a gem please keep certain things in mind. Purchase only original gemstones as wearing those
that are not original will have no effect. You also need to wear the prescribed weight, what is commonly known
as 'Ratti'. Now days markets are flooded with fake gems. To give our readers genuine assistance AstroCAMP/
AstroSage brings to you our unique genuine collection of Gemstones. 
 

Recommend Gemstone Emerald
Qualities of the Gemstone 1.5 Carats
Wearing instructions Gold, in ring or little finger
Recommend Mantra Om bram brim braum sah budhaya namah
Recommend Mantra (in sanskrit) Om bram brim braum sah budhaya namah
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Favourable period for Marriage 
Marriage is one of the most important stages in one’s life. However, due to some circumstances, marriages get
delayed. Besides that, people also face some issues with their marital life. For this, we have tried to deliver the
most accurate predictions based on your janma kundali. The following list has been encapsulated with the most
suitable time for marriage and marital life. Along with this, we have also covered the information regarding the
inauspicious occasions and troublesome periods 
Analysis for age 18 to age 45
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Dasha Antar Dasha Period Start Period End Analysis

Jupiter Mars 18/ 9/2007 24/ 8/2008 Good

Jupiter Rahu 24/ 8/2008 18/ 1/2011 Favourable

Saturn Ketu 30/ 9/2016  9/11/2017 Good

Saturn Venus  9/11/2017  9/ 1/2021 Favourable

Saturn Sun  9/ 1/2021 21/12/2021 Excellent

Saturn Moon 21/12/2021 21/ 7/2023 Favourable

Saturn Mars 21/ 7/2023 30/ 8/2024 Favourable

Saturn Rahu 30/ 8/2024  6/ 7/2027 Favourable

Saturn Jupiter  6/ 7/2027 18/ 1/2030 Favourable

Mercury Ketu 15/ 6/2032 12/ 6/2033 Favourable

Mercury Venus 12/ 6/2033 12/ 4/2036 Favourable
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Favourable Period for Career 
Everyone aspires to have a great career. Earn riches and become a renowned name in the society is what we
strive for. But, things turn sore at times. To aid you out of this situation, we have come up with an exclusive
career prediction based on your birth details. The following table will show you the auspicious and inauspicious
times for your career 
Analysis for age 18 to age 65
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Dasha Antar Dasha Period Start Period End Analysis

Jupiter Mars 18/ 9/2007 24/ 8/2008 Good

Jupiter Rahu 24/ 8/2008 18/ 1/2011 Favourable

Saturn Saturn 18/ 1/2011 21/ 1/2014 Favourable

Saturn Mercury 21/ 1/2014 30/ 9/2016 Good

Saturn Ketu 30/ 9/2016  9/11/2017 Excellent

Saturn Venus  9/11/2017  9/ 1/2021 Favourable

Saturn Sun  9/ 1/2021 21/12/2021 Favourable

Saturn Mars 21/ 7/2023 30/ 8/2024 Favourable

Saturn Jupiter  6/ 7/2027 18/ 1/2030 Favourable

Mercury Mercury 18/ 1/2030 15/ 6/2032 Favourable

Mercury Ketu 15/ 6/2032 12/ 6/2033 Favourable

Mercury Venus 12/ 6/2033 12/ 4/2036 Good

Mercury Sun 12/ 4/2036 18/ 2/2037 Favourable

Mercury Mars 18/ 7/2038 15/ 7/2039 Favourable

Mercury Jupiter  3/ 2/2042  9/ 5/2044 Favourable

Mercury Saturn  9/ 5/2044 18/ 1/2047 Excellent

Ketu Ketu 18/ 1/2047 15/ 6/2047 Favourable

Ketu Venus 15/ 6/2047 15/ 8/2048 Favourable



Ketu Sun 15/ 8/2048 21/12/2048 Favourable

Ketu Mars 21/ 7/2049 18/12/2049 Favourable

Ketu Jupiter  6/ 1/2051 12/12/2051 Favourable

Ketu Saturn 12/12/2051 21/ 1/2053 Good

Ketu Mercury 21/ 1/2053 18/ 1/2054 Excellent

Venus Venus 18/ 1/2054 18/ 5/2057 Favourable
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Favourable Periods for Business 
To grow in business and life is everyone’s wish. Progress in business is always a welcome sight for people,
because who likes facing any failure in life! Everybody wants to enhance his/her wealth in no time. With the
following table, we have tried endowing you with the most auspicious and the most challenging times in your
life with which you can shape your business the way you want 
Analysis for age 18 to age 65
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Dasha Antar Dasha Period Start Period End Analysis

Jupiter Mars 18/ 9/2007 24/ 8/2008 Good

Jupiter Rahu 24/ 8/2008 18/ 1/2011 Favourable

Saturn Saturn 18/ 1/2011 21/ 1/2014 Favourable

Saturn Ketu 30/ 9/2016  9/11/2017 Good

Saturn Venus  9/11/2017  9/ 1/2021 Excellent

Saturn Sun  9/ 1/2021 21/12/2021 Favourable

Saturn Mars 21/ 7/2023 30/ 8/2024 Favourable

Saturn Rahu 30/ 8/2024  6/ 7/2027 Favourable

Saturn Jupiter  6/ 7/2027 18/ 1/2030 Favourable

Mercury Ketu 15/ 6/2032 12/ 6/2033 Favourable

Mercury Venus 12/ 6/2033 12/ 4/2036 Favourable

Mercury Sun 12/ 4/2036 18/ 2/2037 Good

Mercury Mars 18/ 7/2038 15/ 7/2039 Favourable

Mercury Rahu 15/ 7/2039  3/ 2/2042 Favourable

Mercury Jupiter  3/ 2/2042  9/ 5/2044 Favourable

Mercury Saturn  9/ 5/2044 18/ 1/2047 Excellent

Ketu Ketu 18/ 1/2047 15/ 6/2047 Excellent

Ketu Venus 15/ 6/2047 15/ 8/2048 Favourable



Ketu Sun 15/ 8/2048 21/12/2048 Favourable

Ketu Mars 21/ 7/2049 18/12/2049 Favourable

Ketu Jupiter  6/ 1/2051 12/12/2051 Favourable

Ketu Saturn 12/12/2051 21/ 1/2053 Good

Ketu Mercury 21/ 1/2053 18/ 1/2054 Favourable

Venus Venus 18/ 1/2054 18/ 5/2057 Favourable
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Favourable Period for House Construction 
Owning a home is a dream which everyone sees in their life. Infact, people earn to get their dream home in
reality where they can live a peaceful life with their loved ones. Few people are  blessed enough to have their
own home while the others are still working hard to make their dream come alive. The following table will tell
you the most auspicious timing to start constructing your house 
Analysis for age 18 to age 75
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Dasha Antar Dasha Period Start Period End Analysis

Jupiter Mars 18/ 9/2007 24/ 8/2008 Excellent

Jupiter Rahu 24/ 8/2008 18/ 1/2011 Favourable

Saturn Ketu 30/ 9/2016  9/11/2017 Favourable

Saturn Venus  9/11/2017  9/ 1/2021 Favourable

Saturn Sun  9/ 1/2021 21/12/2021 Favourable

Saturn Moon 21/12/2021 21/ 7/2023 Favourable

Saturn Mars 21/ 7/2023 30/ 8/2024 Excellent

Saturn Rahu 30/ 8/2024  6/ 7/2027 Favourable

Saturn Jupiter  6/ 7/2027 18/ 1/2030 Good

Mercury Ketu 15/ 6/2032 12/ 6/2033 Favourable

Mercury Venus 12/ 6/2033 12/ 4/2036 Favourable

Mercury Sun 12/ 4/2036 18/ 2/2037 Favourable

Mercury Moon 18/ 2/2037 18/ 7/2038 Good

Mercury Mars 18/ 7/2038 15/ 7/2039 Excellent

Mercury Rahu 15/ 7/2039  3/ 2/2042 Favourable

Mercury Jupiter  3/ 2/2042  9/ 5/2044 Favourable

Ketu Ketu 18/ 1/2047 15/ 6/2047 Good

Ketu Venus 15/ 6/2047 15/ 8/2048 Favourable



Ketu Sun 15/ 8/2048 21/12/2048 Favourable

Ketu Moon 21/12/2048 21/ 7/2049 Favourable

Ketu Mars 21/ 7/2049 18/12/2049 Excellent

Ketu Rahu 18/12/2049  6/ 1/2051 Favourable

Ketu Jupiter  6/ 1/2051 12/12/2051 Favourable

Venus Venus 18/ 1/2054 18/ 5/2057 Favourable

Venus Sun 18/ 5/2057 18/ 5/2058 Favourable

Venus Moon 18/ 5/2058 18/ 1/2060 Favourable

Venus Mars 18/ 1/2060 18/ 3/2061 Excellent

Venus Rahu 18/ 3/2061 18/ 3/2064 Favourable

Venus Jupiter 18/ 3/2064 18/11/2066 Favourable
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Remedies are like treatment of yourself to avoid malefic effects of planets and to improve good effect of
positive planets according to your horoscope. If you are sick, you consult medical practitioner. What he does?
He first checks your bodily symptoms and then ask for conducting some test to investigate root cause of
problem. Thereafter, he prescribes you some medicines and also tells about some precautions. Similarly, an
astrologer first sees your bodily symptoms, then he analyses your chart in depth and find out root cause of your
sufferings and thereafter he suggests some remedies (as medicines) and also tells you about some do’s and
don’ts (precautions). Therefore, remedial measures always help you overcoming most of your worries and
issues pertaining to different walks of your life.
 
 
 
Dress & Lifestyle 
Planets affects our life in a most dramatic way. Whenever a specific period of planet started, the planets and its
related things surround us so that we would be totally befall under that"s planet’s affect. Every planet denotes
specific colour and controls human life in many ways hence; to enjoy good life, you should use (if planet is
benefic for you) or avoid (if planet is malefic for you) following specific things related to each planet 
 
 
Red & copper shade colors
Respect motherland and armed forces
Maintain cordial relationships with brothers, brother in-laws and friends
Do not borrow money on Tuesday
 
 
 
Morning Prayer 
Prayer is the best way to connect your soul with almighty.  Prayer is like your request to heal you, to keep your
morale high and give you strength to overcome all the challenges that you are facing in your life. If you pray, it
gives you hope and power to fulfill your deeds with sincerity. There is a specific deity related to each planet
hence; you can pray to a specific deity or planet in order to appease them to give you boon 
 
 
Worship Lord Hanuman
Worship Lord Narsimha
Worship Lord kartikeya
Recite Sundar Kaand
 
 
 
Fasting 
Fasting is a way to devote yourself fully to almighty and it purifies your internal as well as external body.
Fasting gives you willpower that would be helpful in many ways. It is also a way to please planets. If you wish
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to keep yourself fit and appease planets then you may go for  fastings on specific days for a planet. 
 
 
Keep Fasting on Tuesdays
 
 
 
Daan 
According to vedic astrology, Daan (donation) is the best way to get rid of malefic effects of planets as well as
it gives you a chance to do some good and pious acts to remove your sins. It should be done with full faith and
devotion and without any expectation in return. Daan should be give to a su-patra (a good and suitable person).
In vedic astrology, the planets are good for you, you should give them power and the planets that are giving you
suffering, you should perform donation to that specific planet to make his effect weak. 
 
 
Donation of the Mars should be done during Tuesday, in Mars Hora and in Mars’ Nakshatra (Mrigashira,
Chitra, Dhanishta)
Red Lentil
Khaand
Saunf
Coral
Wheat
Red Kaner Flower
Copper vessel
Jaggery
 
 
 
Jadi 
Roots of plants are very auspicious and useful to balance planetary influences in our life. If you wear root of a
specific plant, according to vedic astrology, it would never give you any bad effect rather it will improve
positive effect of that specific planet and dilute planetary malefices. 
 
 
To enjoy auspiciousness of Mars wear Anant Mool on Tuesday during Mars Hora and Mars Nakshatra.
 
 
 
Rudraksha 
To dilute the negative effects of Ketu you should wear Ashwagandha or Asgandh Root during Ketu Nakshatra
on wednesday. 
 
 
6 / 11 Faced
Mantra for wearing 6 Faced Rudraksha:



Aum Hrim Hoom Namah
Aum Hrim Shrim Klim Soum
 
Mantra for wearing 11 Faced Rudraksha:
Aum Hrim Hoom Namah
Hsphrem Khphrem Hsroum Hskhphrem Hsoum
 
 
 
Yantra 
Yantras are symmetrical diagrams and they can be used to supplement the efficacy of mantras and are very
helpful in situations when the mantra cannot be recited or where the presence of deity in the form of symbol is
essential or where the native does not bear the cost of gemstones. Yantras generally drawn on Bhojpatra
(parchment) and worn as a talisman. on the body. If it is not possible for you to make it, the same can be
engraved on an amulet or pendant and you may purchase it.
 
For your reference, if you wish to draw Planets yantra on your own, the following things would be needed:
 
1) Twig of pomegranate tree; which should be sharpened from one end to give it the shape of a pen.
2) Ashtgandh. It is the mixture of eight things including musk, chandan, saffron etc. It is easily available in
shops.
3) Small piece of bhoj patra You will get it easily in a pansaari shop. It is the outer skin of a specific tree.
4) Ganga jal (ganges water), if available. Optional.
5)Talisman enclosure made of copper. It looks like the one given in the picture below. The enclosure comes in
various shapes like round, square etc. Shape does not matter.
 
These are all the things that you need.
 
Muhurta: This should be prepared in specific muhurat as mentioned against each planet.
 
Procedure: Take pinch of asht gandh, add few drops of ganges water to it, if available. If it is not available then
add normal water to it. This is to make the ink so that the above shown yantra can be drawn with this ink.
 
After making the ink, take the pomegranate twig/peacock feather and draw the yantra shown above with the
ashtgandh ink on a small piece of bhojpatra. After drawing the yantra, allow it to dry. Once it is dried, fold the
piece of the bhojpatra so that it fits inside the talisman enclosure and put it inside the enclosure and close the
enclosure. Your talisman is ready to be worn now. You can wear it in a yellow or red thread around your neck
or on right arm. One should keep reciting the mantra of Sun while making this yantra.
 
 
 
To get auspicious results of Mars, you should wear Mars Yantra. It should be worn during Tuesday, In Mars’
Hora and in Mars Nakshatras.



 
 
 
Mantra 
Mantras have great significance in Vedic Astrology since ancient times. Every mantra creates specific vibration
and it energised the person with powerful energy of the deity related to that specific planet. Mantra Chanting is
a very good and easy way to appease your planets however; a correct pronunciation is a must.Apart from that to
reach ultimate state, you should chant mantra in specified number. 
 
 
To get desired results with the blessings of planet Mars, you should recite Mars Beej Mantra i.e. Aum Kraam
Kreem Kroum Sah Bhaumaya Namah !
 
You should chant the same for 10000 times. As per Desh-Kaal-Patra Siddhanta, in Kalyuga, there should be
chanting of 4 times so you should chant the same for 40000 times.
 
You can also chant other mantra i.e. Aum Bhaum Bhaumaya Namah OR Aum Am Angarakaya Namah !

8 3 10

9 7 5

4 11 6
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Varshphal Chart (Solar Return Chart)

Janam (Birth) Varsha (Year)
Female Sex Female
22/4/1989 Date of Birth 22/4/2017
1:27:0 Time of Birth 5:43:40
Friday Day of Birth Friday
Ghaziabad Place of Birth Ghaziabad
28 Latitude 28
77 Longitude 77
00.20.19 Local Time Correction 00.20.19
00.00.00 War Time Correction 00.00.00
01.06.40 LMT at Birth 05.23.20
05.47.41 Sunrise 05.47.30
18.50.02 Sunset 18.50.11
Capricorn Lagna Aries
SAT Lagna Lord MAR
Libra Rasi Aquarius
VEN Rasi Lord SAT
Swati Nakshatra Satabhisa
RAH Nakshatra Lord RAH

Yoga Sukla
Kolav Karan Bav
Taurus Sun Sign (Western) Taurus
023-42-26 Ayanamsa 024-05-53
Lahiri Ayanamsa Name Lahiri
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Muntha:2 Bhav 
The native gets exceptional gains and wealth from the very beginning. This may be by the way of lottery,
speculation, and in shares etc. Friends and well-wishers might support and cooperate with you in all your
dealings. You will earn good money through business dealings. You will gain position and status. You will be
well respected and enjoys good meals.  
 
April 22, 2017 - June 09, 2017 Dasha Jupiter 
Jupiter is in Bhav Number 6 
This is not a very adequate period for you. Your opponents will try to damage your reputation. You may have to
be involved in unprofitable deeds. Sudden financial loss is on the cards. A tendency of taking risks should be
curbed as it is not a very harmonious period for you. Dispute on small issues with relatives and friends is on
cards. Don't take major decisions otherwise you will be in trouble. Beside this, you might have to get indulge in
thankless job. The period indicates menstrual trouble to ladies, dysentery and eye trouble.  
 
June 09, 2017 - August 06, 2017 Dasha Saturn 
Saturn is in Bhav Number 9 
This period can be called a dawn of a good perid. You are likely to be involved in noble deeds. During this
period, you will be extremely happy. You would be able to handle even adverse situation. Family happiness is
assured for you. Though there can be some trouble and problems to your siblings. There will be an increase in
your income due to your own efforts. Your enemies will not be able to harm you. Minor health ailments could
also be possible. Your friends and associates will assist you in your pursuits. 
 
August 06, 2017 - September 27, 2017 Dasha Mercury 
Mercury is in Bhav Number 1 
This year presents you with a taxing work schedule but will reward you with good career progress. This could
be an excellent period promising much success provided you are willing to work on it. Corporation from the
family is seen. This is also a period which can give you fame. You can make great progress professionally. You
will be able to win over your enemies. You will acquire new trades and new friends. You will maintain a
harmonious relations ship with all. 
 
September 27, 2017 - October 18, 2017 Dasha Ketu 
Ketu is in Bhav Number 11 
You will get full co-operation from superiors or people in responsible or influential positions. You can make
great progress professionally. . Increased corporation from the family is seen. Help from people who live in
faraway places or foreign associates. It could be an excellent period promising much success provided you are
willing to work on it. New opportunities will come your way without your seeking them consciously. You will
get much respect and honor in social circle. You will construct a new house and enjoy all sort of pleasures.  
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October 18, 2017 - December 18, 2017 Dasha Venus 
Venus is in Bhav Number 12 
In this period you will spend more on luxuries and comforts but it would be better if it is checked out. You may
face disappointments in love affairs and trouble in family life. Your rivals will try to harm you in each and
every possible way so try to be more concerned when dealing with any kind of personal or professional matters.
A worry related to health of your family members is on the cards. Though financially, it is not a bad period but
still you should put hold on over expanses. Get proper care of your own health.
 
December 18, 2017 - January 05, 2018 Dasha Sun 
Sun is in Bhav Number 1 
You will be confident and positive during this period. You will continue to wield power and authority either in
government or public life. Short distance journeys are indicated which will prove to be beneficial. You will
spend money freely. You and a close family member may suffer from ill health. Specifically it indicates
sickness to your life partner, severe headache or eye complaints.
 
January 05, 2018 - February 05, 2018 Dasha Moon 
Moon is in Bhav Number 11 
This is a period of financial stability for you. During this period you can work over your hopes and ambitions
and give them a better shape. This is a favorable time for love and romance. You will develop new friendship
which will be very rewarding and helpful. You will enjoy respect and honor from learned people and will be
quite popular with the opposite sex. Long distance travel is also indicated. 
 
February 05, 2018 - February 26, 2018 Dasha Mars 
Mars is in Bhav Number 2 
This is not a favorable time for financial gains. There can be a death in your family. Family disputes may also
disturb your peace of mind. You may get in trouble because of your own harsh words or speech. There may be
some bad news regarding business. Heavy losses are indicated. Health problem may disturb you. 
 
February 26, 2018 - April 22, 2018 Dasha Rahu 
Rahu is in Bhav Number 5 
This is not a good period for you. Your opponents will try to damage your reputation. You may have to be
involved in unprofitable deeds. Sudden financial loss is on the cards. Take care of your health and food
poisoning could be the cause of stomach ailments. A tendency of taking risks should be curbed as it is not a
very harmonious period for you. Dispute on small issues with relatives and friends is on cards. Don't take major
decisions otherwise you will be in trouble. Beside this, you might have to get indulge in thankless job.
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Varshphal Chart (Solar Return Chart)

Janam (Birth) Varsha (Year)
Female Sex Female
22/4/1989 Date of Birth 22/4/2018
1:27:0 Time of Birth 11:52:50
Friday Day of Birth Sunday
Ghaziabad Place of Birth Ghaziabad
28 Latitude 28
77 Longitude 77
00.20.19 Local Time Correction 00.20.19
00.00.00 War Time Correction 00.00.00
01.06.40 LMT at Birth 11.32.30
05.47.41 Sunrise 05.47.44
18.50.02 Sunset 18.50.03
Capricorn Lagna Cancer
SAT Lagna Lord MON
Libra Rasi Gemini
VEN Rasi Lord MER
Swati Nakshatra Punarvasu
RAH Nakshatra Lord JUP

Yoga Dhriti
Kolav Karan Vanij
Taurus Sun Sign (Western) Taurus
023-42-26 Ayanamsa 024-06-44
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Muntha:12 Bhav 
You may get indulge into sudden losses financially. Failure in attempts will make you feel frustrated. You will
have to slog as the work burden will be too much. There is displacement, transfer and trouble in foreign lands.
There are chances of falling into bad companies so, better aware of that. Your health will be weak and you will
be caught by many diseases. Your social reputation can also be hampered. There will be disputes with good
people in the society.  
 
April 22, 2018 - June 19, 2018 Dasha Saturn 
Saturn is in Bhav Number 6 
The great energy you radiate will definitely attract lots of supportive people in your life. Your rivals will not
dare to face you. Financiallyâ€™ it is a wonderful period for you. You are learning new ways of maintaining
harmony in your individuality at work and around friends and family. You will reap great rewards as you learn
to expand your communication skills and be true to your inner self and your own personal needs. Your
service/job conditions will definitely improve. You will get all kind of support from your coworkers and
subordinates.  You may purchase some land or machinery in this period. Little care regarding your health is
required. 
 
June 19, 2018 - August 09, 2018 Dasha Mercury 
Mercury is in Bhav Number 9 
This is a very good period coming after a period of difficulties and hardships and at last you can relax and enjoy
the Success and the results of the hard work you had been doing for a long time. Your financial luck will be
excellent provided you avoid dubious speculative activities. Travels can bring you into contact with compatible
partners or new friends. You will befriend with political dignitaries or higher officials. You will see birth of a
son during this period.  
 
August 09, 2018 - August 31, 2018 Dasha Ketu 
Ketu is in Bhav Number 7 
This is a period of mixed results for you. In this period you will suffer due to mental stress and strain. You may
face problem in your business partnerships. Financially the period is not so good. Journeys will not be fruitful.
Risk taking tendencies could be curbed totally. You can get into conflicts with your dear ones so better try to
avoid these kinds of situations. However, this is not a good period for love and romance.  You should be very
careful in love and relationship as it can bring disrespect and loss of honor to you.  
 
August 31, 2018 - October 31, 2018 Dasha Venus 
Venus is in Bhav Number 11 
This period brings you success in all comings and goings. Some form of pleasant culmination in your
professional life brings rewards and recognition. Happier period for recreation and romance. Your brother and
sisters will flourish this year. There will be an increase in your income due to your own efforts. Family life shall
be quite happy. An exciting job offer, reward, recognition, or promotion is very possible. You will buy gold
items, and precious stones. In general, you will get on very well with friends/associates and people from
different walks of life. 
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October 31, 2018 - November 18, 2018 Dasha Sun 
Sun is in Bhav Number 10 
This is a good time for self-expression and the use of your creative abilities in various fields. The most
unexpected changes could be expected in your work area and in professional activities which are outstanding
for you. There will be favor from the higher authorities and seniors. Positive changes in your personal and
professional life will take place. You may gain paternal properties. You would surely be successful during this
period and see fulfillment of your wishes.
 
November 18, 2018 - December 18, 2018 Dasha Moon 
Moon is in Bhav Number 12 
You may get indulge into unwanted expenditure. Approach towards love, romance and life in general is not
encouraging. You are advised to be very calm and balanced in your approach towards different situations in life.
Guesswork is not going to help you in any field so it should be avoided. There will be health problems related to
eyes, phlegmatic complaints and spleen. You will create problems for yourself by uttering falsehood. 
 
December 18, 2018 - January 09, 2019 Dasha Mars 
Mars is in Bhav Number 6 
This is a fluorescent period for you so, try to have the benefit of it. You will get relieved of all your stress and
troubles. Family and professional atmosphere will be very supportive to you. You should be a bit conscious
while driving. Your enemies will not dare to face you as you will be full frame of mind to crush them.  You will
come out courageous and get professional distinction.
 
January 09, 2019 - March 04, 2019 Dasha Rahu 
Rahu is in Bhav Number 1 
New areas you explore this year could be loss generating as there could be steady rise in expenses which might
not yield direct gains or any long term position. There may be trouble from the enemies and legal problems.
You will be able to continue with existing line of work & remain low profile and stable in your outlook. The
outlook for gain should be short term only. Medium & long term projects are better started. There may be
problem s related to your eyes.  Your friendship with the opposite sex will not be cordial plans of making quick
money should be scrutinized first. There can be problem to your girl friend/ boy friend.
 
March 04, 2019 - April 22, 2019 Dasha Jupiter 
Jupiter is in Bhav Number 4 
You desire a deeper connection and emotional bonding with your family, exploring the ideas you have learned
from your parents. Harmony in family life is assured. Having high personal values, and being very idealistic,
are just some of the reasons why you attract so many gifts and blessing from others. So much of your energy
will be giving more to your personal relationships and partnerships. The changes you experience in your life
will be deeply felt and lasting. You will come into contact with higher officials and authorities. Your fame and
reputation will be on an increase. You may trade your vehicle for a better one  or for the profit. 
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Janam (Birth) Varsha (Year)
Female Sex Female
22/4/1989 Date of Birth 22/4/2019
1:27:0 Time of Birth 18:2:0
Friday Day of Birth Monday
Ghaziabad Place of Birth Ghaziabad
28 Latitude 28
77 Longitude 77
00.20.19 Local Time Correction 00.20.19
00.00.00 War Time Correction 00.00.00
01.06.40 LMT at Birth 17.41.40
05.47.41 Sunrise 05.47.58
18.50.02 Sunset 18.49.54
Capricorn Lagna Virgo
SAT Lagna Lord MER
Libra Rasi Scorpion
VEN Rasi Lord MAR
Swati Nakshatra Jyeshtha
RAH Nakshatra Lord MER
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Muntha:11 Bhav 
You are learning new ways of maintaining harmony in your individuality at work and around friends and
family. You will be benefitted by friends and your brother. You gain from royal favors or favors from higher
authorities. Changes you experience in your life will be deeply felt and lasting. You will maintain sound health.
Your wishes will be fulfilled.  
 
April 22, 2019 - June 13, 2019 Dasha Mercury 
Mercury is in Bhav Number 7 
A highly productive year that will leave you feeling satisfied with what you have achieved.Â During this period
you will enjoy the life with full optimism and vivacity. There will be ample opportunity for travel, study, and
progress in life. You will find that the opposite sex will help you in your sphere. You will get the respect that
you richly deserve and your life will be more stable. Speculative activities will be gainful.Â There may be
acquisition of land or vehicle.  
 
June 13, 2019 - July 04, 2019 Dasha Ketu 
Ketu is in Bhav Number 4 
Some restlessness is likely, mainly because of a deep feeling of wanderlust. You don't like to get backed into a
corner, so this can cause some strain. Your mind will be inclined towards religious activities, and you might
make journey to sacred places. The period will begin with a phase of volatility and pressure in career. Tuning
with your own people and your relatives may get disturbed. Give proper attention to our day to day pursuits.
You will not be able to fulfill your familyâ€™s expectations. This is not a perfect time for you to indulge in any
type of business matters. This will be testing time for your mother.  
 
July 04, 2019 - September 03, 2019 Dasha Venus 
Venus is in Bhav Number 7 
The trend for you in this period is one of a tremendous creative and intellectual energy. You will feel very
romantic and will take your work as an art and reach out for new ideas. Contacts and communication will bring
more opportunities and this adds to the great potential for expansion. Actions of courage and your sheer genius
will bring you money and spirituality in equal measure. Harmony in family life is assured. Minor health
ailments could be there. Construction of house or purchase of vehicle is on the card. A very rewarding period
for you.  
 
September 03, 2019 - September 21, 2019 Dasha Sun 
Sun is in Bhav Number 8 
There may be unexpected problems. It would be advisable to maintain cordial relations with relatives. A health
check is necessary. A prolonged illness is speculated. Helth of life partner and children should also be kept in
check. Under hand dealings must be avoided. Business matters must be dealt with after ascertaining all the
facts. You may suffer from boils.  
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September 21, 2019 - October 22, 2019 Dasha Moon 
Moon is in Bhav Number 3 
This will prove to be a fantastic period for you. You will be very confident with your thoughts and chance of
getting promotion is highly recommended. There are chances of sudden travel which seems to be very fruitful.
There will be happiness from siblings and from the opposite sex. This is also a good period for your borthers.
Thought of changing place or profession should be avoided.
 
October 22, 2019 - November 12, 2019 Dasha Mars 
Mars is in Bhav Number 9 
It could be some good period promising some success provided you are willing to work on it. New
opportunities will come your way without your seeking them consciously. Changes at work-place or at home
can be fortunate. You will take decisive steps forward along the path of progress.Â There may be increase in
expenditure which needs to be controlled. You will also find yourself vigourless and berift of confidence. 
 
November 12, 2019 - January 06, 2020 Dasha Rahu 
Rahu is in Bhav Number 10 
This period would be an excellent stepping stone for growth vertically and a rise on your career. There are
chances of getting benefits from the associates/partners. You may be inclined towards earning through unjust
means. Your self-discipline, self-monitoring and control over your daily routine will be beneficial to you. Your
relationship with seniors/ authorities will be very cordial and at the sometime your business circle will increase.
Health related problems may disturb your peace of mind.
 
January 06, 2020 - February 24, 2020 Dasha Jupiter 
Jupiter is in Bhav Number 4 
You desire a deeper connection and emotional bonding with your family, exploring the ideas you have learned
from your parents. Harmony in family life is assured. Having high personal values, and being very idealistic,
are just some of the reasons why you attract so many gifts and blessing from others. So much of your energy
will be giving more to your personal relationships and partnerships. The changes you experience in your life
will be deeply felt and lasting. You will come into contact with higher officials and authorities. Your fame and
reputation will be on an increase. You may trade your vehicle for a better one  or for the profit. 
 
February 24, 2020 - April 21, 2020 Dasha Saturn 
Saturn is in Bhav Number 4 
Some restlessness is likely, mainly because of a deep feeling of wanderlust. You don't like to get backed into a
corner, so this can cause some strain. The period will begin with a phase of volatility and pressure in career.
New project and risks should be avoided. You need to curb new investments and commitment. There are
chances of gain but swings in work environment which will not be entirely comfortable. This period is not good
as far as worldly comforts are concerned, religious and spiritual deeds can get you out of troubles.  You may
face sorrow through your relatives. Sudden accidents and losses are also possible.
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Janam (Birth) Varsha (Year)
Female Sex Female
22/4/1989 Date of Birth 22/4/2020
1:27:0 Time of Birth 0:11:10
Friday Day of Birth Tuesday
Ghaziabad Place of Birth Ghaziabad
28 Latitude 28
77 Longitude 77
00.20.19 Local Time Correction 00.20.19
00.00.00 War Time Correction 00.00.00
01.06.40 LMT at Birth 00.-9.-9
05.47.41 Sunrise 05.47.14
18.50.02 Sunset 18.50.21
Capricorn Lagna Sagittarius
SAT Lagna Lord JUP
Libra Rasi Pisces
VEN Rasi Lord JUP
Swati Nakshatra Revati
RAH Nakshatra Lord MER

Yoga Viskumbh
Kolav Karan Sakuni
Taurus Sun Sign (Western) Taurus
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Muntha:9 Bhav 
The position of Muntha is very favorable to you. Just let go and enjoy the happiness that comes your way. At
last you can relax and enjoy the success and the results of the hard work you had been doing for a long time.
This period will also bring you in the midst of famous people. Gain from foreign lands will build your status.
Gains from superiors and higher authorities are also indicated. You will get happiness from the life partner and
children. There will be religious ceremony at home and name, fame and luck due to that.  
 
April 22, 2020 - May 13, 2020 Dasha Ketu 
Ketu is in Bhav Number 1 
A phase of confusion in strategy & misunderstandings with business partners or associates is possible. Major
expansion & long term plans should be put on hold. Focus should be on gains from existing sources, throughout
the period. It is better to avoid travel as far as possible. Your enemies will put their best efforts to harm you.
Even you should be careful about your friends as there are indications of cheating. Take good care of yourself
as it may become the reason of anxiety. Health requires special attention as there are possibilities of chonic
diseases. Try to be practical in this period. As a matter off act you will be inclined towards unproductive
pursuits. Loss of money is on the cards. There can be disputes with the characterless persons.  
 
May 13, 2020 - July 13, 2020 Dasha Venus 
Venus is in Bhav Number 6 
Those very personal relations that you worked on, wonâ€™t work out well, and cause disturbance in your
household and office. Take care of your health and try to refine you image. Sensual thoughts not only depress
you but may even cause you some humiliation in this period. Harmonious relationship with the opposite sex
may get disturbed. Health problems will create disturbances in your life. There are chances of getting indulge
into unnecessary expenses. Overall, not a very pleasing period for you. You will feel yourself physically weak
and dejected.  
 
July 13, 2020 - July 31, 2020 Dasha Sun 
Sun is in Bhav Number 5 
You will be enthusiastic towards life. Youâ€™ll be courageous and have a violent temper. There will be lack of
mental control and loos of discremination. Your popularity with public will decrease and there can be trouble
due to disputes. This period is unfavorable for love and romance. Children and life partner may suffer from ill
health.  In case of benefic aspects, this period may result in child birth and gain from higher authorities.  
 
July 31, 2020 - August 30, 2020 Dasha Moon 
Moon is in Bhav Number 4 
It should turn out to be the prosperous period for you. You will receive many surprises, mostly pleasant. There
will be happiness through spouse and your relatives. There will be success in disputes and litigations. You will
buy a new house or a vehicle. You may get huge profits from your contracts and agreements. You will prevail
over all your enemies. It is a favorable period as far as money matters are concerned. 
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August 30, 2020 - September 21, 2020 Dasha Mars 
Mars is in Bhav Number 2 
This is not a favorable time for financial gains. There can be a death in your family. Family disputes may also
disturb your peace of mind. You may get in trouble because of your own harsh words or speech. There may be
some bad news regarding business. Heavy losses are indicated. Health problem may disturb you. 
 
September 21, 2020 - November 14, 2020 Dasha Rahu 
Rahu is in Bhav Number 7 
Though you will try a lot to maintain good relation with your partners or associates but all in ruin. Growth &
new areas might not come as easily. This period will begin with challenges and difficulties. There could be
controversy & unnecessary aggression. Sudden losses are also possible. Health problems might disturb you.
You may have to be involved in unprofitable deeds. Try to develop resistance towards odds. A tendency of
taking risk should be curbed and all kinds of speculations must be avoided.
 
November 14, 2020 - January 02, 2021 Dasha Jupiter 
Jupiter is in Bhav Number 2 
You enjoy sharing your musical talents, and creating a new musical piece is a very strong possibility. You can
be very successful in expressing your higher principles, whether it is work related or community oriented.
Expect monetary returns when you put your ideas into practice. Money will definitely be coming your way and
will greatly influence your personal beliefs, dreams and philosophies. Your enemies will not be able to prevail
over you. Overall, happiness is assured in this period.  There will be addtioan to your family members.
 
January 02, 2021 - March 01, 2021 Dasha Saturn 
Saturn is in Bhav Number 2 
The period will not be awfully beneficial to you. You might face problems related to money matters. Tuning
with your own people and your relatives may get disturbed. Give proper attention to our day to day pursuits.
This is not a perfect time for taking any risk regarding business matters as the chances of loss are very high
during this period. Health ailment of your parents can disturb your peace of mind. You will not be able to fulfill
your familyâ€™s expectations.
 
March 01, 2021 - April 22, 2021 Dasha Mercury 
Mercury is in Bhav Number 4 
During this period there can be good gains from property transactions. Financial disputes can get decided in
your favor. You will be able identify new sources of income. Long-awaited pay raises will materialize. Business
journeys will be successful and productive. The most important feature of this period is that you can experience
a positive increase in the level of respect that you enjoy - whatever be your station in life. You will be inclined
to spend on luxuries and buy a new vehicle.
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Janam (Birth) Varsha (Year)
Female Sex Female
22/4/1989 Date of Birth 22/4/2021
1:27:0 Time of Birth 6:20:20
Friday Day of Birth Thursday
Ghaziabad Place of Birth Ghaziabad
28 Latitude 28
77 Longitude 77
00.20.19 Local Time Correction 00.20.19
00.00.00 War Time Correction 00.00.00
01.06.40 LMT at Birth 06.00.00
05.47.41 Sunrise 05.47.28
18.50.02 Sunset 18.50.12
Capricorn Lagna Aries
SAT Lagna Lord MAR
Libra Rasi Cancer
VEN Rasi Lord MON
Swati Nakshatra Ashlesha
RAH Nakshatra Lord MER
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Muntha:6 Bhav 
It would be advisable to maintain cordial relations with relatives. A health check is necessary. A prolonged
illness is speculated. Your enemies will leave no stone unturned to harm you, so better to keep safe distance
from them. Family members health may disturb your peace of mind. Financial condition may not be good and
you may get into debt. There can be expenditure and loss due to thieves and disputes. There will be disputes and
disagreements with the authorities.  
 
April 22, 2021 - June 22, 2021 Dasha Venus 
Venus is in Bhav Number 1 
This period is fabulous for you for many reasons. Your ambience is just so great, that things just seem to be
sorting themselves out. All your household affairs are going around their respective orbits with perfect
harmony. Your passion and zeal jet your performance and efficiency to an all time high. There will be favor
from the high class, improvement in your staus, and destruction of your enemies. You will get full support from
your family members and relatives. There will be a pleasant environment all around you.  
 
June 22, 2021 - July 10, 2021 Dasha Sun 
Sun is in Bhav Number 1 
You will be confident and positive during this period. You will continue to wield power and authority either in
government or public life. Short distance journeys are indicated which will prove to be beneficial. You will
spend money freely. You and a close family member may suffer from ill health. Specifically it indicates
sickness to your life partner, severe headache or eye complaints. 
 
July 10, 2021 - August 09, 2021 Dasha Moon 
Moon is in Bhav Number 4 
It should turn out to be the prosperous period for you. You will receive many surprises, mostly pleasant. There
will be happiness through spouse and your relatives. There will be success in disputes and litigations. You will
buy a new house or a vehicle. You may get huge profits from your contracts and agreements. You will prevail
over all your enemies. It is a favorable period as far as money matters are concerned. 
 
August 09, 2021 - August 31, 2021 Dasha Mars 
Mars is in Bhav Number 3 
Physically as well as mentally you will be very courageous during this period. This is a good phase for your
relatives especially your brothers will grow. Go for attempts in your career life as the success is assured. Gain
of material things is also indicated. Your enemies will not be able to plunk before you. Your desired will be
fulfilled during this period. You will come out as a winner.  
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August 31, 2021 - October 24, 2021 Dasha Rahu 
Rahu is in Bhav Number 2 
New projects or higher level of investment should be avoided. If working as a professional, the year will be
average mostly. There will be routine hurdles as well as average growth. You will have to wait for real progress.
A phase of doubt & uncertainty could come your way. Making a change is not advised at all & is detrimental to
your interest. A gradual loss of status could be experienced during this period. A sense of insecurity will prevail
as far as home affairs are concerned.
 
October 24, 2021 - December 12, 2021 Dasha Jupiter 
Jupiter is in Bhav Number 11 
Somehow, time and fortune will throw the spotlight at you, and your activities. It is high time that you are given
credit for your efforts and other recognize you and look up to you. Needless to say, your personal relations will
get a boost. Children will bring happiness to you.  Journeys will be imminent and people will be eager to have a
piece of you. This period will cause you to meditate and inquire about the truth the reality of human existence.
There will be some costly and rare acquisition. Overall, this period will be highly rewarding.
 
December 12, 2021 - February 08, 2022 Dasha Saturn 
Saturn is in Bhav Number 10 
The outlook however will remain average mostly throughout the period. You should work on developing your
profession rather than focusing on gains. During this period there could be personal issues & minor health
issues which could create hurdles for work. There would be challenges and new choices which should be taken
carefully. New projects should be totally avoided. This period will experience hurdles due to your un-adjusting
nature as well as competition in work environment. Purchase of land and machinery should be postponed for
some time.
 
February 08, 2022 - April 01, 2022 Dasha Mercury 
Mercury is in Bhav Number 1 
This year presents you with a taxing work schedule but will reward you with good career progress. This could
be an excellent period promising much success provided you are willing to work on it. Corporation from the
family is seen. This is also a period which can give you fame. You can make great progress professionally. You
will be able to win over your enemies. You will acquire new trades and new friends. You will maintain a
harmonious relations ship with all.
 
April 01, 2022 - April 22, 2022 Dasha Ketu 
Ketu is in Bhav Number 8 
You will perform good and pious deeds your conduct will be good. You will suddenly get interested in religion
or spirituality. Partnerships are good for you this year, in both the professional and personal sphere. However,
the most important thing is that you might just have that overwhelming, life-changing experience that you were
waiting for so long. This period is surely going to bring all the authority. You are learning new ways of
maintaining harmony in your individuality at work and around friends and family. Family atmosphere will be
very good.
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Janam (Birth) Varsha (Year)
Female Sex Female
22/4/1989 Date of Birth 22/4/2022
1:27:0 Time of Birth 12:29:30
Friday Day of Birth Friday
Ghaziabad Place of Birth Ghaziabad
28 Latitude 28
77 Longitude 77
00.20.19 Local Time Correction 00.20.19
00.00.00 War Time Correction 00.00.00
01.06.40 LMT at Birth 12.09.09
05.47.41 Sunrise 05.47.42
18.50.02 Sunset 18.50.04
Capricorn Lagna Cancer
SAT Lagna Lord MON
Libra Rasi Sagittarius
VEN Rasi Lord JUP
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RAH Nakshatra Lord VEN
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Muntha:4 Bhav 
Some ups and downs in money matters and position are on the cards for Muntha. There may be heavy financial
losses and loss of property.  Money matters should be taken care of.  Keep your temper in check from getting
into embarrassing situations as there are chances of disputes with close associates and relatives.  You need to
keep a check on your health because sickness in on the card.  
 
April 22, 2022 - May 10, 2022 Dasha Sun 
Sun is in Bhav Number 10 
This is a good time for self-expression and the use of your creative abilities in various fields. The most
unexpected changes could be expected in your work area and in professional activities which are outstanding
for you. There will be favor from the higher authorities and seniors. Positive changes in your personal and
professional life will take place. You may gain paternal properties. You would surely be successful during this
period and see fulfillment of your wishes. 
 
May 10, 2022 - June 10, 2022 Dasha Moon 
Moon is in Bhav Number 6 
This is not a very favorable period for you physically as well as mentally. You may suffer some problems
related to your health which may disturb your peace of mind. Your enemies may try to blot your image in front
of your family and friends so you are advised to stay away from them as much as possible. Health problems are
very much possible during this period so you need to be very careful about your health. Possibility of ill health
to your life partner is also there.  
 
June 10, 2022 - July 01, 2022 Dasha Mars 
Mars is in Bhav Number 8 
You should learn to relax to avoid unnecessary mental stress when things seem to be stagnating at the
professional front. Resist the urge to change jobs on an impulse driven by feelings of disappointment or
frustration. This is also a period which can create troubles or messy situations due to carelessness or negligence
creating worries and unnecessary troubles. Health requires immediate attention as injuries and accidents and on
the card. There will be disturbance in the family life and also you should be careful of the sex diseases.  
 
July 01, 2022 - August 25, 2022 Dasha Rahu 
Rahu is in Bhav Number 10 
This period would be an excellent stepping stone for growth vertically and a rise on your career. There are
chances of getting benefits from the associates/partners. You may be inclined towards earning through unjust
means. Your self-discipline, self-monitoring and control over your daily routine will be beneficial to you. Your
relationship with seniors/ authorities will be very cordial and at the sometime your business circle will increase.
Health related problems may disturb your peace of mind. 
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August 25, 2022 - October 12, 2022 Dasha Jupiter 
Jupiter is in Bhav Number 9 
This period is surely going to bring all the authority. A foreign connection will serve you well for a considerable
duration, and they might just be the source of the extra unexpected income on the cards for you and power that
you strive for. Keep up the tempo and believe in your abilities, the year will see you off in a completely new
position. Family atmosphere will be very supporting. A long distance travel will be rewarding. You will take
interest in religion and perform charitable deeds. 
 
October 12, 2022 - December 09, 2022 Dasha Saturn 
Saturn is in Bhav Number 7 
The period will begin with hurdles in career due to pressures created by competition in your work area. You
need to be more flexible in handling those situations.  New projects and risks in career should be avoided. You
should avoid controversy or seeking a change in job till such time. You need to keep your speech &
communications positive & non offensive throughout to ensure you do not suffer any set backs due to your
words, written or spoken. Your relationship with the opposite sex will not be cordial. Illness of life-partner is
also on the cards. As far as possible, unwanted travels should be curtailed. You may have to face some
unexpected sorrows and baseless allegations.
 
December 09, 2022 - January 30, 2023 Dasha Mercury 
Mercury is in Bhav Number 10 
You are an eternal optimist, and events of the year will further strengthen your optimistic instincts. You can do
reasonably well if you time your investments intelligently based on the best periods hinted for your sign. All
round cooperation and happiness can be the reward from your loved ones and associates, victory over
opponents and pleasant functions such as marriage or romantic situations parties are also the likely outcomes.
Family atmosphere will be quite satisfactory. 
 
January 30, 2023 - February 20, 2023 Dasha Ketu 
Ketu is in Bhav Number 4 
Some restlessness is likely, mainly because of a deep feeling of wanderlust. You don't like to get backed into a
corner, so this can cause some strain. Your mind will be inclined towards religious activities, and you might
make journey to sacred places. The period will begin with a phase of volatility and pressure in career. Tuning
with your own people and your relatives may get disturbed. Give proper attention to our day to day pursuits.
You will not be able to fulfill your familyâ€™s expectations. This is not a perfect time for you to indulge in any
type of business matters. This will be testing time for your mother. 
 
February 20, 2023 - April 22, 2023 Dasha Venus 
Venus is in Bhav Number 8 
On the darker side, this might well contribute to disputes and love loss with some loved ones. The important
thing is not to involve oneself in others problems at this point of time. Your health and financial situation are at
risk. You might get involved in a scandal and your reputation may suffer damage. There could be chances of
getting money unexpectedly but needless to say expenses will be very high. This period characterizes with
danger, so you need to be extra cautios. Travel will not be rewarding, so avoid it. 
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Janam (Birth) Varsha (Year)
Female Sex Female
22/4/1989 Date of Birth 22/4/2023
1:27:0 Time of Birth 18:38:40
Friday Day of Birth Saturday
Ghaziabad Place of Birth Ghaziabad
28 Latitude 28
77 Longitude 77
00.20.19 Local Time Correction 00.20.19
00.00.00 War Time Correction 00.00.00
01.06.40 LMT at Birth 18.18.20
05.47.41 Sunrise 05.47.56
18.50.02 Sunset 18.49.55
Capricorn Lagna Libra
SAT Lagna Lord VEN
Libra Rasi Taurus
VEN Rasi Lord VEN
Swati Nakshatra Krittika
RAH Nakshatra Lord SUN

Yoga Saubhagya
Kolav Karan Tetil
Taurus Sun Sign (Western) Taurus
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Muntha:2 Bhav 
The native gets exceptional gains and wealth from the very beginning. This may be by the way of lottery,
speculation, and in shares etc. Friends and well-wishers might support and cooperate with you in all your
dealings. You will earn good money through business dealings. You will gain position and status. You will be
well respected and enjoys good meals.  
 
April 22, 2023 - May 23, 2023 Dasha Moon 
Moon is in Bhav Number 8 
There may be some bad news regarding business or new venture. Donâ€™t get indulge in taking risks as it is
not a very favorable period for you. Family memberâ€™s health may cause anxiety. Speculation must be
avoided or else they may cause financial losses. Opponents will try to create problems on your personal as well
as professional front. Stay away from water as there is fear from drowning. Fever and cold will give some
health problems.  
 
May 23, 2023 - June 13, 2023 Dasha Mars 
Mars is in Bhav Number 9 
It could be some good period promising some success provided you are willing to work on it. New
opportunities will come your way without your seeking them consciously. Changes at work-place or at home
can be fortunate. You will take decisive steps forward along the path of progress.Â There may be increase in
expenditure which needs to be controlled. You will also find yourself vigourless and berift of confidence.  
 
June 13, 2023 - August 07, 2023 Dasha Rahu 
Rahu is in Bhav Number 7 
Though you will try a lot to maintain good relation with your partners or associates but all in ruin. Growth &
new areas might not come as easily. This period will begin with challenges and difficulties. There could be
controversy & unnecessary aggression. Sudden losses are also possible. Health problems might disturb you.
You may have to be involved in unprofitable deeds. Try to develop resistance towards odds. A tendency of
taking risk should be curbed and all kinds of speculations must be avoided. 
 
August 07, 2023 - September 24, 2023 Dasha Jupiter 
Jupiter is in Bhav Number 7 
Your deep awareness of keeping track of your health and taking better care of yourself and your own needs will
help you harness some of your active energy, possibly participating in physical sports as a good outlet. The
great energy you radiate will definitely attract lots of supportive people in your life. Your life-partner will
contribute to your happiness and success. You may be called upon you to give more time and energy in a
leadership position at work. You will be highly respected and will become more famous. 
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September 24, 2023 - November 21, 2023 Dasha Saturn 
Saturn is in Bhav Number 5 
Job matters will remain mostly below average and not entirely satisfactory. Work environment will remain
disturbed and under pressure during this period. Risk taking tendencies should be curbed totally. You should
avoid major activity during this period. If working as a professional, this year will experience hurdles and some
challenges. There will be uncertainty and some confusion. You will lack full support from your own people.
Possiblity of some legal action against you is also there. The health of your dear ones may create anxiety for
you.  There will be problem in the progeny during this period. You should keep a low profile during this time
and avoid changes.
 
November 21, 2023 - January 12, 2024 Dasha Mercury 
Mercury is in Bhav Number 7 
A highly productive year that will leave you feeling satisfied with what you have achieved.Â During this period
you will enjoy the life with full optimism and vivacity. There will be ample opportunity for travel, study, and
progress in life. You will find that the opposite sex will help you in your sphere. You will get the respect that
you richly deserve and your life will be more stable. Speculative activities will be gainful.Â There may be
acquisition of land or vehicle. 
 
January 12, 2024 - February 02, 2024 Dasha Ketu 
Ketu is in Bhav Number 1 
A phase of confusion in strategy & misunderstandings with business partners or associates is possible. Major
expansion & long term plans should be put on hold. Focus should be on gains from existing sources, throughout
the period. It is better to avoid travel as far as possible. Your enemies will put their best efforts to harm you.
Even you should be careful about your friends as there are indications of cheating. Take good care of yourself
as it may become the reason of anxiety. Health requires special attention as there are possibilities of chonic
diseases. Try to be practical in this period. As a matter off act you will be inclined towards unproductive
pursuits. Loss of money is on the cards. There can be disputes with the characterless persons. 
 
February 02, 2024 - April 03, 2024 Dasha Venus 
Venus is in Bhav Number 8 
On the darker side, this might well contribute to disputes and love loss with some loved ones. The important
thing is not to involve oneself in others problems at this point of time. Your health and financial situation are at
risk. You might get involved in a scandal and your reputation may suffer damage. There could be chances of
getting money unexpectedly but needless to say expenses will be very high. This period characterizes with
danger, so you need to be extra cautios. Travel will not be rewarding, so avoid it. 
 
April 03, 2024 - April 21, 2024 Dasha Sun 
Sun is in Bhav Number 7 
This will be a difficult period. Your luck seems against you. Your business associates may create hassles for
you. Business trips may not be fruitful. On the domestic front, keep your temper in check from getting into
embarrassing situations. Partnerâ€™s ill health may cause worries. You too, may suffer sickness and mental
tension. You may also have trouble in head, eye, feet and arm. 
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1:27:0 Time of Birth 0:47:50
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VEN Rasi Lord MER
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RAH Nakshatra Lord MON
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Muntha:1 Bhav 
This is a time of action for you. Unexpected gifts and gains will pour in from different sectors for you.  It gives
the native career betterment and all round prosperity. Your opponents will not dare to interrupt your way and
you will get your share of attraction and reputation.  You will get favor from rules, superiors and higher
authorities. You will have a sound health and physique. This year also indicates gain of vehicle.  
 
April 22, 2024 - May 13, 2024 Dasha Mars 
Mars is in Bhav Number 3 
Physically as well as mentally you will be very courageous during this period. This is a good phase for your
relatives especially your brothers will grow. Go for attempts in your career life as the success is assured. Gain
of material things is also indicated. Your enemies will not be able to plunk before you. Your desired will be
fulfilled during this period. You will come out as a winner.  
 
May 13, 2024 - July 07, 2024 Dasha Rahu 
Rahu is in Bhav Number 4 
Volatility & some lack of direction in career will prevail as the period starts. You should avoid new projects or
major changes in career during this time. You will not be able to cope well with your friends and relatives.
Unwanted situations may arise, which can create fighting, troubles into your life. Don't adopt undesirable means
for quick monetary gains. Working/service conditions shall not be satisfactory. There could be danger of
accident/mishap. Try to build up your confidence to cope with awkward situations which will come in this
period. You may have cough problems, asthmatic complaints or rheumatic pains. 
 
July 07, 2024 - August 24, 2024 Dasha Jupiter 
Jupiter is in Bhav Number 5 
You are learning new ways of maintaining harmony in your individuality at work and around friends and
family. You will reap great rewards as you learn to expand your communication skills and be true to your inner
self and your own personal needs. Changes you experience in your life will be deeply felt and lasting. People
that you thought overlooked your good efforts will be your greatest and most supportive allies. An auspicious
ceremony in the family is likely to take place. This period will also bring prosperity, happiness and success to
your children.  
 
August 24, 2024 - October 21, 2024 Dasha Saturn 
Saturn is in Bhav Number 3 
There will be good luck and good stability of the mind which would help live a positive and easy life at home.
Good level of gains could come from spouse. It's an excellent year for travel, higher education,
communications, venturing into new enterprises; profession etc. synchronization in family life is secure. This
period may bring disagreements and even enemity with hith and kins and relatives.  You will get good results
professionally. Overall the period will be good. 
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October 21, 2024 - December 12, 2024 Dasha Mercury 
Mercury is in Bhav Number 4 
During this period there can be good gains from property transactions. Financial disputes can get decided in
your favor. You will be able identify new sources of income. Long-awaited pay raises will materialize. Business
journeys will be successful and productive. The most important feature of this period is that you can experience
a positive increase in the level of respect that you enjoy - whatever be your station in life. You will be inclined
to spend on luxuries and buy a new vehicle.
 
December 12, 2024 - January 02, 2025 Dasha Ketu 
Ketu is in Bhav Number 10 
You will be able to maintain good rapport with your superiors which is very beneficial to you on long run. Loss
of position is indicated during this period. Your mind will be full of innovative and creative thoughts, but don't
try to apply them without realizing the pros and cons of the situations. You should give more attention to your
domestic life. Travel is on your cards and would be very rewarding. There are chances of ill health of your
family members so take good care of them as well as yours.
 
January 02, 2025 - March 04, 2025 Dasha Venus 
Venus is in Bhav Number 4 
You will yield a lot of power, the likes of which you have probably not experienced before. On the personal
front, your loved ones will rely on you for providing them and comforting them. You will earn a lot of fame and
recognition. Your mental energy will be great. Most importantly, things between you and your spouse will be at
their sweetest. Birth of a child is on the cards. Your subordinate shall extend their full support towards you.
Overall this period will be very pleasant. 
 
March 04, 2025 - March 22, 2025 Dasha Sun 
Sun is in Bhav Number 5 
You will be enthusiastic towards life. Youâ€™ll be courageous and have a violent temper. There will be lack of
mental control and loos of discremination. Your popularity with public will decrease and there can be trouble
due to disputes. This period is unfavorable for love and romance. Children and life partner may suffer from ill
health.  In case of benefic aspects, this period may result in child birth and gain from higher authorities. 
 
March 22, 2025 - April 22, 2025 Dasha Moon 
Moon is in Bhav Number 10 
Very successful and perspective period is waiting for you ahead. Creative approaches and opportunities for
additional earning are on the cards. You will share a very good rapport with seniors and supervisors. A marked
increase in your income is indicated. There will be expansion of trade and increase iof reputation. Overall this is
a period of all round successs. 
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Muntha:10 Bhav 
You will enjoy all the prosperity and comfort. This is best position for Muntha where there is fulfillment of
desires and you lead a contented life. Your fame and reputation will be on an increase. You will get promotion
or improvement in status. You will be favored by ministers and government. You will help relatives and
society.  
 
April 22, 2025 - June 16, 2025 Dasha Rahu 
Rahu is in Bhav Number 12 
This period is marked by the change in place and change in job. You will suffer due to mental anxiety. You
wonâ€™t have any peace of mind. Family memberâ€™s attitude will be quite different. Donâ€™t go for big
investment because things may not turn up according to your expectations. Your friends and associates shall not
keep their promises. Be careful of wicked friends as your reputation could be made to suffer on their account.
Take care of familyâ€™s health as the problems related to their health may arise.  Do not therefore plan a
journey now. Physical ailments are also possible. 
 
June 16, 2025 - August 03, 2025 Dasha Jupiter 
Jupiter is in Bhav Number 2 
You enjoy sharing your musical talents, and creating a new musical piece is a very strong possibility. You can
be very successful in expressing your higher principles, whether it is work related or community oriented.
Expect monetary returns when you put your ideas into practice. Money will definitely be coming your way and
will greatly influence your personal beliefs, dreams and philosophies. Your enemies will not be able to prevail
over you. Overall, happiness is assured in this period.  There will be addtioan to your family members. 
 
August 03, 2025 - September 30, 2025 Dasha Saturn 
Saturn is in Bhav Number 12 
This is not a very satisfactory period for you. You may get indulge into sudden losses financially. Loss of
money due to litigation and disputes is also possible. Failure in attempts will make you feel frustrated. You will
have to slog as the work burden will be too much. Family life will also create tensions. Donâ€™t try to take
risks in business matters as period is not very harmonious to you. Your enemies will try to tarnish your image.
Loss of money will be quite evident.  
 
September 30, 2025 - November 21, 2025 Dasha Mercury 
Mercury is in Bhav Number 12 
This is not a very satisfactory period for you. You may get indulge into sudden losses financially. Failure in
attempts will make you feel frustrated. You will have to slog as the work burden will be too much. Family life
will also create tensions. Donâ€™t try to take risks in business matters as period is not very harmonious to you.
Your enemies will try to tarnish your image. You may also get indulge into unnecessary expenses. Health may
also give some trouble. Especially old people may encounter catarrh and phlegmatic troubles. 
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November 21, 2025 - December 12, 2025 Dasha Ketu 
Ketu is in Bhav Number 6 
Partnerships are good for you this year, in both the professional and personal sphere. However, the most
important thing is that you might just have that overwhelming, life-changing experience that you were waiting
for so long. Communications and negotiations will click for you and bring in new opportunities. You will
generous and help people. There will be frequent travels regarding business/job etc which will bring good luck
for you. If employed then service conditions will improve. 
 
December 12, 2025 - February 11, 2026 Dasha Venus 
Venus is in Bhav Number 12 
In this period you will spend more on luxuries and comforts but it would be better if it is checked out. You may
face disappointments in love affairs and trouble in family life. Your rivals will try to harm you in each and
every possible way so try to be more concerned when dealing with any kind of personal or professional matters.
A worry related to health of your family members is on the cards. Though financially, it is not a bad period but
still you should put hold on over expanses. Get proper care of your own health.
 
February 11, 2026 - March 01, 2026 Dasha Sun 
Sun is in Bhav Number 1 
You will be confident and positive during this period. You will continue to wield power and authority either in
government or public life. Short distance journeys are indicated which will prove to be beneficial. You will
spend money freely. You and a close family member may suffer from ill health. Specifically it indicates
sickness to your life partner, severe headache or eye complaints.
 
March 01, 2026 - April 01, 2026 Dasha Moon 
Moon is in Bhav Number 10 
Very successful and perspective period is waiting for you ahead. Creative approaches and opportunities for
additional earning are on the cards. You will share a very good rapport with seniors and supervisors. A marked
increase in your income is indicated. There will be expansion of trade and increase iof reputation. Overall this is
a period of all round successs. 
 
April 01, 2026 - April 22, 2026 Dasha Mars 
Mars is in Bhav Number 4 
Be careful while dealing with friends, relatives or associates, as chances of disputes are very much there. This
will not be a good time for business and there are chances of sudden loss financially. Expenditure on secret
activities is possible. You may suffer due to mental stress and strain. Injuries and wounds are on the card during
this period, so be careful especially while driving.  
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1:27:0 Time of Birth 13:6:10
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RAH Nakshatra Lord RAH
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Muntha:8 Bhav 
You may hear news of the death of a close relative or family member. You are advised to take proper care of
yourself as there are chances of suffering from diseases. There is a loss of wealth, loss of confidence, fruitless
and mental worries. People jealousy for you can cause problems. Chances of financial loss due to theft are also
there. You may also indulge in bad company and bad habits.  
 
April 22, 2026 - June 10, 2026 Dasha Jupiter 
Jupiter is in Bhav Number 12 
But sufferings and letdowns are bound to come, and you will need to learn to take things positively and not to
leave matters unfinished. You will need to be in the thick of things at your workplace. Sudden losses are also
possible. You may gain from foreign sources. Health problems might disturb you. You may have to be involved
in unprofitable deeds. Family atmosphere may not be harmonious. Your enemies will try in each and every way
to tarnish your image. Not a very sound period for you.  
 
June 10, 2026 - August 07, 2026 Dasha Saturn 
Saturn is in Bhav Number 9 
This period can be called a dawn of a good perid. You are likely to be involved in noble deeds. During this
period, you will be extremely happy. You would be able to handle even adverse situation. Family happiness is
assured for you. Though there can be some trouble and problems to your siblings. There will be an increase in
your income due to your own efforts. Your enemies will not be able to harm you. Minor health ailments could
also be possible. Your friends and associates will assist you in your pursuits. 
 
August 07, 2026 - September 27, 2026 Dasha Mercury 
Mercury is in Bhav Number 9 
This is a very good period coming after a period of difficulties and hardships and at last you can relax and enjoy
the Success and the results of the hard work you had been doing for a long time. Your financial luck will be
excellent provided you avoid dubious speculative activities. Travels can bring you into contact with compatible
partners or new friends. You will befriend with political dignitaries or higher officials. You will see birth of a
son during this period.  
 
September 27, 2026 - October 19, 2026 Dasha Ketu 
Ketu is in Bhav Number 2 
If in a job, the year will begin very aggressively .There will be dynamism & growth. However work
environment will remain stressed and there could be controversy & issues with superiors. In general this period
is not very good as very close associates, friends and family members may appear distant. Not much change is
expected or recommended. Your attitude and habit of using foul language may create tensions with your near
and dear ones. Therefore, try to control your words.  
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October 19, 2026 - December 18, 2026 Dasha Venus 
Venus is in Bhav Number 11 
This period brings you success in all comings and goings. Some form of pleasant culmination in your
professional life brings rewards and recognition. Happier period for recreation and romance. Your brother and
sisters will flourish this year. There will be an increase in your income due to your own efforts. Family life shall
be quite happy. An exciting job offer, reward, recognition, or promotion is very possible. You will buy gold
items, and precious stones. In general, you will get on very well with friends/associates and people from
different walks of life.
 
December 18, 2026 - January 06, 2027 Dasha Sun 
Sun is in Bhav Number 10 
This is a good time for self-expression and the use of your creative abilities in various fields. The most
unexpected changes could be expected in your work area and in professional activities which are outstanding
for you. There will be favor from the higher authorities and seniors. Positive changes in your personal and
professional life will take place. You may gain paternal properties. You would surely be successful during this
period and see fulfillment of your wishes.
 
January 06, 2027 - February 05, 2027 Dasha Moon 
Moon is in Bhav Number 12 
You may get indulge into unwanted expenditure. Approach towards love, romance and life in general is not
encouraging. You are advised to be very calm and balanced in your approach towards different situations in life.
Guesswork is not going to help you in any field so it should be avoided. There will be health problems related to
eyes, phlegmatic complaints and spleen. You will create problems for yourself by uttering falsehood. 
 
February 05, 2027 - February 26, 2027 Dasha Mars 
Mars is in Bhav Number 9 
It could be some good period promising some success provided you are willing to work on it. New
opportunities will come your way without your seeking them consciously. Changes at work-place or at home
can be fortunate. You will take decisive steps forward along the path of progress.Â There may be increase in
expenditure which needs to be controlled. You will also find yourself vigourless and berift of confidence. 
 
February 26, 2027 - April 22, 2027 Dasha Rahu 
Rahu is in Bhav Number 8 
New investments & risks should be totally avoided. There could be hurdles & hassles during this period. If
working as a professional, the year will see progress, but only if you work hard and keep a long term & stoic
attitude. There would not be no shortcut to success. You should work on keeping a stable and steady nature for
better results. Work environment could be stressed and erratic as the year opens. You should avoid new
progress or high activity during the period. Health problems may not permit you to keep your promises on the
positive side of this period. Health needs a check and problems due to fever is most likely.
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|| Shodashvarga Charts ||
Lagna Chart Hora Wealth
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|| Shodashvarga Charts ||
Dashamamsha - Profession Dwadashmamsha - Parents

Shodashamsha - Vehicles Vimshamsha - Religious Inclinations

Chaturvimshamsha - Education Saptavimshamsha - Strength
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|| Shodashvarga Charts ||
Trimshamsha - Misfortune Khavedamsha - Auspicious Results
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|| Friendship Table ||
Permanent Friendship

SUN MOON MARS MERC JUPT VENU SATN

SUN --- Friend Friend Neutral Friend Enemy Enemy

MOON Friend --- Neutral Friend Neutral Neutral Neutral

MARS Friend Friend --- Enemy Friend Neutral Neutral

MERC Friend Enemy Neutral --- Neutral Friend Neutral

JUPT Friend Friend Friend Enemy --- Enemy Neutral

VENU Enemy Enemy Neutral Friend Neutral --- Friend

SATN Enemy Enemy Enemy Friend Neutral Friend ---
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|| Friendship Table ||

Temporal Friendship
SUN MOON MARS MERC JUPT VENU SATN

SUN --- Enemy Friend Enemy Friend Enemy Enemy

MOON Enemy --- Enemy Enemy Enemy Enemy Friend

MARS Friend Enemy --- Friend Friend Friend Enemy

MERC Enemy Enemy Friend --- Friend Enemy Enemy

JUPT Friend Enemy Friend Friend --- Friend Enemy

VENU Enemy Enemy Friend Enemy Friend --- Enemy

SATN Enemy Friend Enemy Enemy Enemy Enemy ---
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|| Friendship Table ||

Five-fold Friendship
SUN MOON MARS MERC JUPT VENU SATN

SUN --- Neutral Intimat Enemy Intimat Bitter Bitter

MOON Neutral --- Enemy Neutral Enemy Enemy Friend

MARS Intimat Neutral --- Neutral Intimat Friend Enemy

MERC Neutral Bitter Friend --- Friend Neutral Enemy

JUPT Intimat Neutral Intimat Neutral --- Neutral Enemy

VENU Bitter Bitter Friend Neutral Friend --- Neutral

SATN Bitter Neutral Bitter Neutral Enemy Neutral ---
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Shadbala is a method in Vedic astrology that gives quick insight in the strength of planets and the houses.
Sanskrit means 'Six' and hence Shadbala consists of 6 different sources of strength. Shadbala calculation is a
laborious process but thanks to computers one can get these strength calcualtions by just one mouse click.
Shadbala method gives a value to each planet and each house. The more points a planet and a house gets in
Shadbala the stronger it is. 
 
ShadBala Table 
 

BhavBala Table 
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|| Shadbala and Bhavabala – Strength Calculations ||

SUN MOON MARS MER JUP VEN SAT

Ochcha Bala 59.33 5.78 18.75 13.42 42.96 54.89 39.93

Saptavargaja Bala 86.25 86.25 97.5 73.12 71.25 45 31.88

Ojayugmarasyamsa Bala 30 0 30 15 0 15 30

Kendra Bala 60 60 15 60 30 60 15

Drekkana Bala 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Total Sthan Bala 250.58 152.03 176.25 161.55 144.21 174.89 116.8

Total Dig Bala 5.76 3.2 12.16 24.7 18.5 55.69 6.39

Nathonnatha Bala 5.68 54.32 54.32 60 5.68 5.68 54.32

Paksha Bala 2.56 2.56 2.56 57.44 57.44 57.44 2.56

Thribhaga Bala 0 0 0 0 60 60 0

Abda Bala 0 0 0 0 0 15 0

Masa Bala 0 0 0 0 0 0 30

Vara Bala 0 0 0 0 0 45 0

Hora Bala 0 0 60 0 0 0 0

Ayana Bala 90.69 48.54 59.67 52.18 57.37 47.16 58.99

Yuddha Bala 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Total Kala Bala 98.93 105.42 176.55 169.62 180.49 230.27 145.88

Total Chesta Bala 40.56 57.44 22.13 25.92 13.17 5.23 36.47

Total Naisargeka Bala 60 51.42 17.16 25.74 34.26 42.84 8.58

Total Drik Bala 2.13 -4.21 3.74 7.56 9.34 4.85 11.33

Total Shad Bala 457.97 365.3 408 415.09 399.97 513.77 325.44

Shadbala In Rupas 7.63 6.09 6.8 6.92 6.67 8.56 5.42

Minimum Requirements 5 6 5 7 6.5 5.5 5

Ratio 1.53 1.01 1.36 0.99 1.03 1.56 1.08

Relative Rank 2 6 3 7 5 1 4

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Bhavadhipati Bala 325.44 325.44 399.97 408 513.77 415.09 365.3 457.97 415.09 513.77 408 399.97

Bhavdig Bala 30 50 50 0 10 10 30 40 20 30 20 50

Bhavdrishti Bala 51.37 18.58 -21.75 7.56 10.11 4.41 32.27 65.93 40.51 81.72 96.57 70.68

Total Bhav Bala 406.81 394.02 428.21 415.56 533.88 429.5 427.58 563.9 475.6 625.49 524.56 520.65

Total Bhav In Rupas 6.78 6.57 7.14 6.93 8.9 7.16 7.13 9.4 7.93 10.42 8.74 8.68

Relative Rank 11 12 8 10 3 7 9 2 6 1 4 5
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|| KP System / Nakshatra Nadi ||

SID 15.06.05
Time of Birth 1.27.0
Day Saturday
Date 22.4.1989
Sex Female
Name Pooja Sharama

Ayan Type
Ayan
Place
Latitude
Longitude

KP
023-37-02
Ghaziabad
28.40.N
77.25.E

Naskshatra Swati-3
Rashi Libra
Lagna Capricorn
Yoga
Tithi Pratipad
Sunrise 05.47.41

Naskshatra Lord RAH
Rasi Lord VEN
Lagna Lord SAT
Karan Kolav
Sunset 18.50.02
Dasa Balance SAT 2 Y 9 M 4 D

10

11
12

1
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5
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7

8
9

Su(1)

Mo(7)Ma(3)

Me(1)

Ju(2)

Ve(1)

Sa(9)

Ra(11)

Ke(5)

Ur(9)

Ne(9)

Pl(7)

Ruling Planet
Planet      Rasi Lord   Nak Lord Sub Lord

SAT SUN VENLagna

VENMoon RAH
Day Lord

VEN
SAT

Cuspal Positions
Cusp Degree RASH NAK SUB SS
1 279-28-02 SAT SUN VEN SAT
2 319-02-36 SAT RAH MON VEN
3 355-48-29 JUP MER RAH SUN
4 025-21-40 MAR VEN MER JUP
5 049-56-36 VEN MON KET MON
6 073-13-57 MER RAH MER VEN
7 099-28-02 MON SAT VEN JUP
8 139-02-36 SUN VEN RAH MER
9 175-48-29 MER MAR RAH SUN
10 205-21-40 VEN JUP MER JUP
11 229-56-36 MAR MER VEN MON
12 253-13-57 JUP KET MER SAT

Planetary Positions

Planet Degree RASH NAK SUB SS
Sun 008-04-18

Moon 195-44-58
Mars 061-50-11
Mercury 025-21-22
Jupiter 043-57-50
Venus 012-25-38
Saturn 260-18-27
Rahu 308-17-45
Ketu 128-17-45
Uranus 251-42-39
Neptune 258-41-27
Pluto 200-29-37

MAR KET JUP SAT
VEN RAH VEN MON
MER MAR MER SAT
MAR VEN MER JUP
VEN MON JUP JUP
MAR KET MER MAR
JUP VEN JUP JUP
SAT RAH RAH SUN
SUN KET JUP MER
JUP KET MER MER
JUP VEN RAH SAT
VEN JUP JUP SAT

MO SA RA
SA
SU ME JU VE SA
MA JU
MA ME VE SA
ME
SU MO JU VE KE
SU
MO ME JU
ME VE SA
MA
JU SA

Significators of Houses
House Planet
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Planet Signification
Planet House
Sun
Moon
Mars
Mercury
Jupiter
Venus
Saturn
Rahu
Ketu

3 7 8
1 7 9
4 5 11
3 5 6 9 10
3 4 7 9 12
3 5 7 10
1 2 3 5 10 12
1
7

RAH -18 Years
  22/ 4/89 -   2/ 3/95

RAH 00/00/00
JUP 00/00/00
SAT 00/00/00
MER 00/00/00
KET 00/00/00
VEN 20/ 9/91
SUN 14/ 8/92
MON 14/ 2/94
MAR 2/ 3/95

JUP -16 Years
   2/ 3/95 -   2/ 3/11

JUP 20/ 4/97
SAT 2/11/99
MER 8/ 2/02
KET 14/ 1/03
VEN 14/ 9/05
SUN 2/ 7/06
MON 2/11/07
MAR 8/10/08
RAH 2/ 3/11

SAT -19 Years
   2/ 3/11 -   2/ 3/30

SAT 5/ 3/14
MER 14/11/16
KET 23/12/17
VEN 23/ 2/21
SUN 5/ 2/22
MON 5/ 9/23
MAR 14/10/24
RAH 20/ 8/27
JUP 2/ 3/30

MER -17 Years
   2/ 3/30 -   2/ 3/47

MER 29/ 7/32
KET 26/ 7/33
VEN 26/ 5/36
SUN 2/ 4/37
MON 2/ 9/38
MAR 29/ 8/39
RAH 17/ 3/42
JUP 23/ 6/44
SAT 2/ 3/47

KET -7 Years
   2/ 3/47 -   2/ 3/54

KET 29/ 7/47
VEN 29/ 9/48
SUN 5/ 2/49
MON 5/ 9/49
MAR 2/ 2/50
RAH 20/ 2/51
JUP 26/ 1/52
SAT 5/ 3/53
MER 2/ 3/54

VEN -20 Years
   2/ 3/54 -   2/ 3/74
VEN 2/ 7/57
SUN 2/ 7/58
MON 2/ 3/60
MAR 2/ 5/61
RAH 2/ 5/64
JUP 2/ 1/67
SAT 2/ 3/70
MER 2/ 1/73
KET 2/ 3/74

SUN -6 Years
   2/ 3/74 -   2/ 3/80

SUN 20/ 6/74
MON 20/12/74
MAR 26/ 4/75
RAH 20/ 3/76
JUP 8/ 1/77
SAT 20/12/77
MER 26/10/78
KET 2/ 3/79
VEN 2/ 3/80

MON -10 Years
   2/ 3/80 -   2/ 3/90

MON 2/ 1/81
MAR 2/ 8/81
RAH 2/ 2/83
JUP 2/ 6/84
SAT 2/ 1/86
MER 2/ 6/87
KET 2/ 1/88
VEN 2/ 9/89
SUN 2/ 3/90

MAR -7 Years
   2/ 3/90 -   2/ 3/97
MAR 29/ 7/90
RAH 17/ 8/91
JUP 23/ 7/92
SAT 2/ 9/93
MER 29/ 8/94
KET 26/ 1/95
VEN 26/ 3/96
SUN 2/ 8/96
MON 2/ 3/97
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Dasa Balance: SAT 2 Y 9 M 4 D || Vimshottari Dasha - Pratyantar || Ayanamsa Name: Lahiri

RAH --  VEN
From 22/ 4/89 - To 20/ 9/91

VEN 00/00/00

SUN 14/ 5/89

MON 14/ 8/89

MAR 17/10/89

RAH 29/ 3/90

JUP 23/ 8/90

SAT 14/ 2/91

MER 17/ 7/91

KET 20/ 9/91

RAH --  SUN
From 20/ 9/91 - To 14/ 8/92

SUN 6/10/91

MON 3/11/91

MAR 22/11/91

RAH 11/ 1/92

JUP 24/ 2/92

SAT 15/ 4/92

MER 1/ 6/92

KET 20/ 6/92

VEN 14/ 8/92

RAH --  MON
From 14/ 8/92 - To 14/ 2/94

MON 29/ 9/92

MAR 30/10/92

RAH 21/ 1/93

JUP 3/ 4/93

SAT 29/ 6/93

MER 15/ 9/93

KET 17/10/93

VEN 17/ 1/94

SUN 14/ 2/94

RAH --  MAR
From 14/ 2/94 - To 2/ 3/95

MAR 6/ 3/94

RAH 3/ 5/94

JUP 23/ 6/94

SAT 23/ 8/94

MER 16/10/94

KET 8/11/94

VEN 11/ 1/95

SUN 30/ 1/95

MON 2/ 3/95

JUP --  JUP
From 2/ 3/95 - To 20/ 4/97

JUP 14/ 6/95

SAT 16/10/95

MER 5/ 2/96

KET 19/ 3/96

VEN 27/ 7/96

SUN 6/ 9/96

MON 10/11/96

MAR 25/12/96

RAH 20/ 4/97

JUP --  SAT
From 20/ 4/97 - To 2/11/99

SAT 14/ 9/97

MER 23/ 1/98

KET 17/ 3/98

VEN 19/ 8/98

SUN 4/10/98

MON 20/12/98

MAR 13/ 2/99

RAH 30/ 6/99

JUP 2/11/99

JUP --  MER
From 2/11/99 - To 8/ 2/02

MER 27/ 2/00

KET 15/ 4/00

VEN 1/ 9/00

SUN 12/10/00

MON 20/12/00

MAR 7/ 2/01

RAH 10/ 6/01

JUP 29/ 9/01

SAT 8/ 2/02

JUP --  KET
From 8/ 2/02 - To 14/ 1/03

KET 27/ 2/02

VEN 23/ 4/02

SUN 10/ 5/02

MON 8/ 6/02

MAR 28/ 6/02

RAH 18/ 8/02

JUP 3/10/02

SAT 26/11/02

MER 14/ 1/03

JUP --  VEN
From 14/ 1/03 - To 14/ 9/05

VEN 24/ 6/03

SUN 12/ 8/03

MON 2/11/03

MAR 28/12/03

RAH 22/ 5/04

JUP 30/ 9/04

SAT 2/ 3/05

MER 18/ 7/05

KET 14/ 9/05

JUP --  SUN
From 14/ 9/05 - To 2/ 7/06

SUN 28/ 9/05

MON 22/10/05

MAR 9/11/05

RAH 22/12/05

JUP 1/ 2/06

SAT 16/ 3/06

MER 27/ 4/06

KET 14/ 5/06

VEN 2/ 7/06

JUP --  MON
From 2/ 7/06 - To 2/11/07

MON 12/ 8/06

MAR 10/ 9/06

RAH 22/11/06

JUP 26/ 1/07

SAT 12/ 4/07

MER 20/ 6/07

KET 18/ 7/07

VEN 8/10/07

SUN 2/11/07

JUP --  MAR
From 2/11/07 - To 8/10/08

MAR 21/11/07

RAH 12/ 1/08

JUP 27/ 2/08

SAT 20/ 4/08

MER 7/ 6/08

KET 27/ 6/08

VEN 23/ 8/08

SUN 10/ 9/08

MON 8/10/08

JUP --  RAH
From 8/10/08 - To 2/ 3/11

RAH 17/ 2/09

JUP 13/ 6/09

SAT 29/10/09

MER 2/ 3/10

KET 22/ 4/10

VEN 16/ 9/10

SUN 29/10/10

MON 11/ 1/11

MAR 2/ 3/11

SAT --  SAT
From 2/ 3/11 - To 5/ 3/14

SAT 23/ 8/11

MER 27/ 1/12

KET 30/ 3/12

VEN 30/ 9/12

SUN 25/11/12

MON 25/ 2/13

MAR 28/ 4/13

RAH 10/10/13

JUP 5/ 3/14

SAT --  MER
From 5/ 3/14 - To 14/11/16

MER 22/ 7/14

KET 19/ 9/14

VEN 2/ 3/15

SUN 19/ 4/15

MON 9/ 7/15

MAR 6/ 9/15

RAH 1/ 2/16

JUP 10/ 6/16

SAT 14/11/16
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Dasa Balance: SAT 2 Y 9 M 4 D || Vimshottari Dasha - Pratyantar || Ayanamsa Name: Lahiri

SAT --  KET
From 14/11/16 - To 23/12/17

KET 7/12/16

VEN 14/ 2/17

SUN 4/ 3/17

MON 7/ 4/17

MAR 30/ 4/17

RAH 30/ 6/17

JUP 23/ 8/17

SAT 26/10/17

MER 23/12/17

SAT --  VEN
From 23/12/17 - To 23/ 2/21

VEN 3/ 7/18

SUN 30/ 8/18

MON 5/12/18

MAR 11/ 2/19

RAH 2/ 8/19

JUP 4/ 1/20

SAT 5/ 7/20

MER 16/12/20

KET 23/ 2/21

SAT --  SUN
From 23/ 2/21 - To 5/ 2/22

SUN 10/ 3/21

MON 8/ 4/21

MAR 28/ 4/21

RAH 20/ 6/21

JUP 5/ 8/21

SAT 29/ 9/21

MER 18/11/21

KET 8/12/21

VEN 5/ 2/22

SAT --  MON
From 5/ 2/22 - To 5/ 9/23

MON 22/ 3/22

MAR 26/ 4/22

RAH 21/ 7/22

JUP 7/10/22

SAT 7/ 1/23

MER 28/ 3/23

KET 1/ 5/23

VEN 6/ 8/23

SUN 5/ 9/23

SAT --  MAR
From 5/ 9/23 - To 14/10/24

MAR 28/ 9/23

RAH 28/11/23

JUP 21/ 1/24

SAT 24/ 3/24

MER 21/ 5/24

KET 14/ 6/24

VEN 21/ 8/24

SUN 11/ 9/24

MON 14/10/24

SAT --  RAH
From 14/10/24 - To 20/ 8/27

RAH 18/ 3/25

JUP 5/ 8/25

SAT 17/ 1/26

MER 12/ 6/26

KET 12/ 8/26

VEN 3/ 2/27

SUN 25/ 3/27

MON 20/ 6/27

MAR 20/ 8/27

SAT --  JUP
From 20/ 8/27 - To 2/ 3/30

JUP 21/12/27

SAT 16/ 5/28

MER 25/ 9/28

KET 18/11/28

VEN 20/ 4/29

SUN 6/ 6/29

MON 22/ 8/29

MAR 15/10/29

RAH 2/ 3/30

MER --  MER
From 2/ 3/30 - To 29/ 7/32

MER 5/ 7/30

KET 25/ 8/30

VEN 20/ 1/31

SUN 3/ 3/31

MON 15/ 5/31

MAR 6/ 7/31

RAH 16/11/31

JUP 12/ 3/32

SAT 29/ 7/32

MER --  KET
From 29/ 7/32 - To 26/ 7/33

KET 20/ 8/32

VEN 19/10/32

SUN 7/11/32

MON 7/12/32

MAR 28/12/32

RAH 21/ 2/33

JUP 9/ 4/33

SAT 5/ 6/33

MER 26/ 7/33

MER --  VEN
From 26/ 7/33 - To 26/ 5/36

VEN 16/ 1/34

SUN 7/ 3/34

MON 2/ 6/34

MAR 1/ 8/34

RAH 4/ 1/35

JUP 20/ 5/35

SAT 2/11/35

MER 26/ 3/36

KET 26/ 5/36

MER --  SUN
From 26/ 5/36 - To 2/ 4/37

SUN 11/ 6/36

MON 7/ 7/36

MAR 25/ 7/36

RAH 10/ 9/36

JUP 21/10/36

SAT 10/12/36

MER 23/ 1/37

KET 11/ 2/37

VEN 2/ 4/37

MER --  MON
From 2/ 4/37 - To 2/ 9/38

MON 14/ 5/37

MAR 14/ 6/37

RAH 1/ 9/37

JUP 9/11/37

SAT 29/ 1/38

MER 12/ 4/38

KET 11/ 5/38

VEN 6/ 8/38

SUN 2/ 9/38

MER --  MAR
From 2/ 9/38 - To 29/ 8/39

MAR 23/ 9/38

RAH 16/11/38

JUP 4/ 1/39

SAT 2/ 3/39

MER 21/ 4/39

KET 12/ 5/39

VEN 11/ 7/39

SUN 29/ 7/39

MON 29/ 8/39

MER --  RAH
From 29/ 8/39 - To 17/ 3/42

RAH 17/ 1/40

JUP 19/ 5/40

SAT 14/10/40

MER 24/ 2/41

KET 18/ 4/41

VEN 21/ 9/41

SUN 7/11/41

MON 23/ 1/42

MAR 17/ 3/42

MER --  JUP
From 17/ 3/42 - To 23/ 6/44

JUP 6/ 7/42

SAT 15/11/42

MER 10/ 3/43

KET 28/ 4/43

VEN 14/ 9/43

SUN 25/10/43

MON 3/ 1/44

MAR 20/ 2/44

RAH 23/ 6/44
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MER --  JUP
From 17/ 3/42 - To 23/ 6/44

JUP 6/ 7/42

SAT 15/11/42

MER 10/ 3/43

KET 28/ 4/43

VEN 14/ 9/43

SUN 25/10/43

MON 3/ 1/44

MAR 20/ 2/44

RAH 23/ 6/44

MER --  SAT
From 23/ 6/44 - To 2/ 3/47

SAT 26/11/44

MER 14/ 4/45

KET 10/ 6/45

VEN 22/11/45

SUN 10/ 1/46

MON 1/ 4/46

MAR 27/ 5/46

RAH 23/10/46

JUP 2/ 3/47

KET --  KET
From 2/ 3/47 - To 29/ 7/47

KET 10/ 3/47

VEN 5/ 4/47

SUN 12/ 4/47

MON 25/ 4/47

MAR 3/ 5/47

RAH 25/ 5/47

JUP 15/ 6/47

SAT 8/ 7/47

MER 29/ 7/47

KET --  VEN
From 29/ 7/47 - To 29/ 9/48

VEN 9/10/47

SUN 30/10/47

MON 5/12/47

MAR 29/12/47

RAH 2/ 3/48

JUP 28/ 4/48

SAT 5/ 7/48

MER 4/ 9/48

KET 29/ 9/48

KET --  SUN
From 29/ 9/48 - To 5/ 2/49

SUN 5/10/48

MON 16/10/48

MAR 23/10/48

RAH 12/11/48

JUP 29/11/48

SAT 19/12/48

MER 7/ 1/49

KET 14/ 1/49

VEN 5/ 2/49

Dasa Balance: SAT 2 Y 9 M 4 D || Vimshottari Dasha - Pratyantar || Ayanamsa Name: Lahiri

KET --  MON
From 5/ 2/49 - To 5/ 9/49

MON 22/ 2/49

MAR 5/ 3/49

RAH 6/ 4/49

JUP 4/ 5/49

SAT 7/ 6/49

MER 7/ 7/49

KET 19/ 7/49

VEN 24/ 8/49

SUN 5/ 9/49

KET --  MAR
From 5/ 9/49 - To 2/ 2/50

MAR 13/ 9/49

RAH 6/10/49

JUP 25/10/49

SAT 18/11/49

MER 9/12/49

KET 18/12/49

VEN 12/ 1/50

SUN 20/ 1/50

MON 2/ 2/50

KET --  RAH
From 2/ 2/50 - To 20/ 2/51

RAH 29/ 3/50

JUP 19/ 5/50

SAT 19/ 7/50

MER 12/ 9/50

KET 4/10/50

VEN 7/12/50

SUN 26/12/50

MON 28/ 1/51

MAR 20/ 2/51

KET --  JUP
From 20/ 2/51 - To 26/ 1/52

JUP 5/ 4/51

SAT 28/ 5/51

MER 15/ 7/51

KET 5/ 8/51

VEN 1/10/51

SUN 18/10/51

MON 16/11/51

MAR 5/12/51

RAH 26/ 1/52

KET --  SAT
From 26/ 1/52 - To 5/ 3/53

SAT 29/ 3/52

MER 26/ 5/52

KET 19/ 6/52

VEN 25/ 8/52

SUN 15/ 9/52

MON 19/10/52

MAR 12/11/52

RAH 12/ 1/53

JUP 5/ 3/53

Dasa Balance: SAT 2 Y 9 M 4 D || Vimshottari Dasha - Pratyantar || Ayanamsa Name: Lahiri

KET --  MER
From 5/ 3/53 - To 2/ 3/54

MER 25/ 4/53

KET 16/ 5/53

VEN 16/ 7/53

SUN 4/ 8/53

MON 3/ 9/53

MAR 24/ 9/53

RAH 18/11/53

JUP 5/ 1/54

SAT 2/ 3/54

VEN --  VEN
From 2/ 3/54 - To 2/ 7/57

VEN 22/ 9/54

SUN 22/11/54

MON 2/ 3/55

MAR 12/ 5/55

RAH 12/11/55

JUP 22/ 4/56

SAT 2/11/56

MER 22/ 4/57

KET 2/ 7/57

VEN --  SUN
From 2/ 7/57 - To 2/ 7/58

SUN 20/ 7/57

MON 20/ 8/57

MAR 11/ 9/57

RAH 5/11/57

JUP 23/12/57

SAT 20/ 2/58

MER 11/ 4/58

KET 2/ 5/58

VEN 2/ 7/58

VEN --  MON
From 2/ 7/58 - To 2/ 3/60

MON 22/ 8/58

MAR 27/ 9/58

RAH 27/12/58

JUP 17/ 3/59

SAT 22/ 6/59

MER 17/ 9/59

KET 22/10/59

VEN 2/ 2/60

SUN 2/ 3/60

VEN --  MAR
From 2/ 3/60 - To 2/ 5/61

MAR 26/ 3/60

RAH 29/ 5/60

JUP 25/ 7/60

SAT 2/10/60

MER 1/12/60

KET 26/12/60

VEN 6/ 3/61

SUN 27/ 3/61

MON 2/ 5/61
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Dasa Balance: SAT 2 Y 9 M 4 D || Vimshottari Dasha - Pratyantar || Ayanamsa Name: Lahiri

VEN --  JUP
From 2/ 5/64 - To 2/ 1/67

JUP 10/ 9/64

SAT 12/ 2/65

MER 28/ 6/65

KET 24/ 8/65

VEN 4/ 2/66

SUN 22/ 3/66

MON 12/ 6/66

MAR 8/ 8/66

RAH 2/ 1/67

VEN --  SAT
From 2/ 1/67 - To 2/ 3/70

SAT 2/ 7/67

MER 14/12/67

KET 20/ 2/68

VEN 30/ 8/68

SUN 27/10/68

MON 2/ 2/69

MAR 9/ 4/69

RAH 30/ 9/69

JUP 2/ 3/70

VEN --  MER
From 2/ 3/70 - To 2/ 1/73

MER 26/ 7/70

KET 26/ 9/70

VEN 16/ 3/71

SUN 7/ 5/71

MON 2/ 8/71

MAR 1/10/71

RAH 4/ 3/72

JUP 20/ 7/72

SAT 2/ 1/73

VEN --  KET
From 2/ 1/73 - To 2/ 3/74

KET 26/ 1/73

VEN 6/ 4/73

SUN 27/ 4/73

MON 2/ 6/73

MAR 27/ 6/73

RAH 30/ 8/73

JUP 26/10/73

SAT 2/ 1/74

MER 2/ 3/74
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|| Yogini Dasha ||

Pi   2 Years Dh   3 Years Br   4 Years Ba   5 Years

Ul   6 Years Si   7 Years Sn   8 Years Ma   1 Years

Pi   2 Years Dh   3 Years Br   4 Years Ba   5 Years

From 26/12/87

To 17/12/89

Pi 26/12/87

Dh 26/ 2/88

Br 16/ 5/88

Ba 26/ 8/88

Ul 26/12/88

Si 16/ 5/89

Sn 26/10/89

Ma 17/12/89

From 17/12/89

To 17/12/92

Dh 15/ 2/90

Br 15/ 6/90

Ba 15/11/90

Ul 15/ 5/91

Si 15/12/91

Sn 15/ 8/92

Ma 15/ 9/92

Pi 17/12/92

From 17/12/92

To 17/12/96

Br 25/ 4/93

Ba 14/11/93

Ul 14/ 7/94

Si 24/ 4/95

Sn 15/ 3/96

Ma 25/ 4/96

Pi 15/ 7/96

Dh 17/12/96

From 17/12/96

To 17/12/01

Ba 25/ 7/97

Ul 25/ 5/98

Si 15/ 5/99

Sn 25/ 6/00

Ma 14/ 8/00

Pi 24/11/00

Dh 24/ 4/01

Br 17/12/01

From 17/12/01

To 17/12/07

Ul 13/11/02

Si 12/ 1/04

Sn 12/ 5/05

Ma 12/ 7/05

Pi 12/11/05

Dh 12/ 5/06

Br 12/ 1/07

Ba 17/12/07

From 17/12/07

To 17/12/14

Si 22/ 3/09

Sn 12/10/10

Ma 22/12/10

Pi 12/ 5/11

Dh 12/12/11

Br 22/ 9/12

Ba 11/ 9/13

Ul 17/12/14

From 17/12/14

To 17/12/22

Sn 21/ 8/16

Ma 10/11/16

Pi 20/ 4/17

Dh 20/12/17

Br  9/11/18

Ba 19/12/19

Ul 18/ 4/21

Si 17/12/22

From 17/12/22

To 17/12/23

Ma 17/11/22

Pi  7/12/22

Dh  7/ 1/23

Br 17/ 2/23

Ba  6/ 4/23

Ul  6/ 6/23

Si 16/ 8/23

Sn 17/12/23

From 17/12/23

To 17/12/25

Pi 15/12/23

Dh 15/ 2/24

Br  5/ 5/24

Ba 15/ 8/24

Ul 15/12/24

Si  5/ 5/25

Sn 15/10/25

Ma 17/12/25

From 17/12/25

To 17/12/28

Dh  4/ 2/26

Br  4/ 6/26

Ba  4/11/26

Ul  4/ 5/27

Si  4/12/27

Sn  4/ 8/28

Ma  4/ 9/28

Pi 17/12/28

From 17/12/28

To 17/12/32

Br 14/ 4/29

Ba  3/11/29

Ul  3/ 7/30

Si 13/ 4/31

Sn  4/ 3/32

Ma 14/ 4/32

Pi  4/ 7/32

Dh 17/12/32

From 17/12/32

To 17/12/37

Ba 14/ 7/33

Ul 14/ 5/34

Si  4/ 5/35

Sn 14/ 6/36

Ma  3/ 8/36

Pi 13/11/36

Dh 13/ 4/37

Br 17/12/37
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|| Yogini Dasha ||

Ul   6 Years Si   7 Years Sn   8 Years Ma   1 Years

Pi   2 Years Dh   3 Years Br   4 Years Ba   5 Years

Ul   6 Years Si   7 Years Sn   8 Years Ma   1 Years

From 17/12/37

To 17/12/43

Ul  2/11/38

Si  1/ 1/40

Sn  1/ 5/41

Ma  1/ 7/41

Pi  1/11/41

Dh  1/ 5/42

Br  1/ 1/43

Ba 17/12/43

From 17/12/43

To 17/12/50

Si 11/ 3/45

Sn  1/10/46

Ma 11/12/46

Pi  1/ 5/47

Dh  1/12/47

Br 11/ 9/48

Ba 31/ 8/49

Ul 17/12/50

From 17/12/50

To 17/12/58

Sn 10/ 8/52

Ma 30/10/52

Pi  9/ 4/53

Dh  9/12/53

Br 29/10/54

Ba  9/12/55

Ul  8/ 4/57

Si 17/12/58

From 17/12/58

To 17/12/59

Ma  7/11/58

Pi 27/11/58

Dh 27/12/58

Br  6/ 2/59

Ba 26/ 3/59

Ul 26/ 5/59

Si  5/ 8/59

Sn 17/12/59

From 17/12/59

To 17/12/61

Pi  5/12/59

Dh  5/ 2/60

Br 25/ 4/60

Ba  4/ 8/60

Ul  4/12/60

Si 24/ 4/61

Sn  4/10/61

Ma 17/12/61

From 17/12/61

To 17/12/64

Dh 24/ 1/62

Br 24/ 5/62

Ba 24/10/62

Ul 24/ 4/63

Si 23/11/63

Sn 23/ 7/64

Ma 23/ 8/64

Pi 17/12/64

From 17/12/64

To 17/12/68

Br  2/ 4/65

Ba 22/10/65

Ul 22/ 6/66

Si  1/ 4/67

Sn 21/ 2/68

Ma 31/ 3/68

Pi 20/ 6/68

Dh 17/12/68

From 17/12/68

To 17/12/73

Ba 30/ 6/69

Ul 30/ 4/70

Si 19/ 4/71

Sn 29/ 5/72

Ma 19/ 7/72

Pi 29/10/72

Dh 29/ 3/73

Br 17/12/73

From 17/12/73

To 17/12/79

Ul 19/10/74

Si 19/12/75

Sn 18/ 4/77

Ma 18/ 6/77

Pi 18/10/77

Dh 18/ 4/78

Br 18/12/78

Ba 17/12/79

From 17/12/79

To 17/12/86

Si 28/ 2/81

Sn 17/ 9/82

Ma 27/11/82

Pi 16/ 4/83

Dh 16/11/83

Br 26/ 8/84

Ba 15/ 8/85

Ul 17/12/86

From 17/12/86

To 17/12/94

Sn 25/ 7/88

Ma 15/10/88

Pi 25/ 3/89

Dh 25/11/89

Br 15/10/90

Ba 25/11/91

Ul 27/ 3/93

Si 17/12/94

From 17/12/94

To 17/12/95

Ma 27/10/94

Pi 16/11/94

Dh 16/12/94

Br 26/ 1/95

Ba 18/ 3/95

Ul 18/ 5/95

Si 28/ 7/95

Sn 17/12/95
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|| Char Dasha ||
Char Maha Dasha

Char Antardasha

CAP 01  Year  22/ 4/89  22/ 4/90

SAG 05  Year  22/ 4/90  22/ 4/95

SCO 07  Year  22/ 4/95  22/ 4/02

LIB 06  Year  22/ 4/02  22/ 4/08

VIR 05  Year  22/ 4/08  22/ 4/13

LEO 04  Year  22/ 4/13  22/ 4/17

CAN 09  Year  22/ 4/17  22/ 4/26

GEM 10  Year  22/ 4/26  22/ 4/36

TAU 11  Year  22/ 4/36  22/ 4/47

ARI 02  Year  22/ 4/47  22/ 4/49

PIS 10  Year  22/ 4/49  22/ 4/59

AQU 00  Year  22/ 4/59  22/ 4/59

       CAP 1 Years        SAG 5 Years        SCO 7 Years
SAG 22/ 4/89  22/ 5/89
SCO 22/ 5/89  22/ 6/89
LIB 22/ 6/89  22/ 7/89
VIR 22/ 7/89  22/ 8/89
LEO 22/ 8/89  22/ 9/89
CAN 22/ 9/89  22/10/89
GEM 22/10/89  22/11/89
TAU 22/11/89  22/12/89

ARI 22/12/89  22/ 1/90
PIS 22/ 1/90  22/ 2/90
AQU 22/ 2/90  22/ 3/90
CAP 22/ 3/90  22/ 4/90

SCO 22/ 4/90  22/ 9/90
LIB 22/ 9/90  22/ 2/91
VIR 22/ 2/91  22/ 7/91
LEO 22/ 7/91  22/12/91
CAN 22/12/91  22/ 5/92
GEM 22/ 5/92  22/10/92
TAU 22/10/92  22/ 3/93
ARI 22/ 3/93  22/ 8/93

PIS 22/ 8/93  22/ 1/94
AQU 22/ 1/94  22/ 6/94
CAP 22/ 6/94  22/11/94
SAG 22/11/94  22/ 4/95

LIB 22/ 4/95  22/11/95
VIR 22/11/95  22/ 6/96
LEO 22/ 6/96  22/ 1/97
CAN 22/ 1/97  22/ 8/97
GEM 22/ 8/97  22/ 3/98
TAU 22/ 3/98  22/10/98
ARI 22/10/98  22/ 5/99
PIS 22/ 5/99  22/12/99

AQU 22/12/99  22/ 7/00
CAP 22/ 7/00  22/ 2/01
SAG 22/ 2/01  22/ 9/01
SCO 22/ 9/01  22/ 4/02
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       LIB 6 Years        VIR 5 Years        LEO 4 Years

       CAN 9 Years        GEM 10 Years        TAU 11 Years

       ARI 2 Years        PIS 10 Years        AQU 0 Years

SCO 22/ 4/02  22/10/02
SAG 22/10/02  22/ 4/03
CAP 22/ 4/03  22/10/03
AQU 22/10/03  22/ 4/04
PIS 22/ 4/04  22/10/04
ARI 22/10/04  22/ 4/05
TAU 22/ 4/05  22/10/05
GEM 22/10/05  22/ 4/06

CAN 22/ 4/06  22/10/06
LEO 22/10/06  22/ 4/07
VIR 22/ 4/07  22/10/07
LIB 22/10/07  22/ 4/08

LIB 22/ 4/08  22/ 9/08
SCO 22/ 9/08  22/ 2/09
SAG 22/ 2/09  22/ 7/09
CAP 22/ 7/09  22/12/09
AQU 22/12/09  22/ 5/10
PIS 22/ 5/10  22/10/10
ARI 22/10/10  22/ 3/11
TAU 22/ 3/11  22/ 8/11

GEM 22/ 8/11  22/ 1/12
CAN 22/ 1/12  22/ 6/12
LEO 22/ 6/12  22/11/12
VIR 22/11/12  22/ 4/13

VIR 22/ 4/13  22/ 8/13
LIB 22/ 8/13  22/12/13
SCO 22/12/13  22/ 4/14
SAG 22/ 4/14  22/ 8/14
CAP 22/ 8/14  22/12/14
AQU 22/12/14  22/ 4/15
PIS 22/ 4/15  22/ 8/15
ARI 22/ 8/15  22/12/15

TAU 22/12/15  22/ 4/16
GEM 22/ 4/16  22/ 8/16
CAN 22/ 8/16  22/12/16
LEO 22/12/16  22/ 4/17

GEM 22/ 4/17  22/ 1/18
TAU 22/ 1/18  22/10/18
ARI 22/10/18  22/ 7/19
PIS 22/ 7/19  22/ 4/20
AQU 22/ 4/20  22/ 1/21
CAP 22/ 1/21  22/10/21
SAG 22/10/21  22/ 7/22
SCO 22/ 7/22  22/ 4/23

LIB 22/ 4/23  22/ 1/24
VIR 22/ 1/24  22/10/24
LEO 22/10/24  22/ 7/25
CAN 22/ 7/25  22/ 4/26

TAU 22/ 4/26  22/ 2/27
ARI 22/ 2/27  22/12/27
PIS 22/12/27  22/10/28
AQU 22/10/28  22/ 8/29
CAP 22/ 8/29  22/ 6/30
SAG 22/ 6/30  22/ 4/31
SCO 22/ 4/31  22/ 2/32
LIB 22/ 2/32  22/12/32

VIR 22/12/32  22/10/33
LEO 22/10/33  22/ 8/34
CAN 22/ 8/34  22/ 6/35
GEM 22/ 6/35  22/ 4/36

ARI 22/ 4/36  22/ 3/37
PIS 22/ 3/37  22/ 2/38
AQU 22/ 2/38  22/ 1/39
CAP 22/ 1/39  22/12/39
SAG 22/12/39  22/11/40
SCO 22/11/40  22/10/41
LIB 22/10/41  22/ 9/42
VIR 22/ 9/42  22/ 8/43

LEO 22/ 8/43  22/ 7/44
CAN 22/ 7/44  22/ 6/45
GEM 22/ 6/45  22/ 5/46
TAU 22/ 5/46  22/ 4/47

TAU 22/ 4/47  22/ 6/47
GEM 22/ 6/47  22/ 8/47
CAN 22/ 8/47  22/10/47
LEO 22/10/47  22/12/47
VIR 22/12/47  22/ 2/48
LIB 22/ 2/48  22/ 4/48
SCO 22/ 4/48  22/ 6/48
SAG 22/ 6/48  22/ 8/48

CAP 22/ 8/48  22/10/48
AQU 22/10/48  22/12/48
PIS 22/12/48  22/ 2/49
ARI 22/ 2/49  22/ 4/49

ARI 22/ 4/49  22/ 2/50
TAU 22/ 2/50  22/12/50
GEM 22/12/50  22/10/51
CAN 22/10/51  22/ 8/52
LEO 22/ 8/52  22/ 6/53
VIR 22/ 6/53  22/ 4/54
LIB 22/ 4/54  22/ 2/55
SCO 22/ 2/55  22/12/55

SAG 22/12/55  22/10/56
CAP 22/10/56  22/ 8/57
AQU 22/ 8/57  22/ 6/58
PIS 22/ 6/58  22/ 4/59

PIS 22/ 4/59  22/ 4/59
ARI 22/ 4/59  22/ 4/59
TAU 22/ 4/59  22/ 4/59
GEM 22/ 4/59  22/ 4/59
CAN 22/ 4/59  22/ 4/59
LEO 22/ 4/59  22/ 4/59
VIR 22/ 4/59  22/ 4/59
LIB 22/ 4/59  22/ 4/59

SCO 22/ 4/59  22/ 4/59
SAG 22/ 4/59  22/ 4/59
CAP 22/ 4/59  22/ 4/59
AQU 22/ 4/59  22/ 4/59
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|| Ashtakvarga Table ||

Rashi
No.

   1    2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9    10    11    12

SUN    3    1    4    4    3    5    5    2    6    5    3    7
MOON    5    2    4    4    5    1    7    5    3    3    6    4
MARS    2    0    5    2    4    5    3    2    3    3    4    6
MERC    5    2    5    4    6    4    3    3    6    5    5    6
JUPI    6    6    5    5    4    4    2    5    5    5    7    2
VENU    4    4    3    2    6    5    3    5    4    4    8    4
SATU    5    3    1    1    2    3    5    4    2    3    4    6
Total    30    18    27    22    30    27    28    26    29    28    37    35

Ashtakvarga Chart:
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|| Prastharashtakvarga Tables ||
Sun

Ar Ta Ge Ca Le Vi Li Sc Sa Ca Aq Pi ToT

Su 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 8

Mo 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 4

Ma 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 8

Me 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 7

Ju 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 4

Ve 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 3

Sa 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 8

As 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 6

Total 3 1 4 4 3 5 5 2 6 5 3 7

We wants to make it clear that we put our best efforts in providing this report but any prediction

that you receive from us is not to be considered as a substitute for advice, program, or treatment

that you would normally receive from a licensed professional such as a lawyer, doctor,

psychiatrist, or financial adviser. Although we try our best to give you accurate calculations, we

do not rule out the possibility of errors. The report are provided as-is and we provides no

guarantees, implied warranties, or assurances of any kind, and will not be responsible for any

interpretation made or use by the recipient of the information and data mentioned above. If you

are not comfortable with this information, please do not use it. In case any disputes the court of

law shall be the only courts of Agra, UP (India).

Disclaimer
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|| Prastharashtakvarga Tables ||
Moon

Ar Ta Ge Ca Le Vi Li Sc Sa Ca Aq Pi ToT

Su 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 6

Mo 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 6

Ma 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 7

Me 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 8

Ju 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 7

Ve 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 7

Sa 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 4

As 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 4

Total 5 2 4 4 5 1 7 5 3 3 6 4

We wants to make it clear that we put our best efforts in providing this report but any prediction

that you receive from us is not to be considered as a substitute for advice, program, or treatment

that you would normally receive from a licensed professional such as a lawyer, doctor,

psychiatrist, or financial adviser. Although we try our best to give you accurate calculations, we

do not rule out the possibility of errors. The report are provided as-is and we provides no

guarantees, implied warranties, or assurances of any kind, and will not be responsible for any

interpretation made or use by the recipient of the information and data mentioned above. If you

are not comfortable with this information, please do not use it. In case any disputes the court of

law shall be the only courts of Agra, UP (India).

Disclaimer
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|| Prastharashtakvarga Tables ||

Mars
Ar Ta Ge Ca Le Vi Li Sc Sa Ca Aq Pi ToT

Su 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 5

Mo 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 3

Ma 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 7

Me 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 4

Ju 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 4

Ve 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 4

Sa 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 7

As 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 5

Total 2 0 5 2 4 5 3 2 3 3 4 6

We wants to make it clear that we put our best efforts in providing this report but any prediction

that you receive from us is not to be considered as a substitute for advice, program, or treatment

that you would normally receive from a licensed professional such as a lawyer, doctor,

psychiatrist, or financial adviser. Although we try our best to give you accurate calculations, we

do not rule out the possibility of errors. The report are provided as-is and we provides no

guarantees, implied warranties, or assurances of any kind, and will not be responsible for any

interpretation made or use by the recipient of the information and data mentioned above. If you

are not comfortable with this information, please do not use it. In case any disputes the court of

law shall be the only courts of Agra, UP (India).

Disclaimer
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|| Prastharashtakvarga Tables ||

Mercury

Ar Ta Ge Ca Le Vi Li Sc Sa Ca Aq Pi ToT

Su 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 5

Mo 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 6

Ma 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 8

Me 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 8

Ju 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 4

Ve 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 8

Sa 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 8

As 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 7

Total 5 2 5 4 6 4 3 3 6 5 5 6

We wants to make it clear that we put our best efforts in providing this report but any prediction

that you receive from us is not to be considered as a substitute for advice, program, or treatment

that you would normally receive from a licensed professional such as a lawyer, doctor,

psychiatrist, or financial adviser. Although we try our best to give you accurate calculations, we

do not rule out the possibility of errors. The report are provided as-is and we provides no

guarantees, implied warranties, or assurances of any kind, and will not be responsible for any

interpretation made or use by the recipient of the information and data mentioned above. If you

are not comfortable with this information, please do not use it. In case any disputes the court of

law shall be the only courts of Agra, UP (India).

Disclaimer
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|| Prastharashtakvarga Tables ||

Jupiter
Ar Ta Ge Ca Le Vi Li Sc Sa Ca Aq Pi ToT

Su 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 9

Mo 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 5

Ma 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 7

Me 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 8

Ju 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 8

Ve 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 6

Sa 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 4

As 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 9

Total 6 6 5 5 4 4 2 5 5 5 7 2

We wants to make it clear that we put our best efforts in providing this report but any prediction

that you receive from us is not to be considered as a substitute for advice, program, or treatment

that you would normally receive from a licensed professional such as a lawyer, doctor,

psychiatrist, or financial adviser. Although we try our best to give you accurate calculations, we

do not rule out the possibility of errors. The report are provided as-is and we provides no

guarantees, implied warranties, or assurances of any kind, and will not be responsible for any

interpretation made or use by the recipient of the information and data mentioned above. If you

are not comfortable with this information, please do not use it. In case any disputes the court of

law shall be the only courts of Agra, UP (India).

Disclaimer
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|| Prastharashtakvarga Tables ||

Venus

Ar Ta Ge Ca Le Vi Li Sc Sa Ca Aq Pi ToT

Su 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 3

Mo 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 9

Ma 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 6

Me 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 5

Ju 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 5

Ve 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 9

Sa 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 7

As 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 8

Total 4 4 3 2 6 5 3 5 4 4 8 4

We wants to make it clear that we put our best efforts in providing this report but any prediction

that you receive from us is not to be considered as a substitute for advice, program, or treatment

that you would normally receive from a licensed professional such as a lawyer, doctor,

psychiatrist, or financial adviser. Although we try our best to give you accurate calculations, we

do not rule out the possibility of errors. The report are provided as-is and we provides no

guarantees, implied warranties, or assurances of any kind, and will not be responsible for any

interpretation made or use by the recipient of the information and data mentioned above. If you

are not comfortable with this information, please do not use it. In case any disputes the court of

law shall be the only courts of Agra, UP (India).

Disclaimer
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|| Prastharashtakvarga Tables ||

Saturn
Ar Ta Ge Ca Le Vi Li Sc Sa Ca Aq Pi ToT

Su 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 7

Mo 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 3

Ma 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 6

Me 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 6

Ju 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 4

Ve 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 3

Sa 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 4

As 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 6

Total 5 3 1 1 2 3 5 4 2 3 4 6

We wants to make it clear that we put our best efforts in providing this report but any prediction

that you receive from us is not to be considered as a substitute for advice, program, or treatment

that you would normally receive from a licensed professional such as a lawyer, doctor,

psychiatrist, or financial adviser. Although we try our best to give you accurate calculations, we

do not rule out the possibility of errors. The report are provided as-is and we provides no

guarantees, implied warranties, or assurances of any kind, and will not be responsible for any

interpretation made or use by the recipient of the information and data mentioned above. If you

are not comfortable with this information, please do not use it. In case any disputes the court of

law shall be the only courts of Agra, UP (India).

Disclaimer
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